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THE CRISIS IN SUDAN

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22, 1995

House of Representatives,
Committee on International Relations,

Subcommittee on Africa,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.m., in room
2200, Raybum House Office Building, Hon. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen
(chair of the subcommittee) presiding.

Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. We are here today to discuss a very tragic

situation—an issue marked by the gradual destruction of a cul-

turally and ethnically diverse population. The issue, of course, is

the crisis that continues to brew in Sudan.
A country rich in people and in resources, Sudan has been un-

able to realize its potential due to over 40 years of civil strife.

Throughout its troubled history, over 1 million people have died
and over 2.5 million have been wounded or displaced.

Recent years have seen an escalation of this conflict with indis-

criminate bombings of civilians and religious persecution, causing
an incredible growth of Sudanese fleeing to safety in other coun-
tries.

Currently, international aid agencies working close to the bor-

ders report further increases in the flow of remgees, with 700 to

over 2,000 crossing over every week. This is resulting in the spread
of disease and pestilence into neighboring areas. Relief workers are
also finding it increasingly difficult to maintain stability in the
camps and to redistribute their resources to accommodate the new
influx of refugees. Observers believe that last year's Rwandan cri-

sis may pale by comparison if the crisis in Sudain is left uncon-
trolled.

However, the situation poses more than a humanitarian concern
to the United States. It poses a very real and potentially imminent
threat to U.S. security interests and policy in the region.

According to intelligence sources, the Government of Sudan is

known to be providing support to insurgency groups in the region,

as well as harboring members of international terrorist groups. It

allows the existence of terrorist training facilities which prepare
these elements for subversive activities against countries in the re-

gion—countries with whom the United States maintains friendly

relations and which are pivotal to regional balance and stability.

Furthermore, this situation is now placing American lives di-

rectly in the line of fire, as Sudanese-backed terrorism is being ex-

ported to the United States. In fact, 5 of the 11 defendants cur-

rently being tried for the bombings in New York are Sudanese.

(1)



Thus, due to the reasons that I have explained, it is imperative
that we address the developing crisis in Sudan.
Each of the witnesses testitying today will focus on a different

aspect of this very complex issue and render suggestions on how
we can prevent this situation from escalating any further.

With this in mind, I would like to proceed with the introduction
of our first speaker, after my colleagues make their opening state-

ments.
Mr. Johnston.
Mr. Johnston. Madam Chairman, I note that Chairman Wolf

has got to go to a very important transportation meeting. May I

make an opening statement after he testifies?

Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Of course.

Mr. Houghton, would you like to make an opening?
Mr. Houghton. No, that is OK
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Congressman Wolf, as all of us know, was

first elected to Congress in 1980 from Virginia's 10th Congressional
District. He is a member of the House Appropriations Committee
and serves on three subcommittees: Treasury-Postal Service-Gren-

eral Government, Foreign Operations, and Transportation, which is

the one he chairs.

Furthermore, he serves on the Helsinki Commission and is a
member of the Executive Committee of the Congressional Human
Rights Caucus. In this capacity, he has led several successful ef-

forts to improve the human rights and basic living conditions for

refugees throughout the world.
We know that, as Mr. Johnston pointed out, he has to go to an-

other committee hearing, but we thank him for his commitment to

the issue of human rights and, in particular, as it relates to Sudan.
Thank you. Congressman.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE FRANK R. WOLF, A REP-
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF VIRGINIA

Mr. Wolf. Thank you. Madam Chairman. I appreciate the com-
ments. And I really want to thank you and the committee, particu-

larly you though, for holding these important hearings so early in

the 104th Congress.
I also want to publicly acknowledge the work that Harry John-

ston has done over the last several years when Harry was chair-

man, and also Mr. Ackerman, who was with me once when we were
in the southern Sudan.
But I really want you to know that I appreciate it very much.
It has been 2 years since the House looked at this issue in a

forum like this. And it pains me to report the issue still needs at-

tention. The war in Sudan continues with no end, absolutely no
end in sight.

I hope after hearing the testimony by this distinguished panel of

witnesses, you will have a sense of the devastation and human mis-

ery occurring in this African nation on a daily basis.

The war in Sudan has raged since 1983, but has decisively wors-
ened since 1989 when there was a change of government. The most
recent United Nations' estimate indicates that since 1983, over 1.2

million people—women and children mainly, mainly women and
children—have been killed. Millions more, between 2.4 and 5 mil-



lion, according to most estimates, are internally displaced. And
hundreds of thousands are living as refugees in neighboring coun-
tries.

The U.N. also reports that 4.25 million war-affected Sudanese
will require some sort of relief assistance. Sudan's population is

only 26 million.

I have learned much from this distinguished group of witnesses
that you will have, and I do not want to take too much time away
from them. Many of them have just returned within months from
Sudan and can attest to the current crisis on the ground.
The people who will be testifying are literally experts. And I be-

lieve probably know more about tnis than even in our own State
Department, who have been there on a daily basis.

By holding hearings on this issue and bringing attention to the

brutality occurring in Sudan, I think lives can be saved. This is my
hope, and this is my prayer.

In the Bible, in the Book of Ecclesiastes 4:1, it says:

Again I looked and saw all the oppression that was taking place under the sun;

I saw the tears of the oppressed and they have no comforter; power was on the side

of their oppressors—ana they have no comforter.

We can take some concrete steps today to help tilt away the
power from the oppressors. And they are oppressors. We can speak
out for the oppressed. In the Sudan, the oppressed numbers in the
millions.

Why should we pay attention to events in Sudan?
Sudan is a human tragedy of the worst kind. Freedom House

puts Sudan on its list of the three most repressive countries in the
world. Freedom House, which is a respected group, one of the three
most repressive countries on the earth. The massacre and suffering

and abuse of the people in Sudan—and let me just stress again.

Christian and Muslim alike—for too often sometimes the emphasis
has only been on the Christians in the South. And let me say they
have probably been persecuted and hurt more than any others. But
the Christians and the Muslims, alike, have been hurt; and it is

gross and inhumane.
Last year, mostly as a result of the political maneuverings associ-

ated with war, Sudan was the sight of one of the worst famines in

African history. Thousands of people died then.

The witnesses to follow will elaborate on the kinds of things oc-

curring in Sudan, but here is a brief list of the abuses attributed

to the regime in Sudan. The State Department, the U.N. Special

Rapporteur on Human Rights, Human Rights Watch Asia, and
other independent human rights observers have a much longer list.

One, selling women and children into slavery. I had a State De-
partment briefing, a State Department cable released and declas-

sified that demonstrates that there is slavery in Sudan. It is unbe-
lievable, but there is. The State Department's most recent report
on human rights confirms that captives are taken from war zones,

exported to parts of central and northern Sudan and forced to agri-

cultural and domestic work.
1995 and there is slavery?
Two, using secret detention centers, called "ghost houses" as a

central cog of repression. And they are scattered throughout Khar-



toum. Reports indicate that detainees are often severely beaten and
tortured and in some cases killed.

Three, consistent and arbitrary obstruction of humanitarian re-

lief efforts in the South.
Four, demoHshing squatter settlements outside Khartoum which

were home to tens of thousands of refugees from the war-torn West
and South. The refugees were forced to moved to squalid desert

camps where housing, food, and water and employment are vir-

tually nonexistent.

And the list goes on.

Of course, the SPLA, Sudanese People's Liberation Army factions

are not without blemish. The abuses committed by both the SPLA
groups are also well documented.

It is my well-publicized view, however, and that of most other
human rights observers, that the actions of the regime in Khar-
toum are hurting both Christians and Muslims. The Government
of Sudan can—and they have the ability if they want to—can and
should stop the violence in Sudan. So far it has shown absolutely

no desire to do so.

Unless the Government of Khartoum ceases the brutalitv, yet an-

other generation of southern Sudanese will be either dead or with-

out formal education. In the camps in the South, there is literally

no education except a few people sitting under a tree in the hot 90-

degree, 100-degree sun with a couple of slate boards. But basically

the schools are gone. But it will not stop. Madam Chair, without
international pressure.
The second reason we should pay attention to this crisis is be-

cause the war threatens to destabilize Sudan's neighbors.

Eritrea has broken off diplomatic relations with Sudan, a diplo-

matic move, which I am told, is virtually unprecedented in African

history. There have also been reports that Sudan is aiding the

rebels in the Lord's Resistance Army fighting in northern Ugan-
da—^trying to destabilize Museveni's government—and reports of

skirmishes along Sudan's border with Ethiopia and problems with

its neighbor to the North and Egypt.

Finally, Sudan is important because it is a well-known training

camp for terrorists, as you documented in your statement.

In 1993, the United States added Sudan to the terrorist list. I

have always said that you could have an international conference

of terrorism in downtown Khartoum made of up terrorists and no-

body would have to come in from outside the country. No inter-

national flights would have to come in. The people that are basi-

cally there in Khartoum could give you all the people that you ever

wanted to have who are experts in terrorism.

I have been following the problem in Sudan for at least 6 years.

I have been to the country three times, three times in the South
and once to Khartoum on that trip. I have met with leaders on

both sides. I care deeply about this country and about the people,

all of the people, both Christians and Muslims alike.

And let me say there are some good people. There are some good
people connected with the Khartoum (government. Everybody in

the Khartoum Government is not bad. It is just the leadership that

is taking this government wrong. But, frankly, they have taken



this country in a way that their people, both in the North and the

South, are suffering.

I am here this morning to tell you, members of this committee,
that the time has come for a more decisive, coherent policy toward
Sudan, by the Congress and by the administration.

Frankly I give a lot of credit to Tony Lake and Assistant Sec-

retary Moose because they have been diligent in this effort. But
much more has to be done by the Clinton administration. The Clin-

ton administration can no longer just talk about these things.

Much more has to be done, at the U.N. and many other places.

I was encouraged last year when the Clinton administration fi-

nally appointed Melissa Wells as Special Envoy to Sudan. And
Harry spent much time working on that. I was hopeful that the

peace process conducted by the Intergovernmental Authority on
Drought and Development, the IGADD, would be successful. Unfor-

tunately, it was not. The Sudanese Government showed its intrgm-

sigence and lack of desire to seriously negotiate.

As you know, last September the IGADD negotiations broke
down after the Government of Sudan refused to discuss two key
items on the already approved agenda: separation of church and
state and self-determination for the South.
Talks are stalled with no clear direction for the future. In early

March, the Government of Kenya, Chair of the IGADD process,

called for a new round of talks. I am skeptical. Madam Chair-

woman, about this initiative because I do not think it is going to

be effective. There is no evidence that the Government of Sudan is

ready to negotiate.

Without firm international pressure on the Government of Sudan
to negotiate in good faith, nothing will be accomplished. I believe

that the IGADD process must go on, but we cannot relv on it to

bring peace to Sudan. We, the United States, the leader of the

world with regard to human rights and dignity really has to be out
in a leadership role.

I am asking for a more firm, directed U.S. policy. There is more
we can do without sending in troops. The purpose of our policy

should be to isolate the Government of Sudan in all international

forums unless and until it changes its current policy. In my view,

the regime in Khartoum has worn out its welcome in the inter-

national community because of the way it is treating its people.

I hope you will listen to this panel intently. Their message is one
of despair and discouragement. An entire generation of children

has died in Sudan. We can help bring peace by keeping attention

focused on the crisis and speaking out. The crisis in Sudan is one
of the worst on the African continent today. It is an issue that we
cannot let rest.

And I thank you, again, for holding this hearing.

Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Thank you so much, Congressman Wolf. I

strongly agree with your suggestions and look forward to putting

forth some initiatives to try to isolate that government that is so

oppressive in its efforts.

They are certainly doing their very best to isolate themselves
from the international community. We have not seen the movement
in a positive direction that we would have liked to. I think that you
are on the right track with the suggestions which you have made.



We hope that we can do more, also with the Clinton administra-
tion, to tiy to get them to recognize how serious a problem this can
pose for tJ.S. national interests.

Before I ask you some questions—and I know that you have to

go—I would like to recognize Congressman Johnston who, as you
very correctly pointed out, has been one of the congressional lead-
ers in this effort for many years as the previous chairman of this

subcommittee. I know he held various hearings on this tragically
evolving issue.

Harry.
Mr. Johnston. Thank you, Madam Chair.
Mr. Chairman, you have mentioned Ecclesiastes 4. I think Eccle-

siastes 3 says, "There is a time for war and a time for peace," and
I think it is time for peace now.

If you were President, specifically, what would you do?
Mr. Wolf. I would totally isolate the Sudanese Government. I

would be very active at the U.N. I would probably put an embargo,
certainly an oil embargo, and perhaps a much more aggressive em-
bargo.

I would take very tough aggressive actions, and then I would try

to reach out to the Sudanese Grovernment and give them an oppor-
tunity—give them an opportunity to rejoin the nations, to rejoin

the civilized world.
But I would put very tough aggressive actions—I was dis-

appointed in the Clinton administration when they appointed Me-
lissa Wells. I thought Melissa tried to do a good job. But when they
appointed our former colleague Mr. Gray, wno served on the Appro-
priations Committee with me, the President walked out of the Oval
Office into the rose garden and introduced former Congressman
Gray in Haiti and said he will be my envoy; he will be my eyes
and ears; he will be the person that I will listen to. And, frankly.

Bill Gray did a good job.

He should have then gotten Melissa Wells and brought her out
in the rose garden and said this is my representative. When she
speaks, I speak. She will be my eyes and ears.

The administration should have heightened, escalated this, clear-

ly; and they did not. Here Melissa Wells gets appointed in the mid-
dle of the night without any notoriety; and Bill Gray gets a rose
garden ceremony.

I would heighten this thing out whereby the President is in-

volved in each and every way.
Mr. Johnston. Last question. Madam Chair.
Would you consider arming Uganda and Eritrea?
Mr. Wolf. I may. At an appropriate time, I may. Ugandan Presi-

dent Museveni, if you read the article in the Washington Post the
other day, is coming back. He is basicallv, I believe, a democrat-
ically inclined President. His country has been ravaged with AIDS,
and yet he is doing a tremendous amount. The reinvestment is

coming back. He is a complete friend of our country.

I sat at a meeting next to the President of Eritrea. I know the

battle that they went through against the despotic administration

in Ethiopia for years, Menjistu. And I know the price that their

people have paid now that they have independence and freedom
and are moving toward a democratic government.



And so we cannot let these countries fall. Also the pressure that

is being put on Egypt and the pressure, potentially, on Kenya and
Ethiopia.

So if at an appropriate time, they did not begin to move in a spir-

it of reconciliation to make some changes, yes, I would clearly con-

sider that.

Ms. Ros-Lehtlnen. Thank you very much. I also would like to

point out that sitting in the audience is Manute Bol, who used to

play for the D.C. Bullets.

It is a pleasure to have you here.

Mr. Johnston. And the Miami Heat.

Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. And the Miami Heat—^yes, in fact, I was
going to say, that his real claim to fame is when he was with the

Miami Heat.
Welcome. He is from the Sudan and has always been very inter-

ested in developments and policy relating to this issue.

Mr. Houghton.
Mr. Houghton. I have nothing.

Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Well, thank you, Mr. Wolf. I know that you
have to run off to your hearing. I also forgot to mention that we
are having this hearing partly because of your interest in it. We
have talked about that on the floor, we had a meeting in your of-

fice, and I know that this is something which touches you person-

ally, as well as professionally. I want to thank you for spearhead-

ing this effort. We are mere instruments of your passions, and we
look forward to working with you as we educate our colleagues fur-

ther as to what is happening in Sudan and put forth a positive

plan of action, so we can further help the people of Sudan.
Mr. Wolf. Thank you very much, Madam Chairwoman.
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Thank you, Frank.
[The statement of Mr. Wolf appears in the appendix.]

Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. I would like to introduce the second panel,

which is Edward Brynn, Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of

State for African Affairs.

As an Air Force officer. Secretary Brynn served as an Assistant

and then Associate Professor of History at the Air Force Academy
from 1968 to 1972, At the conclusion of his tenure at the Academy,
he joined the Foreign Service.

His first overseas assignment was in Sri Lanka, followed by oth-

ers in several African countries. In 1990, he was named Ambas-
sador to Burkina Faso, where he served until 1993 when he was
named to his current post.

Secretary Brynn has authored various books and articles and has

received numerous awards for his contribution to the field.

Secretary Moose is in Europe today and Secretary Brynn is

pinch-hitting for him today.

I would also like to point out before we proceed with Secretary

Brynn's brief remarks, that the presentations of each panel will be
followed by a question and answer period; and then we will move
on to the next set of panelists.

Thank you very much. Mr, Secretary.
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STATEME^^^ of HON. EDWARD BRYNN, PRINCIPAL DEPUTY
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR AFRICAN AFFAIRS, DEPART-
MENT OF STATE
Mr. Brynn. Thank you, Madam Chair, and members of the com-

mittee.

I would like to introduce Ambassador Melissa Wells, who is sit-

ting on my right, to those of you who might not know her. Also
present is Ms. Nan Borton, who is the Director of the Office of U.S.
Foreign Disaster Assistance.
Ambassador Wells has been engaged in the dialogue and peace

process in Sudan in a very significant way as will come out in our
discussion this morning.

I welcome this opportunity to participate in the subcommittee
hearing on Sudan. Our policy toward the largest country in Africa
is one of the most difficult accounts in the Afi^ca Bureau s portfolio.

Sudan is a tragedy, a country beset by problems which predate
the current National Islamic Front (NIF)-led regime and which
past governments have either failed to address or, particularly in
the case of the current NIF regime, exacerbated.
Sudan is a country rich in human and natural resources, with

great potential for national development and economic contribution
to the region.

Independent since 1956, Sudan has had a difficult political his-
tory, in which its leaders have either failed to provide for the politi-

cal enfranchisement of its people or, in the case of democratically-
elected governments, simply mismanaged the country.

In 1989 a military junta aligned with the National Islamic Front
overthrew the last democratically-elected government.
The National Islamic Front strongly advocates Islamicist pro-

grams and Sharia, the Islamic law, not only in Sudan but through-
out the region. Like many of its predecessors, the NIF-led govern-
ment allows little or no meaningful popular political participation
and represses the political opposition.

Sudan is a nation of numerous ethnic groups, but there has his-

torically been a distinct division in the country between the pre-
dominately Arab/Muslim North and the predominately African/
animist/Christian South.
North-South conflict predates independence. However, since inde-

pendence in 1956, except for the 10 years between 1972 and 1983,
there has been a bloody civil war in Sudan, with southerners seek-
ing increased autonomy and freedom from the imposition of Sharia
law.

Government and rebel forces alike have treated the Sudanese
people brutally. More than 1 million people have died in the civil

war, which has created in southern Sudan one of the world's larg-

est humanitarian crises.

Almost 4.25 million Sudanese need humanitarian assistance, of

which several hundred thousand would die without it. More than
500,000 Sudanese have fled the country and are refugees, depend-
ent on the international community and Sudan's neighbors for sur-

vival.

This is an isolated regime. The National Islamic Front-dominated
regime is facing increasing economic, military, and political difficul-
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ties, despite a record harvest this past season, in much of the coun-

try, Sudan's economy remains in poor shape.

Mihtarily, the regime's long-awaited dry season offensive was de-

layed late last year when John Garang's Sudanese People's Libera-

tion Army, the SPLA, attacked first and besieged the city of

Kapoeta in the southern most part of Sudan.
Regime forces have relieved Kapoeta and regained some initia-

tive, but they have suffered heavily against a resupplied SPLA and
may have to scale back their offensive.

Politically, the Khartoum regime is increasingly isolated. Eri-

trean President Issaias broke diplomatic relations with Sudan on
December 5 over Khartoum's support for extremist rebels and now
is openly collaborating with the Sudanese northern opposition and
the SPLA against the regime.

Relations similarly have deteriorated between Khartoum and
Ugandan President Museveni over Sudanese support for insurgents
in northern Uganda in retaliation for alleged Ugandan support for

the SPLA.
Egypt also has charged Khartoum with supporting Egyptian ex-

tremists and is involved in a long-running dispute with Sudan over

the Hala'ib border area.

In short, Khartoum's relations with most of its regional neigh-

bors are not good, primarily because of its support for regional ex-

tremists and its intransigence in regional peace talks under the
auspices of the Intergovernmental Authority on Drought and De-
velopment, IGADD.

Sudan's human rights record is abysmal. Our recently released

country report on human rights in Sudan documents the serious

abuses committed by security forces, including massacres,
extrajudicial executions, kidnappings, and torture of political oppo-
nents.
Sudan's support for terrorists, its abysmal human rights record,

and the war-related humanitarian crisis have left it few friends in

the world.
Sudan purchases most of its oil on the spot market and must pay

cash for the weapons and military equipment it receives. Its rela-

tionship with China is primarily based on trade, as well as mutual
support on issues such as international pressure on their respective

human rights records.

There has been much talk of developing relations with Iraq, but
so far there have been few benefits for either party. Even with
Iran, differences between Sudan's predominately Sunni and Iran's

predominately Shia Islam, as well as Sudan's inability to pay for

purchases of goods and services, cloud the partnership.
The IGADD peace initiative stalemated in September, when

Khartoum refused to discuss the two issues of religion and the
state and self-determination on the other, which the regime
equates respectively with secularism and an independent South.

In January this year, the IGADD partners—Kenya, Uganda, Eri-

trea, and Ethiopia—declared that the initiative would continue; but
no new talks are scheduled.
The IGADD partners also are seeking U.N. and international

support for their initiatives. At the request of the partners, U.N.
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Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali has also agreed to send
an observer to future peace talks.

Khartoum is loathe to allow U.N. or international involvement in
what it considers to be an internal matter and was infuriated by
the Secretary Greneral's decision.

On February 8, The Netherlands, United States, Norway, Can-
ada, and Italy formed a "Friends of IGADD" group under Dutch
leadership to generate international support for peace in Sudan.
The Friends group is planning to meet again on April 5 in the
Hague.
Notwithstanding the bleak picture which I have just described,

the Government of Sudan has shown no inclination toward positive
change. Indeed, the regime's reaction to outside pressure has been
to reinforce NIF domination of the government. A recent shake-up
resulted in the replacement of the Foreign Minister, the last re^
atively moderate element in the government, with a NIF hardliner.
Elections planned for later this year and ongoing efforts to institute
federalism in Sudan are unlikely to compromise the NIPs domina-
tion.

The NIF-led government is unpopular with most of the Sudanese
people. On several occasions during the past 2 years, economic
frustrations boiled over into civil disturbances which, although
quickly suppressed, were troubling to the regime. It is unlikely,
however, that popular discontent with the NIF will result in politi-

cal change in the foreseeable future. There is, at present, no credi-

ble political alternative to the ruling National Islamic Front. This
is a regime which is remarkably intact and resilient.

Sudan's political opposition groups are weak, divided amongst
themselves, and suppressed by government security services. Oppo-
sition leaders frequently exaggerate their ability to effect political

change in Sudan.
Perhaps most importantly, the political opposition is generally

discredited in the eyes of many Sudanese, having been associated
with past governments which, like the NIF, mismanaged the econ-
omy, prosecuted the civil war, allowed the humanitarian crisis to

deepen, and showed little respect for human rights.

The southern rebels also have little to offer the Sudanese people.

John Garang's Sudanese Peoples Liberation Army, the SPLA, and
Riak Machar's South Sudan Independence Movement, the SSIM,
are fractured and factioned, both internally and against each other.

The SPLA and SSIM have poor human rights records. A number
of Riak's commanders have allied themselves with Khartoum.
Longstanding inter-tribal conflict makes other commanders quick
to switch sides and turn their weapons on each other. Forced con-
scription of boys by rebel militias has also been a problem.

Finally both the SPLA and the SSIM regularly loot, harass, and
obstruct international relief efforts for needy southern Sudanese.
What are our interests, and what are our relations with Sudan?
U.S. interests vis-a-vis Sudan include deterring Sudanese sup-

port for terrorism and regional extremism, supporting an end to

the civil war, encouraging the restoration of political'human rights,

and ending humanitarian crisis.

U.S.-Sudanese bilateral relations, as have been shown, are very
poor. What was once a close and cooperative relationship deterio-
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rated markedly after the 1989 overthrow of the democratically-

elected government and plummeted after Sudan was placed on the

Terrorism List in August 1993.

Although Khartoum had, for some time, been considered a dan-

gerous place for American diplomats, the increasingly hostile bilat-

eral relationship and threatening security environment following

the Terrorism List decision caused us to reduce significantly our

diplomatic presence in Khartoum. Embassy Khartoum's staffing re-

mains limited, and travel to Khartoum by U.S. Government visitors

is subject to both embassy and Department review and approval.

Although the threat of terrorism is much less in the South, the

ongoing civil war requires that we also monitor and approve official

U.S. Government visits in the South, mostly USAID emergency
program monitoring teams.

In 1992 in Juba, two Sudanese employees of USAID were exe-

cuted by the regime, allegedly for assisting the SPLA. Two more
Sudanese USAID employees were also taken and are believed to

have been killed. We have told Khartoum that there must be an
accounting for these atrocities before our relations can improve.

The Khartoum regime has worked hard to portray U.S. policv to-

ward Sudan as reflecting an anti-Sudanese and anti-Islamic bias.

Such allegations are, of course, without foundation.

Our problems with the regime are due to its failure to provide

for democratic political institutions, to respect the human rights of

its own people, and to end the civil war and the humanitarian cri-

sis in the South.
In addition, the present NIF-led government is a sponsor and

supporter of major international terrorist groups, which threaten

not onlv Americans but the rest of the world.

Finally, while it has had very limited success, the regime in

Khartoum seeks to export its own brand of Islamic fundamentalism
in the region, in part by supporting extremist groups such as the

Eritrean Islamic Jihad.
Although the United States has not provided developmental as-

sistance to Sudan since 1989, we continue to offer generous emer-
gency assistance for the international relief effort for war-affected

Sudanese. Since 1983, we have given more than $1.6 billion dollars

in assistance for Sudan.
In this fiscal year alone, we have provided, thus far, more than

$28 million in aid, largely in support for the U.N.-led relief effort

for the South, "Operation Lifeline Sudan."
In addition, the United States contributes to the UNHCR and

other nongovernmental organizations' relief efforts for Sudanese
refugees in neighboring countries and non-Sudanese refugees in

Sudan itself.

Unfortunately there has been very little progress.

In our bilateral relations and in international fora, the United
States has tried to persuade Khartoum to address our concerns.

Shortly after the Terrorism List decision in 1993, we delivered a

stem warning to the regime about the consequences of any Suda-
nese support Tor terrorist actions against U.S. interests.

In September of 1994, in response to repeated Sudanese requests

for evidence of Sudan's support for terrorism, we gave Khartoum
solid, incontrovertible information about the location of a military
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facility north of Khartoum at which training, including small arms
familiarization, had been provided to non-Sudanese extremists.
On human rights, we have led the international community at

the U.N. General Assembly and in the U.N. Human Rights Com-
mission in condemning human rights violations by both the Suda-
nese Grovernment and the southern rebels.

Our Embassy in Khartoum has worked hard to monitor human
rights abuses and to brin^ to public attention the regime's blatant
disregard for the human rights of the Sudanese people.
While the U.S. record on humanitarian assistance to the victims

of the civil war is a long and distinguished one, we have repeatedly
criticized parties to the conflict for their interference with relief ef-

forts.

Recognizing that ending Sudan's humanitarian crisis can only be
achieved by ending the civil war, the United States has long been
interested in a peaceful settlement to the conflict.

In May 1994, Ambassador Melissa Wells was appointed the
President's Special Representative on Sudan, with a mandate to as-
sist regional peace efforts and to ensure the delivery of humani-
tarian assistance to the needy.
Ambassador Wells has travelled to the region and has consulted

extensively with the IGADD partners, the parties to the conflict,

and the international community on ways to progress toward a
peaceful settlement.

Unfortimately, I must tell you that both the Khartoum regime
and the southern rebels have been unresponsive to our concerns.
Khartoum rejected out-of-hand our information on the terrorist

training facility and continues to harbor elements of Hezballah,
Hamas, the Abu Nidal Organization, Palestine Islamic Jihad, and
other groups.
Both Khartoum and the rebels continue to brutalize the Suda-

nese people and to attack civilian populations and obstruct or loot
relief convoys.

Finally, while the southern rebels have been somewhat more
forthcoming in the IGADD talks and while there was limited agree-
ment on some ways to facilitate humanitarian relief, IQiartoum
stalemated the talks in September by refusing to cooperate in sub-
stantive discussions.

In short, while we have been successful in keeping attention fo-

cused on Sudan, we have been unable to effect change in those re-

gime policies and practices of greatest concern to us.

We will maintain bilateral and international pressure on Khar-
toum. We have not and will not stop looking for ways in which to

bring about changes in Khartoum's behavior.
The Sudanese Government, I conclude, must understand that

those same policies and practices which we find threatening and
objectionable will eventually cause its downfall.

If the regime continues on its present course and when a credible
political alternative to the NIF emerges, we believe the Sudanese
f)eople will take the steps necessary to restore their legitimate po-
itical and human rights, end their suffering, and bring to a close

Sudan's status as a pariah state in the world.
I will be happy to answer any questions you may have, Madam

Chair.
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Brynn appears in the appendix.]
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. Johnston, did you have some questions?
Mr. Johnston. Thank you very much.
On page 2 of your testimony, you say, "Regime forces have re-

lieved Kapoeta and regained some initiative, but they have suffered
heavily against a resupplied SPLA . .

."

Who resupplied SPLA?
Mr. Brynn. The resupply of SPLA has been openly alluded to by

President Issaias in Eritrea. Many of the details have to be dis-

cussed in a closed forum. But
Mr. Johnston. OK.
Mr. Brynn [continuing]. Issaias has
Mr. Johnston. I will stop.
In documenting terrorism, you talk about the camp north of

Khartoum.
Mr. Brynn. Yes.
Mr. Johnston. It sits there like Baltimore, practically.

Has there been any link with the Trade Center bombing in Khar-
toum that you fingered the Khartoum Grovemment with, simply be-
cause I think all me passports and the visas came to Khartoum to

get to the United States?
Mr. Brynn. Mr. Congressman, there really are two scenarios.

There is the Trade Center bombing as one scenario, and then there
is the plot to bomb the U.N. headquarters and the tunnel.
Regarding the first scenario, we are under very strict limits not

to discuss this in this forum. There have been no connections made
between the Sudanese Government and the World Trade Center
matter at this point. But there have been press reports and some
public testimony regarding the possibility of a connection between
the Sudanese mission in New York and the plot against the U.N.
headquarters and the tunnels in New York.
And I think because of judicial considerations, we should leave

it at that.

Mr. Johnston. OK On the last page: "We will maintain bilateral
and international pressure on Khartoum."

Specifically what are you doing?
Mr, Brynn. I think we have had a certain level of frustration on

our part by the unwillingness of many of our closest allies to be
more proactive themselves in engaging in initiatives that would
further isolate the regime.
Unless we have more forthcomingness on their part, the prospect

of boycott, the prospect of coordinating fully our intelligence oper-
ations against Sudan are not going to proceed as far as possible.
Ambassador Wells may have some further observations on this,

and I would like her to

Mr. Johnston. Let me ask you or the Ambassador. What allies

are you talking about? Are you talking about the Brits? Are you
talking about IGADD members? Or whomever?
Ambassador Wells. Congressman, this is really covered by, I

think, a very important event in terms of trying to bring peace to

Sudan. And that is the establishment of the Friends of the IGADD.
This took place in February. It was the first meeting we had. The

Group of Friends is under the chsdrmanship of the Dutch, and the
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members are the United States, Csinada, Norway, Italy, and Brit-

ain will be attending the next meeting which takes place on April
5.

The Group of Friends is open to anybody who is interested in

joining. We just did not send out invitations to the universe.
The point of the Friends is to coordinate our bilateral and multi-

lateral actions around all participants to the conflict and also giv-

ing support, not to replace, but to support the present mediation
efforts.

Mr. Johnston. Who are the allies that are not supporting us?
Ambassador Wells. Who are the allies who are not supporting

us?
Mr. Johnston. Yes. Mr. Brynn said that there are certainly al-

lies that he is disappointed in that are not supporting us in our
move to—

—

Ambassador Wells. Well, Congressman, I think what happens is

that each country has its own foreign policy, has certain sensitivi-

ties in terms of this being an Islamic fundamentalist government.
But I mean, we are trying to overcome this through the Friends

Group in terms of concerted action.

Mr, Johnston. OK. I will ask again, Mr. Brynn, who are the al-

lies that are not supporting us?
Mr. Brynn. I think
Mr. Johnston. I will give you your Miranda rights later. [Laugh-

ter.]

Mr. Brynn. I think in the context of our principal allies in the
European Community, none of them has been forthcoming to the
degree that we want.
Mr. Johnston. Has there been any move to pressure the U.N.

to take a stronger position than this, such as the Chairman said

earlier, you know, an embargo, you know, an embargo like we had
on Haiti, go down the Red Sea and close down Port Sudan?
You know, what is the outside pressure overtly?

Mr. Brynn. Many African and nonaligned countries are very re-

luctant to be out in front on an issue such as this. Some of these
countries are sensitive about their own human rights record and,
therefore, do not want to be exposed by an association with a cam-
paign against Sudan.

Others are persuaded that it is, indeed, an internal problem in

Sudan. This is less and less the case with Sudan's immediate
neighbors. And those are the proactive parties at the moment. And
we nave seen dramatic escalation of their commitment in the last

few months.
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Thank you, Mr. Johnston.
Mr. Houghton.
Mr. Houghton. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.
Mr. Secretary, good to see you, Madam Ambassador.
Let me go at this a little different way. You know, Frank Wolf

said that we ought to be more decisive and the administration and
Congress ought to outline programs of firmness and we ought to

have greater international pressure and we ought to isolate the

Government of Sudan.
But I do not know. Maybe you could tell me what that would do.

Already Eritrea, Uganda, Egypt, all the people around there, are
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not particularly friendly. I do not know about China. I have no idea
what that emphasis is.

But it would seem to me that there is virtually nothing we can
do. Maybe we could have an arms embargo. But if you have the
Hamas and the Abu Nidal Organization, the Palestinian Jihad,
other groups in there, they will supply arms. Maybe we could snuff
out oil because they have to pay for it, I understand, cash on the
spot. Maybe that would be of help.
But it would seem to me that all the things that normally would

be done to isolate a country have already been done because of
their ineptness. And they still go on.

So I do not really see how we get at this issue. I do not know
where the money is coming from to keep them going. It must be
through these clandestine organizations because certainly their
neighbors do not help them.
Maybe you could help me on that.

Mr. Brynn. On the financial side, sir, I think there certainly has
been a level of support from Iran. There has been a steady deterio-
ration of the economy, and the government has been feeding into
its coffers for these terrorist activities or support for

Mr. Houghton. This is fi-om Iran?
Mr. Brynn. Yes.
Mr. Houghton. And we probably will not be able to stop that?
Mr. Brynn. That is probably correct.

Mr. Houghton. Right. OK
Mr. Brynn. I think we should not underestimate the value of

having this type of forum.
The role of Congress in sensitizing international public opinion

to the rogue state aspect of Khartoum
Mr. Houghton. Could I just interrupt a minute. And I agree

with you. I think it is a good idea, and we ought to bring it out
into the light of day and we ought to have all sorts of pressure.

I just do not know what the pressure point is in order to effect
some sort of resolution of this issue.

Mr. Brynn. There are some serious discussions about what some
of those pressure points would be. And in the context of a closed
hearing, I think that Mr. Moose and I would be pleased to go into
that.

Mr. Houghton. Sure. I imderstand that you cannot do that right
now.
But I have been reading over some of the testimonies of the other

distinguished individuals here, and I do not really see the point at
which you apply the pressure to resolve the situation that is in
front of us. I mean, we all tell these terrible stories. We hear them.
We relate to them. We understand them. We want to correct them.
But is it possible to say anything within this group which will

point to one single thing which will nave the most dramatic impact
on our action here?
Mr. Brynn. Yes, sir. That, in a sense, is the finistration that we

have faced, looking at a regime which does not have a clear point
of vulnerability from our perspective.
Ambassador Wells has been deeply engaged in looking at all of

these options over the last year.
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Maybe you would like to contribute a couple of observations on
that.

Ambassador Wells. It is certainly a very, very frustrating proc-

ess. And as I took up my duties in this position, I went to Khar-
toum with an open mind and open ears, and I wanted to hear what
they had to say so that we could, at this stage, really say that
Khartoum had every chance to be vmderstood in terms of its nego-

tiating position.

And there is no doubt in my mind—I say this openly in front of

everyone—^that is where we have come to.

Now, the fhistration arises on a general basis because the war
in Sudan is a forgotten war. It has been going on for so long. I have
even—when I have rciised it with the media, said, "Can't you put
a little more attention on this here?" And they say, "Oh, well, you
know, a war? There's always a war going on in Sudan." There is

not enough of that.

There is not enough focused attention by media, by par-

liamentarians, not just you. Members of Congress, but there are

many NGO's from many countries. Can't you get in touch with
some of your fellow parliamentarians and start orchestrating some
pressure for governments to act multilaterally?

Mr. Houghton. But what would they do, Madam Ambassador?
You just say one thing that we would do to talk to England and

to France and to Italy or whoever is doing any trading with them.
Ambassador Wells. What was very clear in the February meet-

ing of the Friends of IGADD was that we all supported the IGADD
process.

This has been my concern, that the government in Khartoum
would find another out, saying, "Oh, we have another mediator
here; we have another mediator possibly here."

Now we are all surrounded in terms of supporting the IGADD
process.

As our consultations develop, there are things that we could do.

And as I say, this would be better discussed in a closed hearing.

But the key thing is to get the multilateral interest and action

going. And we have not gotten that at this stage. It is just incipient

right now.
Mr. Houghton. Well, it would seem to me—I do not mean to

take up too much time here. Madam Chairwoman. But it would
seem to me that the only two pressure points we have is stopping

arms shipments and fuel. And that would require, obviously, a

United Nation's resolution. And also stopping humanitarian relief.

Now that sounds pretty horrible. I do not know whether that re-

lief is being diverted to the pockets of those people who then will

buy arms with it or what. I have no idea.

Ambassador Wells. To answer your question, both the United
States and the European Union have had an arms embargo in

place. It is not a U.N. arms embargo.
If you were going to get an oil embargo into place, you would

have to have somebody to enforce it, to monitor it. We have to get

U.N. action on that.

At the present time, certainly in terms of trying to get support

for other things we have tried to do in the U.N. concerning this
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problem, we have not been able to get the support from other coun-
tries.

As to humanitarian access, I cannot agree with you; I do not
think we can turn it off. But there are abuses. There are interven-
tions going on, both from the side of the government and, imfortu-
nately, also, from the factions in the South.
Early on when I got into this job, I tried to apply some of the

experience that I had in Mozambique with the war there in terms
of opening two corridors, long before any peace agreement had been
reached. And I put papers forward to be actually negotiated
through the U.N. and IGADD.
And I regret to report, Congressmgin, that we faced an unholy al-

liance of all participants in the conflict, the two southern factions
and the government in Khartoum who did not want to hear of it.

"You want to feed our people, fly it around."
Ms. BORTON. If I might just add, Mr. Houghton, that we have

discussed with some of the allies the possibility of drawing the line
on humanitarian assistance.

And both the Brits and the Swedish—^the Swedes have been very
supportive of taking some sort of Hne on the standards required
from the government in order to be able to deliver humanitarian
relief in an effective way.
And our fear on that is that the government is not moved by the

plight of its citizens as has been so abundantly shown in the
human rights reports.

Mr. Houghton. Again, you know, a lot of it depends on cash and
whether they are able to maintain their style and their essence of
life.

How much money goes in this country into the Sudan, directly
or indirectly, do you think?

I mean, I saw some figures. I saw the $28 million this year. Is

that right?

Ms. BoRTON. That is so far this year.
Mr. Houghton. But there has been much more, one-point-some-

thing billion over a period of years?
Ms. BoRTON. Yes. That is over a decade or so.

Mr. Houghton. Yes.
Ms. BoRTON. Last year, from all donors, including the United

States, the figure that the U.N. reports is $478 million, of which
the United States put in $92 million, or roughly 20 percent.
That includes the value of food commodity.
The figure was higher earlier on. We have been able to lower it

somewhat by lowering the cost of delivering the food rather than
by decreasing the amount of food delivered.
This year it will probably be shghtly less than last year. So let

us say it is between $75 milhon and $100 million a year given
drought and other factors.

Mr. Houghton. Thank you.
Ms. BoRTON. That is solely humanitarian.
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Thank you, Mr. Houghton.
Mr. Frazier, if you would allow me just to ask two quick ques-

tions. I have to scoot out for an interview, and then I will recognize
you.

Mr. Frazier. That is fine. Madam Chairwoman.
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Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. I would like to point out that Congressman
Payne, who has joined us as well, has submitted a statement for

the record; and we will make sure, Congressman Payne, that we
enter that on the official record.

I would like to ask our witnesses two questions right now about
the unconfirmed reports of the slave trade. You heard Congress-
man Wolf state that this morning. There have been some reports

that the slave trade has been revived in Sudan and that slaves are

sold both inside the country as well as exported to Libya.

What is the administration's position on these reports, whether
they are accurate?
And, if so, what are we going to do to bringing an end to this

horrible violation of the most basic of human rights?

Mr. Brynn. Slavery is illegal in Sudan. It is in the corpus of leg-

islation as a nonacceptable institution.

And we do have instances in which government officials have
moved against instances of slavery.

Unfortunately, slavery has persisted in Sudan. It is not an insti-

tution which is limited to Sudan itself There are instances of slav-

ery in other areas of the region.

But in the war zone, slavery has prospered in a certain sense be-

cause of dislocation and because of the transportation of individ-

uals from the South to central and northern Sudan.
We do not have a very clear idea how extensive the institution

is. In some respects where it has been a familial institution, it is

hard to tell where the line is between household employment and
slavery and indentured servitude and slavery.

But the war has led to the impressment of victims into slaverv.

And this has been detailed in human rights reports. And obviously

it is absolutely antithetical to any civilized practice.

Ms. Ros-Lehtlnen. Is there anything that we can do about this

practice?
Mr. Brynn. This is where publicity is, by far, the most important

factor.

And as Ambassador Wells said, we would welcome a greater in-

terest by the media in focusing on evidence of the continued exist-

ence of an institution like this.

Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. And following up on that statement, are we
engaged in any USIA broadcast programs to reach out and educate

the people in northern Sudan, not just on this particular issue, on

all the situations in the entire country?
What is it that we have in place tnat is reaching out to the peo-

ple?

Mr. Brynn. Let me ask Mr. Shinn, who is behind me here and
who is the Director of the Office of Eastern African Affairs and has

followed this part a little bit more carefully than I, to respond.

Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Also, is it a problem of facilities or the mes-

sage not getting through? What exactly is the problem that we are

not, from what I hear, aggressive enough in our broadcasting?

Mr. Shinn. Yes, Madam Chairperson, we do have regular VGA
coverage, which is aimed at Sudan, as it is throughout the entire

region.

There is an occasional, not a frequent, but an occasional Voice of

America editorial dealing with the situation in Sudan.
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There is periodic coverage of the situation in Sudan in the form
of regular news.
More import£intly we are, rig^t now, in the process of reestab-

lishing in Khartoum our public affairs officer. The entire public af-

fairs section of the embassy was drawn down when Sudan went on
the Terrorism List in August of 1993.
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Mr. Shin, excuse me a second.
Alcee, we have always wanted you on our side of the aisle, so

come on over here. It is much more comfortable here.
Mr. Hastings. Thank you very much. Madam Chairlady. If I sit

next to Amo, I am all right.

Mr. Houghton. Thank you.
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Thank you.
Please continue.
Mr. Shinn. So we have been operating with a very reduced staff

out there as far as any abilities to get the message out, as it were.
And the reason that we are adding this position to the staff is

that we have found that we actually do have rather good linkages
with the media, with the press, and we are able to make some of
the points that we wish to make.
So the effort is very much being made.
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Well, thank you. We hope that we can con-

tinue with those and be more frequent in our editorials about this
region.

We have been joined by our ranking member, Mr. Ackerman. I

was going to recognize, also, Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Frazer, Mr. Payne,
and then yourself^ if that would be OK?
Mr. Ackerman. That is fine. Go in the order that the members

appeared.
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Thank you. Mr. Frazer.
Mr. Frazer. Thank you. Madam Chairwoman.
At a time when every American citizen is being asked to be pre-

pared for budget cuts and a concern about block grants and cuts
in welfare programs and school lunch programs, how do we con-
vince the Americ£in people that this foreign aid that we are offering
to countries, many countries who believe they have a right to for-

eign aid and refuse to be responsive when we ask them to look into
areas such as human rights, what is the overriding American inter-
est in Sudan that causes us not to disengage ourselves?
What is it that is so important to the American people that we

must stay in the Sudan at all costs?
Mr. Brynn. Well, Mr. Congressman, at this particular juncture,

we cannot look to the encouragement of American investment and
the expansion of American trade relations with Sudan.
We are focused entirely on humanitarian assistance in terms of

our aid flows into this distracted country now.
But this is potentially a rich and vast country with enormous re-

sources. If we can put to bed the war, if we can reestablish a credi-
ble and legitimate regime, and if we can diminish the pain of the
people, we will have a friend. We will have a friend in the region
which will be a remarkably vital trading partner.
But the priority right now is solely focused on the miserable con-

dition of the Sudanese people. And that is where all of our re-
sources dedicated to Sudan are going.
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Mr. Frazer. Yes. Let me say something. I am from the Virgin
Islands and we, too, need all kinds of aid and assistance.
You talk about having a friend. That is a gamble. There are

many friends or so-called friends in the nations—League of Na-
tions, the Family of Nations, the United Nations—^we have invested
billions of dollars expected that they will be friends. They turn out
not to be friends.

What is the guarantee to the American people, such as my con-
stituents in the Virgin Islands, that all this money that is going to

the Sudan as opposed to going to the Virgin Islands or Harlem or

Watts or Compton, that is a good investment for the American peo-
ple?

Mr. Houghton. Could I just interrupt here?
I think there is one other issue here that I am sure you have

touched on before, and it is different between the Sudan and the
Virgin Islands or any other place. This really is a terrorist camp.
And it is fomenting activities which are really a direct security risk

for the United States.

I just wanted to add that.

Mr. Frazer. But, sir, my dear colleague, I would like to say,

what is the overriding Ainerican interest?

Ambassador Wells. Congressman, the overriding American in-

terest is the suffering of innocent people. That is what we are help-

ing. U.S. assistance is all humanitarian. There is any development
assistance. There is no other form of development aid going into

the Sudan now.
All assistance is to help the suffering of the innocent people.

Mr. Frazer. Did we just not engage in this same suffering help
in Somalia?
Mr. Shinn. I have been dealing with the Somalia question for

2V4 years and am intimately familiar with it.

I think it is fair to say that what we did in Somalia we did for

the same reason that we are now engaged in Sudan and have been
engaged in Sudan for all these many years.

The purpose of going into Somalia was to alleviate severe hu-
manitarian suffering, wnich we did.

In fact, I was intrigued to learn yesterday from a world food pro-

gram report that the gi ain being grown in Somalia today is 10 per-

cent more than it was prior to the entry of U.S. forces into Somalia
in 1992.

From the standpoint of stopping a famine
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Could you say that again?
Mr. Shinn. The sorghum and the maize being grown today in So-

malia for the 1994-95 crop is 10 percent higher than it was for the

prewar average in Somalia. This is an enormous success.

There are still a lot of problems in Somalia, but that is not one
of them. But the same factor applies to Sudan. Unfortunately,

there has been even less success in Sudan in a sense than there

has been in Somalia. Not only does the fighting rage, but the num-
ber of displaced persons continues to grow, the refugees continue

to be a problem, and there is no end in sight to the humanitarian
suffering. At least that has been stopped in most of Somalia today.

Ms. BORTON. If I might add, the sum of the story in the Sudan
is the same as it is in Somalia in that in those areas of the Sudan,
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particularly in the South of Sudan where there it is relatively set-

tled, they are producing their own food, and we are no longer hav-
ing to provide emergency food assistance to them.

Let me reassure you as well that the humanitarian assistance
that goes to Sudan does not go to the government, does not go to

the military. It goes solely to the civilian victims of war predomi-
nantly in the South.
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Thank you.
Mr. Frazer, just to let you know, because of the time constraints,

we have a whole other panel; and I know that we all have busy
schedules, and I hate for the committee not to be able to hear the
third panelists who have real experience in getting humanitarian
aid to Sudan.
But please continue.
Mr, Frazer. One final question. I would surmise what I have

gathered from what everyone has said that Somalia was a success,
and you look forward to Sudan to be the same success.

Is that so?

Mr. Shinn. No. No. Let me be very clear on that. I do not think
I went quite that far. At least I hope I did not go quite that far.

Somalia is not a categorical success. There clearly is an enor-
mous amoimt of inter-clan difficulty in Somalia. There is no na-
tional government in Somalia today.

I think until Somalia reioins the community of nations, as one
of us as it were, it would oe hard to say that the entire effort in

Somalia has been a success.

What has been successful in Somalia is the famine has been
stopped and the farmers are now growing food and are feeding
themselves again. That part of it is successful.

In Sudan, the war has been going on there since 1955 with a 10-

year interruption, from 1972 to 1983. There is a long ways to go
before that war is going to be brought to an end. That war is an
unwinnable war. Neither side can win it. There has to be efforts

by the international community to, one, bring peace to the country;
but, two, there is going to be a enormous effort afterwards to bring
the South back to the point where it, too, can rejoin the community
nations in whatever form the Sudanese people choose to do that.

Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Thank you, Mr. Frazer. Mr. Payne.
Mr. Payne. Thgink you very much. I just would like to say that

I would hope that eventually there could be some solution to the
situation in the Sudan.

I am one that supports the efforts being made, especially in the
humanitarian area, having gone to Baidoa when 10,000 people
were dying I guess daily and 25 percent of all of the children imder
age 5 had died already before the U.S. intervened. I was one that
came back before that and personally requested President Bush at
that time to intervene humanitarily in Somalia.
And I do feel that we did stop the dying. That was a very suc-

cessful move. And hopefully there can be some resolution.

I also had the opportunity to visit some of the refugee camps in

the South of Sudan. And I just have a question about the fact that
there appears to be a number of terrorist groups, as you know, in

the Sudan.
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Do you know what groups currently are operating in the Sudan
and what are their major targets for their activity?

Mr. Brynn. Mr. Congressman, what Sudan has offered in a sense
is a safe haven for a number of groups which are probably, to the
best of our knowledge, not actively engaged in terrorist activity in-

side Sudan itself but providing a sprin^oard arrangement for ac-

tivity outside.

The questions that you have addressed, I think, we do have some
information on; but I would really prefer to handle those in another
fora.

Mr. Payne. All right. That is fine.

The—go ahead.
Mr. Shinn. I would be happy to reiterate the names of the orga-

nizations that we believe are operating or receiving certain suste-

nance and support from the Government of Sudan.
They include: the Abu Nidal Organization,the Palestinian

Hamas, the Palestinian Islamic Jihad, the Lebanese Hezbollah,
and the El Gama Atol Ismael.
Mr. Payne. Thank you very much.
The fact that, evidently—and I understand perhaps the question

has been ask it, and I will not ask it—there has to be someone fi-

nancing and supplying the South with armaments and commod-
ities.

You know, it would appear to me that for this to continue to drag
on and on is just unfortunate. And many people have raised the
question with me: Why is not it that some kind of decisive action,

something could be done, to keep this from continuing on for an-

other decade or so?

And I wonder if any of you have any idea or any suggested solu-

tion that could be implemented by the United Nations or imilater-

ally?

I mean, the current journey is just too long and too painful. It

has been too long and too pamful up to now; and with everything
remaining the same, it is simply going to be continually long and
continually painful.

I just wonder if, in fact, there is any notions or thoughts or ideas

about something that can disrupt this long and slow and painful

situation?
Ambassador Wells. Congressman, let me put it to you in three

key points as I see it.

I made reference earlier that I think what is essential is that

there be a sustained commitment to focus attention on this forgot-

ten war, be it by media, be it by Members of Congress, be it by
members of parliaments in other countries, our allies, other major
donors. This is essential. It should not just pop up once every cou-

ple of years.
And leading from that, a multilateral forum—not necessarily the

U.N.—but a group of committed countries—and this is what we are

doing in the Friends of IGADD—these are the major donors to

Sudan at this stage—^to coordinate their actions and their pres-

sures on all the participants in the conflict and to support the me-
diation movement or mediation effort.

Now, that negotiation effort must be put on track again in two
areas. One is—to me it is very clear. And I confronteof the chair-
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man of the delegation from Khartoum after the talks stalemated in

September—that the government does not want to discuss the role

of religion. I had been to Khartoum enough, I talked to enough peo-
ple there to understand what their position was on that, and I

thought there was at least some give in terms of beginning a dis-

cussion.

And I am not talking about a negotiation. They bailed out on a
discussion. "Discussion" means opening doors, windows, airing the
subject so that the mediators can sort of feel, oh, well, this is very
sensitive, this is not so sensitive, this is where we can go. In terms
of self-determination, that had been achieved.

We were trying to get to the same point on the role of religion

in the state, and it was impossible. And I told the head of the dele-

gation afterwards, I said "Look, I was not bom yesterday. I know
what you have done. You have come here to torpedo these talks be-
cause you do not want them."
Now, we have got to put that back on track again. Because

Sudan being the type of country it is, multicultural, multireligious,

multiethnic, there must be a discussion of the role of religion in the
state.

The argument is made it was never an issue in the 1950's,

1960's, and so forth. Well, it certainly is today—^particularly since
the 1980's when they tried to reimpose Sharia law. It will not go
away.
And then, thirdly, humanitarian access. And here again a con-

certed effort to bring all three parties to the conflict, to open up
roads. And it is not just a question of cost, because the experience
in Mozambique was that the opening of those two corridors actu-
ally led to a better understanding of the parties to the conflict.

Mr. Payne. Thank you.
Madam Chairwoman, may I ask unanimous consent to have Mr.

Johnston's and mine opening statement included in the record?
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Of course. Thank you so much.
[The prepared statements of Mr. Payne and Mr. Johnston appear

in the appendix.]
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Mr. Ackerman.
Mr. Ackerman. Thank you very much. Madam Chair. Thank you

for this very important and timely hearing.
Our colleague from the Virgin Islands raises a very, very impor-

tant question and that is, indeed: What do we tell our constituents
who ask us at this particular time when we speak of cutting school
lunch programs for taxpayers, residents, within our own commu-
nities, why is it that we spend money, even humanitarian aid, in

places other than the United States?
Now, I have been giving that a lot of thought as well, because

these questions keep coming up, especially at a time of diminished
dollars.

And I woul^ suggest what we do is that we answer those people
in this kind of a fashion, who raise and frame it in what is in

America's national interest: We are a country of people that have
a conscience. We are a nation that has a soul. We say that we care
about our fellow human beings, especially those who are innocent,
especially those who are children.
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And if one were walking down the street of our own country and
saw somebody who was starving to death, an innocent child in the
streets of America, we do not stop to question: Why should I help
that starving child? Is it in my own personal interest? How does
it help me? How does it strengtnen my own personal position?

That is not really the question. As a matter of fact, we usually
ask no question. As caring, compassionate people, we stop to help
regardless of who the child might be, regardless of his background
or nis famil^s beliefs or his place of origin.

And when we are talking about the people of the Sudan, espe-
cially in the South of Sudan, where the famine sets in such per-

sonal ways as people losing so many of the children in their own
families, brothers and sisters, it is in our national interest because
our soul is at stake just to turn the other way.

I mean, we must realize that an absolutj genocide is taking place

in that country. And without taking sides in the political reality of

it, the fact remains that there are those who are in power who
would impose their own particular personal views of religion upon
others, use food as a weapon to starve people out, to impose the

basic tenants of their personal reli^ous beliefs upon others who
would like to participate in a pluralistic society that might be dif-

ferent from what they are.

And to allow that to happen a^ain, because it happens on our
planet periodically, it happened in the Holocaust, wnere people
were going to be annihilated and people were indeed annihilated,

because they belonged to labor unions or because they were catho-

lics or because they were gypsies or because they were Jews, people

by the hundreds of thousands and millions. And eventually the

world chose not to turn its back.
I suggest that we say to those who ask is it in our national inter-

est to supply $22 million worth of food to millions of starving

human beings when their lives could be saved for so little to sug-

gest that the question be changed to why in the world would people

who think that they are part of humanity not want to help with
even such a little piddly sum of monev.
My question to the Secretary and the panel is should we not

press in the U.N. to declare the government of the Sudan to be
guilty of violations of international law and participating in geno-

cide?

Mr. Brynn. Mr. Congressman, yes, and we have. We have
pressed very hard in the U.N. General Assembly and in the human
rights forum.
We did get Sudan branded as a terrorist state. This is a ringing

declaration of its isolation from the world community. Ambassador
Wells has been following up on that with sensitization sessions

with a large number of the nonaligned states who are traditionally

reluctant to get involved in this.

We have made considerable progress. This session today, your
statement, I think, are very powerful weapons to increase the pres-

sure on international institutions to treat the current regime in

Khartoum the way it should be.

Mr. ACKERMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Hastings.
Mr. Hastings. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Now that all the Republicans are gone, we can take over.

Mr. ACKERMAN. In that case I will not direct you and say "Chair-
man pro tem."
Mr. Hastings. I will pass on any questions, and maybe we can

help the Chairlady by inviting the next panel in light of the time
constraints.

But, obviously, I am delighted that she is holding this hearing
and will just pass on any questions of my own at this time.
Mr. AcKERMAN. Let me thank the panel for your testimony. You

have been very helpful today.
Mr. Brynn. Thank you.
Ambassador Wells. Thank you.
Mr. ACKERMAN. If I might invite the third panel.
John Eibner is the Assistant to international president of the

Christian Solidarity International.
Bishop Macram Max Gassis, Catholic Bishop of El Obeid Diocese,

Nuba Mountains.
Kevin Vigilante, MD., Puebla Institute.

Dr. Omer Nur El Dayem, Greneral Secretary, Umma Party.
Bona Malwal, Editor, Sudanese Democratic Gazette.
John Prendergast, Director, Horn of Africa Project, Center of

Concern.
I believe we are going to wait a moment or two for the Chair to

return.

[Recess.]

Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Well, thank you.
Our first speaker for this portion of the hearing is John Eibner,

Assistant to the international president of Christian Solidarity
International.

Since 1992, he has undertaken five fact-finding missions to war-
torn parts of Sudan, the most recent one in January of this year.
Mr. Eibner has served as the East European Research Coordina-

tor at Keston College and is Director of Christian Solidarity's Insti-

tute for Religious Minorities in the Islamic World.
He has published extensively on a wide range of human rights

problems in Europe, the Middle East and Afidca. Last year, Mr.
Eibner testified before the United Nation's Human Rights Commis-
sion in Geneva on the crisis in Sudan.
Following Mr. Eibner will be Bishop Macram Max Gassis firom

the El Obeid Diocese, Nuba Mountains, the largest diocese in

Sudan.
Although this region has been the worst hit, its remoteness pre-

vents news about the attacks from reaching the international com-
munity.
As a result, the Sudan Catholic Bishops Conference has en-

trusted Bishop Gassis with the mission of conducting a worldwide
program of awareness about the human rights situation in Sudan.
Bishop Gassis has testified on various occasions before the Unit-

ed Nations Human Rights Commission, and he has been instru-
mental in the liberation of hundreds of children abducted by the re-

gime.
Next is Dr. Kevin Vigilante. Dr. Vigilante is currently a professor

at Brown University Medical School.
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In the last 3 years, he has performed volunteer work in a Roma-
nian orphanage and founded an inner-city clinic for women re-

leased from Rhode Island's Adult Correctional Institute.

In December 1994, Time Magazine listed Dr. Vigilante as one of

the top "50 for the Future" leaders under the age of 40.

We just barely missed that list, Gary. We are on the second go
round.
Most importantly, as it relates to the subject of this hearing, on

January 23 of this year, he went to Khartoum on a human rights

fact-finding mission for 10 days. He is here today to share with us
his observations and his experiences.

Dr. Omer Nur El Dayem will follow. Dr. Nur El Dayem is the
Secretary (Jeneral of the Umma Party, the largest of Sudan's politi-

cal parties. He served in the last democratically-elected govern-
ment as Minister of Finance and Agriculture.

He was imprisoned without trial for 2 years due to his opposition

to the Numieri regime following its abolition of autonomy for south-

ern Sudan and the imposition of Sharia law.

In January 1993, he left Sudan to assume a prominent role in

the Umma Party's opposition movement abroad, £ind he returned
in December 1994 to sign the historic Chukudum Agreement which
establishes, to quote from the text, "the democratic principles for

the reconstruction of Sudan following the downfall of the NIF re-

gime."
Dr. Nur El Dayem is followed by Bona Malwal who is the Editor

of the Sudanese Democratic Gazette, a newsletter which advocates

a return to multiparty democracy in Sudan.
Mr. Malwal was a former Minister of Culture and Information of

Sudan, as well as a former Member of Parliament. He has been an
outspoken critic of various Sudanese Governments and has had to

serve long periods of imprisonment as a result.

As a leading opposition figure, Mr. Malwal has cochaired the Na-
tional Democratic Alliance, an umbrella organization calling for an
end to dictatorship in Sudan and for a peaceful resolution to the

civil war.
He has appeared before various international bodies and has tes-

tified before the U.S. Congress on numerous occasions.

Our last speaker will be John Prendergast, Director of the Horn
of Africa Project at the Center of Concern.
Mr. Prendergast is also the coordinator of the Coalition for Peace

in the Horn of Africa, which sponsors policy dialogue groups on
Sudan and Somalia.
He is a regular contributor to numerous journals, magazines, and

newspapers focusing on issues affecting the African continent. He
has also authored various books and is currently receiving a grant
from the U.S. Institute of Peace to complete a book on conflict pre-

vention and resolution in the Horn.
This is a very impressive list of speakers, and we welcome each

of you here. Thank you for coming today. We truly appreciate it.

We will begin with Mr. Eibner.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN EIBNER, ASSISTANT TO INTER-
NATIONAL PRESIDENT, CHRISTIAN SOLIDARITY INTER-
NATIONAL
Mr. EiBNER. Madam Chairwoman and distinguished members,

thank you very much for the opportunity to speak today.
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. If I could just say, in the interest of time, be-

cause we want to make sure that we listen to each and every one
of you, and we took so long on the first two panels, if you could
summarize your statements, that would be very helpful to us all.

Mr. ElBNER. I will, indeed.
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Thank you.
Mr. EffiNER. I will give a greatly abridged version of my written

statement.
The Sudan, potentially one of the richest countries in Africa has

needlessly become one of the world's greatest human rights disas-
ter zones.
An estimated 1.5 million out of a population of 5 to 6 million

black Africans in southern Sudan, the Nuba Mountains, and other
marginalized areas—^in other words, approximately 25 to 30 per-
cent of the country's black Africans—^have died as a result of com-
bat and war-related famine and disease since 1983.
Most of the survivors have been displaced at least once. Through-

out vast swathes of these regions, the social and economic inrra-
structure has been destroyed.

If we are to take at face value the United Nations Convention
on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, it is

difficult to escape the conclusion that the Government of Sudan's
self-declared jihad against the peoples of these regions is tanta-
mount to attempted genocide.

Since the military coup of 1989, which deposed the democrat-
ically-elected government headed by Sadiq El Mahdi, grave human
rights violations have also dramatically escalated in the North.
While the non-Muslim, black African population remains the

principal victim of the government's militant policies of Arabization
and Islamicization, many Arab Muslims who are suspected of sym-
pathy with the political opposition, have lost their educational op-
portunities and jobs and have been imprisoned, tortured, or killed.

Reports of the deepening crisis in Sudan prompted my colleague
Lady Cox and I to undertake CSI's first fact-finding visit to Sudan
in August 1992. And since then, as has been mentioned, we have
returned four times and traveled extensively in war-torn areas con-
trolled by both the government and the SPLA.
Allow me to share a few snapshots from our travel.

The emaciated bodies of the needlessly starving strewn along the
footpaths of northern Bahr El Ghazal; the dedicated doctor treating
single-handedly hundreds of desperately ill patients without beds
and basic medicines in the over-crowded and grossly unhygienic
Aswa Hospital; the suffering of dying kala-azar victims in Pariang
where there are no medical facilities whatsoever; and the brown,
worm and microbe infested water the local people there had to
drink for survival; the menacing words "Kadugli Jihad" inscribed
on a towering rock-face overlooking thousands of destitute inhab-
itants of so-called "peace camps" in the Nuba Mountains; the anx-
ious residents of Khartoum who boldly risked their liberty, if not
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their lives, to convey to us, discreetly, information about human
rights abuses; and then finally complacent government officials de-

nying categorically that human rights are violated in Sudan.
These, Madam Chairwoman, and many other terrible images are

forever etched in my mind.
Let me share with you a number of conclusions to which Lady

Cox and I have come as a result of our fact-finding visit. Unfortu-

nately time will not permit me to illustrate them with the cases

that will be found in my written statement.

First conclusion: The Grovemment of Sudan makes no meaningful
distinction between the SPLA and the civilian population as it

prosecutes the war in the South, the Nuba Mountains, and other

marginalized areas.

In Khartoum and other northern towns, the large communities
of displaced black Africans are viewed by the authorities as a dan-

gerous "fifth column" of the SPLA.
Innocent civilians, including women and children, are regarded

as legitimate targets by the government. This policy is in harmony
with the principle that individuals may be punished for the deeds

of the community, and a community may be punished for the deeds

of an individual, which the NIF regime enshrined in statute law in

1991.
Our second conclusion: The Government of Sudan persecutes the

Christian Church, using violence and administrative measures as

it pursues its policy of Islamicization.

And I am sure that we will hear cases which illustrate that con-

clusion from Bishop Gassis when he speaks.

Conclusion III. The Government of Sudan also persecutes Mus-
lims whose nonviolent, religio-political activity is deemed to be con-

trary to its policies.

And, again, we have with us Dr. Nur El Dayem who is a practic-

ing Muslim and who has been persecuted and tortured by this gov-

ernment.
Conclusion IV. The Government of Sudan obstructs and manipu-

lates humanitarian aid to facilitate its domestic military operations

and its policies of Islamization and Arabization.

And let me cite a few examples here.

The Government of Sudan continues to forbid desperately needed
humanitarian aid to reach SPLA-controlled parts of the Nuba
Mountains, the Southern Blue Nile region, and the Pariang area of

the Upper Nile.

In Pariang, which we visited in January of this year, there was
no medical doctor, only a medical assistant, to serve hundreds of

thousands of people without any medicines and without the medi-

cal instruments to perform minor operations.

The Government of Sudan continues to prohibit international

NGO's and Sudanese Christian agencies from distributing aid di-

rectly to the needy in government-held parts of the Nuba Moun-
tains and in the recently occupied garrison towns in the South.

In these areas, the work of distribution is entrusted to those Is-

lamic gencies whose activities are in harmony with the govern-

ment's policy of Islamization and Arabization.
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Conclusion V. Sudan has experienced a resurgence of child slav-

ery in both ancient and modern forms, especially in southern
Kordofan, northern Bahr El Ghazal, and Khartoum.

In my written statement, you will find testimony from some fi-eed

slaves who have been enslaved in the more traditional form of slav-

ery. I believe we will hear from Dr. Vigilante of cases highlighting
a more modem form of slavery that is practiced in Sudan.
Madam Chairwoman and distin^ished members, the time has

come for the international community to take a firm stand against
the gross violations of human rights in Sudan.
They cause not only unimaginable misery to millions of men,

women, and children but are also symptoms of a totalitarian ideol-

ogy that motivates the NIF regime to disregard the rights of neigh-
boring states—^in particular Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia, and Ugan-
da—by engaging in subversive activity, including terrorism, as a
part of its international jihad.

C.S.I., therefore, calls on the Government of the United States to

work energetically with its allies to work out policy options de-

signed to give the Government of Sudan a greater incentive to de-

sist from its destabilizing policies.

Among these options snould be:

One, the imposition of an arms and oil embargo upon the Gov-
ernment of Sudan;
Two, the establishment of air exclusion zones for the protection

of the civilian population from aerial bombardment;
Three, maximum political support for the implementation of the

principles of democracy, secular government, and self-determina-
tion which underpin the current mediation efforts of the neighbor-
ing IGADD countries;

Four, high-level dialogue with representatives of Sudan's banned
opposition groups, which collectively represent over 90 percent of
the Sudanese people;

Five, full support for the reappointment of the U.N, Special
Rapporteur for Human Rights in Sudan, Dr. Caspar Biro, and for

the placement of teams of human rights monitors in the North, the
Nuba Mountains, and the South under his direction;

Six, provide substantial humanitarian aid to areas denied relief

by the Government of Sudan by means of NGO's which are not con-
strained by the U.N. Operation Lifeline Sudan (OLS) system until

such times as OLS extends to all areas of the country, including
the Nuba Mountains and the Southern Blue Nile region;

Seven, and lastly, to increase news and current affairs broad-
casts to the people of Sudan.
Madam Chairwoman and distinguished members, the crisis in

Sudan is so severe that policies of neutrality or appeasement can-
not be options for the United States.

Failure to act decisively at this critical juncture will, without
doubt, result in the continuation of the human rights catastrophe
in Sudan, and may lead to a fiilfillment of the genocide process.

Failure to act will also give enormous encouragement to Iran and
other subversive Islamicist forces throughout the world and will

bring great danger to the security of East Africa and the Middle
East.
Thank you very much, Madam Chairwoman.

92-628 - 95 - 2
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Eibner appears in the appendix.]
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Thank you very much, Mr. Eibner.
Bishop Gassis.

STATEMENT OF BISHOP MACRAM MAX GASSIS, CATHOLIC
BISHOP OF EL OBEID DIOCESE, NUBA MOUNTAINS

Bishop Gassis. Well, I will be tempted to do what I did with Car-
men Martini. I dropped my speech, and I spoke out of my head,
since time is so precious.
As it was stated in my introduction, I was assigned by my broth-

ers in the episcopate to conduct this worldwide awareness program.
The awareness program has a target of two objectives: to make

contact with individual bishops and National Bishops' Conferences
in the United States of America, Canada, and Europe; and to have
contacts with governments, the mass media, and the nongovern-
mental organizations.
For this reason, I am here today to testify and unmask the alle-

gations of the regime in Khartoum.
I am here this morning not as a politician or a statesman, but

as an angry and frustrated shepherd who is the voice of the voice-

less, to testify to the truth which the regime denies.

Human rights is part and parcel of the Church's mission in the
world, and I will continue to defend the God-given rights of my peo-

ple at the cost of being abused in the media in Khartoum and suf-

fering the separation of my flock.

And this is out of the text. Thomas Merton wrote a book "No
Man is an Island", and this is so true because we are all inter-

dependent as human family whose source of origin is one, and our
ultimate journey from this world is the same.
That is why we are called by our vocations in humanity to look

after each other, to defend each other, and be concerned for each
other.

I would like this to serve as our humble contributions to some
of the questions that were put forth by some of the Congressmen.

Africa was always considered a recipient, and Europe and the

United States are always considered as donors. But Africa can still

contribute if Africa could be perceived as a counterpart rather than
a recipient.

Madam Chairperson, it is not oflen that bishops stand before

your committee, but I do so to request you to defend and protect

the dignity of the people of the Sudan from irrational oppression

and religious bigotry and ethnic cleansing.

When people's basic human rights are violated, hatred, injustice,

violence, and war erupt. This is precisely what is happening in the
case of the Sudan. These gifts are God-given gifts to all without
distinction of pride, race, creed, or gender.
There are many cases in my report, but I would like to dwell on

a few: the persecution of the Church, Christians, and non-Muslims.
In late 1993 and during 1994, Madam Chairperson, the regime

began to engage in an elaborate and deceitful exercise called the
dialogue between Muslim and Christianity.

Two so-called dialogue conferences were held in Khartoum, one
in 1993 and the second in 1994.
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The Church is not against dialogue. It is part of the mission of

the Church. But, in this case, we are not faced with a religious dia-

logue. Here we are faced with an ideology, a political and economic
ideology which is using religion as a coverup.
During October 1994, the regime invited politicians and business

people from Europe to attend the so-called religious dialogue.

In all honesty, can we call it a religious dialogue? It was meant
just to clarify and brighten their tarnished international image.

But the regime in Khartoum is not sincere about freedom of reli-

gion in Sudan. This is proven by the promulgation of a provision

of law recognizing The Mission Societies Act of 1962.

The new law is even more discriminating than the previous one.

The regime intends to render the Church as a humanitarian orga-

nization or a nongovernment organization rather than a religious

institution. The promulgator—or rather the legislator or the legis-

lators of this law, they lack the knowledge of the definition of

Church, the structure of the Church, the mission of the Church,
and the operation of the Church.
The law was made for us, against us, and without us, and that

law was made only for the Christians and not for the Muslims.
The regime also refused the entry permit to an international Pax

Christi delegation.

The regime also, in April 1994, deliberately barred the Arch-
bishop of Juba from participating at the African Synod which was
held in Rome. Security officers barred him from boarding the plane
at Khartoum, giving no plausible reason for their actions.

Throughout the entire year of 1994, no permits were given for

missionary personnel to return to their places in Juba, in

Babanusa, Billing, Kadugli, and Abyei.
The regime is unwilling to give permits to expatriate missionary

personnel because they would be eyewitnesses to the horrors it

commits.
On the other hand, indigenous personnel can be terrorized and

muzzled, especially those who live in remote areas from the eyes
and ears of the international community.
Now I would like to speak about slavery.

Slavery is not a shameful practice of the pa§t centuries. It is a
shameful reality of today in Sudan, and the Bishop who is in your
presence, has been instrumental in liberating and freeing about 50
of these yoimg children.

It is not a fairy tale, and it is not an allegation which the regime
in Khartoum claims is orchestrated. I have helped others to escape.

I will give you some cases. Three yoimg boys, Garang Malith
Guot, Garang Dut Akot, and Deng Deng Ajak, were captured by
the Popular Defense Forces in southern Kordofan and sold as
slaves to the traders Mohamed and El Hag. The boys did not know
the second names of their captors.

A young girl, Hanna Akwal, age 5, was brought to El Obeid for

slavery. A relative saw her and went to the police. The "owner" of
the girl froze the case proceedings by declaring in court that the
Popular Defense Forces are part of the Islamic Dawa and Holy
War.
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As such, the girl is legally his property as booty of the Holy War.
Hanna Akwal has reported that another seven girls were taken to

El Obeid from Aweil by the same Popular Defense Forces.

Bol Malik, age 13, escaped from his master near Gasgeil, which
is about 30 kilometers south of El Obeid. There still are seven
Dinka boys in that village.

A group of about 80 were taken from the Peace Camp of En
Nuhud and sold to tend cattle.

The are other centers where these abducted children are kept,

like in Samaka, Majelita, Um Kredom, Um Gozein, and Mazroub.
The so-called "Peace Camps" are actually similar to concentra-

tion camps. They are places where a well-studied program of indoc-

trination is conaucted.
In fact, the Church personnel are not allowed to offer spiritual

and moral assistance to the Christians there. Instead the camps
have become nurseries for inculcating Islam, Arabic, and Arab cul-

ture.

This can be proven by the fact that no local or expatriate NGO's
are allowed to offer any relief, not even the Red Cross. Instead, the

Red Crescent, the Islamic Dawa, which is the Islamic Call, and the
Islamic African Relief Agency, lAR, are the only agencies allowed
to move freely and operate at will.

Women have testified that in certain camps, family unitv is de-

stroyed. Husbands are separated from their wives and children.

Mothers are taken away at night and are sexually abused. In the
morning, they are brought back to look after their children.

There are so many facts, but time is gold; so I would like to move
to the conclusion, and I will be ready for any of your questions.

We would like. Madam Chairperson, that your august committee
condemn the human rights record of the Islamic fundamentalist re-

gime in the strongest possible language; adopt a resolution calling

for the United Nations Security Council to consider the following

punitive measures against the regime and take steps to alleviate

the suffering of the people of Sudan:
One, an arms and oil embargo;
Two, economic and other punitive sanctions;

Three, investigate war and other human rights crimes, including

the persecution of Christians and Christian Churches, with a view
of prosecuting those guilty of these crimes;

Four, ensure that humanitarian relief reaches those who need it

unimpeded, especially to the war-affected areas of the Nuba Moun-
tains which the present regime has categorically refused. No inter-

national NGO has ever reached the Nuba Mountains, which is

under the SPLA control. Also, relief is particularly needed in the

northern Bahr El Ghazal areas of Aweil and Gogrial and northern
Bentiu in Upper Nile. The churches and other nongovernmental or-

ganizations are prepared to assume the risks in order to go every-

where in Sudan to care for the people who need it. But these orga-

nizations need protection against the regime, which only the Unit-

ed Nations can provide, with the support of the United States.

Thank you very much. Madam Chairperson and honorable mem-
bers of this distinguished committee.

[The prepared statement of Bishop Cassis appears in the appen-
dix.]
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Mr. Houghton. Thank you very much, Bishop. We certainly ap-
preciate your testimony.

Dr. Vigilante.

STATEMENT OF KEVIN VIGILANTE, MJD., PUEBLA INSTITUTE

Dr. Vigilante. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee:
The Puebla Institute and I are grateful for this opportunity to

testify before the subcommittee about an egregious human rights

abuse affecting children in Sudan.
Between January 23 and February 2 of this year, I led a fact-

finding mission for the Puebla Institute to Khartoum and the sur-

rounding area.

We identified a unique aspect of the human rights catastrophe
occurring in Sudan. The cultural cleansing, militarization, and
mass disappearance from northern cities of minority African Chris-
tian and animist children displaced from the South.

It is this phenomenon of abuse that my testimony will address
today.

In this testimony, cultural cleansing is distinguished from ethnic
cleansing. The latter is an attempt to exterminate a genetically de-

termined group through genocidal practices. Our delegation re-

ceived many reports of ethnic cleansing in the Nuba Mountains.
Cultural cleansing, by contrast, is an attempt to eliminate a cul-

tural group by stripping it of its unique cultural attributes, includ-
ing religion, language, and name. By its very nature, cultural
cleansing is a gross form of discrimination.
The delegation received overwhelming evidence that children,

many of whom had been living with family members and were not
vagrants, were snatched by government agents from public places
in major northern population centers and summarily taken to juve-
nile camps.
These children, who were largely displaced African Christian or

animist boys between the ages of 6 and 20 years, described being
abducted by police, grouped together with other children like them-
selves, smuggled out of the city by night in screened trucks and
taken to high security, closed camps in remote areas.

Once incarcerated, they were given new Arabic names, indoctri-

nated in Islam, and forced to undergo military-style training.

Within the camps, vocational training was little in evidence, dis-

ease rampant, and food nutritionally deficient and scarce. They
were forced to live in conditions of extreme neglect, and some were
subject to physical abuse. Evidencing willful neglect, the govern-
ment refuses access to international relief and church groups that
seek to provide assistance to these children.

The Puebla Institute concludes that rather than "welfare cen-

ters" that the government claims them to be, these actually are cul-

tural cleansing camps, where thousands of Christian and animist
African children are stripped of their cultural heritage and forced

to adopt a new identity that conforms to the prevailing strictures

of the regime.
This discriminatory policy is both racist and a complete denial of

religious freedom. In the context of Sudan's civil war, this cultural
cleansing policy appears at best to be a counterinsurgency tactic
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designed to control a population of children misperceived as a
threat by the government.
At worst it is an attempt to convert this vulnerable population

into an ideologically pure and expendable fighting force.

I personally visited two camp sites on February 1, 1995. The gov-
ernment had refused my persistent requests to visit a children's
camp. However, it had issued a travel permit for me to go to an
area approximately 200 kilometers southeast of Khartoum. Using
this travel permit, I was able to gain the confidence of local camp
guards and persuade them to let me into the then-empty cultural
cleansing camps at Fau II and Istagama at Wad Medani.
At Fau II camp, outside of Fau in a veritable wasteland of howl-

ing desert, I saw scores of grass huts, abandoned except for the two
police guards in green uniforms.
The guards told me that all the children, about 230 in number,

aged 11 through 15, had been taken to another camp at Soba, near
lOiartoum, on September 9, 1994. They said they did not know the
reason for the transfer.

According to the guards, the children at Fau II had been in-

structed in the Koran. And the guards said a child typically spent
2 years in the camp and then was transferred to a camp in Wad
Medani. The two guards at Wad Medani said their camp had also

been closed for several months.
Though we did not succeed in finding the abducted children,

these visits were extremely important because they helped confirm
the accuracy and credibility of our sources.
They were extremely disturbing because the fact that these chil-

dren were no longer there led us to question where they had dis-

appeared to, for they had now disappeared twice: once from their
families and once from these camps.
A glimpse at what occurred beyond the confines of the camp at

Fau II and continues to occur at other cleansing camps for children
was gained through our interviews with families and neighbors of

children who had been retrieved, and representatives of private
groups that work with them. They all requested anonymity for fear
of reprisal. And their true names will not be disclosed here. But I

will cite a few examples.
The first source is John who is an administrative for an NGO,

**Non-GrOvernmental Organization." He described to the delegation
the experience of his neighbor Mary, an African Christian.
Mary's two sons, ages 6 and 9, were kidnapped during a kasha—

a "kasna" is Arabic for a roundup—one evening in 1993 from the
town of Kosti. After 3 months of desperate searching, Mary traced
her sons to the Fau II camps. The police sternly told her that she
was allowed only one pass through the camp; and if she did not
find her children on this attempt, she could never return. While
walking through the enclosed grounds, her children recognized her
and ran up to Tier. Both children were dressed in the damuria, the
characteristic dress of those undergoing Popular Defense Force
training. The uniforms bore identification numbers, and she
brought them home wearing these uniforms. John, our source,

noted that the older boy's number was 4396. Her sons described
being treated harshly and being given new Arabic names and being
forced to learn Islam.
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The uniforms and the numbers assigned to these two boys give

further credence to the claims of the children that they were sub-

jected to military-style training. And one wonders whether the
numbers assigned indicate the number of children who have been
detained at the Fau II camp.
A number of the retrieved children reported that they or the

other children were beaten, lashed, and whipped in the camps for

breaking camp discipline or trying to escape. Police guards and
other agents of the state administer these harsh punishments out-

side the formal penal system and without any due process for the
victim.

A reliable source reported that in one camp a child who is caught
trying to escape is made to crawl naked for hours on the ground
until his body is covered with abrasions. Then while the child is

held in the air with his belly down by four people, 40 to 60 lashes
are administered to the back and legs. Meals in this camp consist

of bread and beans often no longer suitable for animals because of

their length of storage.

We heard the following report from James, a neighbor of Mi-
chael, a 10-year-old African Christian boy from Kalakala. In No-
vember 1994, Michael was at a market near his home when he was
swept up in a kasha. He was then taken to a cultural cleansing

camp far from home, where he was permitted to sleep only a few
hours a night and was frequently hungry, being fed only beans. He
said there were many children from the South there and they were
severely beaten if they tried to escape. A guard at the camp from
the boy's neighborhood recognized him and informed the boy's fa-

ther of his whereabouts.
The father finally retrieved Michael on December 20, 1994, after

overcoming an array of bureaucratic obstacles, a month of paper-
work, and intimidating interrogation bv officials who demanded to

know how he discovered the camp and how he found out that his

child was there.

Another father of an African Christian boy told the delegation

his 13-vear-old son, who was found thanks to a family friend on the

police force, was stopped by police on his way home from school on
December 27. When he failed to produce his school identity card,

he was detained and taken by security forces to the camp at Soba,
near Khartoum. He said the leaders wore white robes and carried

whips. He attempted to escape through a hole in the fence but was
caught and severely beaten.
The government's rejection of humanitarian aid and the evidence

of gross neglect within these camps give lie to its claim that the
children are being rounded up for their own welfare.

The government's insistence on monopolizing control over this

population lends support to allegations that it has its own agenda
for these children.

The U.N. Special Rapporteur's report of January 30, 1995, gives

an idea of what this agenda might be. The Rapporteur writes.

There is no education timetable except for five daily Islamic prayers starting at

4 a.m. The physical exercise required to be performed sire the same of the military.

During this training the idea of martyrdom for the state is given central importance
by the instructors.
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A 13-year-old Dinka boy from the city of Aweil told our source
about his capture and experience of being forced to practice Islam,
adopt a new Arabic name, and participate in military training at
the Fau Children's Camp:

In 1992, while my father was in the hospital, my mother sent me to the market
for tomatoes where I was captured. I shov/^^d them the money I was given and tried

to explain myself, but no one listened to me. I was put into a police truck with many
other black boys and taken away. We spent 7 days in Khartoum where we were
beaten often. Then we were taken to Fau. I was beaten again when I tried to escape
from the camp. We were treated very badly at the camp. K we made one mistake,
we were beaten; and the rest were punished with us.

It is apparent that it is a major goal of the government operating
the camps to Arabize and Islamicize as well as tightly control the
young generation of displaced Africans,

In nearly every report we heard about these camps, militaiy
training, and reports of boys being forcibly inducted into the mili-

tary figured prominently.
Given the government's secrecy, it would be impossible to conclu-

sively prove that these children are being sent as minors into the
battle. Nevertheless, these reports were too numerous and too

grave to ignore.

In summary, the current regime aims to achieve complete politi-

cal, military, and cultural control in order to solidify power. Reli-

gious persecution and the organized cultural cleansing of an entire

generation of African, Christian, and animist children are strategic

measures to achieve this objective.

In the interest of time, I will conclude my testimony and refer

you to the written statement for Puebla's recommendations.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Vigilante appears in the appen-

dix.]

Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Thank you so much. Dr. Vigilante, for a very
vivid and scary report. Thank you.

Dr. Vigilante. Thank you.
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Dr. El Dayem.

STATEMENT OF OMER NUR EL DAYEM, GENERAL SECRETARY,
UMMA PARTY

Mr. El Dayem. Madam Chairperson, it gives me great pleasure

to address your august assembly in this particular session devoted
to the tragic situation in the Sudan.

I believe that the session provides a valuable opportunity to re-

view the agonizing problem of the Sudan with its catastrophic

bearings on the intensification of the war, the human rights viola-

tions, the religious persecutions, the curtailment of liberty, and the

exportation of terrorism.
When the NIF regime came to power, the Sudan was having a

viable modem state and a thriving civil society. It was having a
democratically-elected government, a neutral civil service, a na-
tional armed forces, an independent judiciary, a free trade unions
movement, autonomous social and economic institutions.

The regime dismantled the modem state and prostrated the civil

society. TTie cornerstone for the internal and foreign policies of the
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Sudan under the democratic government was the respect for the
ethnic, cultural, and religious plurality of the Sudanese society.

This regime, by its own assertion of Arab-Islamic culture only,

catastrophically tampered with the principles of plurality and
plunged the Sudan into axis policies and exploits detrimental to its

security and social stability.

Historical conditions have made Islam in the Sudan integral to

its body-politics. Islam in the Sudan was introduced and developed
peacefully. As it spread its roots, it acquired a high degn:'ee of toler-

ance while remaining faithful to the basic principles of monothe-
ism, justice and social integration.

As a result of conflict, the majority of Sudanese Muslims have re-

alized the need to effect a great compromise with their non-Muslim
fellow citizens to create peace and to save the country's unity.

The present regime distanced itself from all that and introduced
a partisan type of Islamic assertion bom in strained context of sec-

ular-religious conflicts in Egypt, and interreligious conflicts in

India.

Contexts which bequeathed activist Muslim groups with despotic
and terrorist characteristics. Those experiences are totally alien to

the Islamic experience in the Sudan and indeed alien to the au-
thentic principles of Islam itself.

The presentation of Islam as a creed which is despotic when it

rules and terrorist when it opposes, is the greatest disservice to

Islam made by the present regime.
When this regime came to power, there was a viable peace pro-

gram. They demolished it and substituted a dialogue of the deaf for

it.

The NIF regime claims that the attitude of the human rights or-

ganization against it stems from a priori biased stand because it

adopts an Islamic program, and that the campaign is, in effect, an
anti-Islam one.

This claim is based on two wrong assumptions: Firstly, that the
Sudan did not know Islam before this coup; and, secondly, that the
NIF is the apostle of Islam in the Sudan and speaks in the name
of the Muslims of the Sudan.
This is a big fallacy, the NIF is a small minority party that rep-

resents less than 10 percent of the Muslim population of the
Sudan. It is alien to the Islam of the Sudan. It is an imported ide-

ology, a branch of the Muslim brotherhood of Egypt. It is isolated

in the Sudan and its program is rejected by the people of Sudan,
that is why it is resorting to violence and force to establish its rule.

Indigenous Islam in me Sudan is represented by Sufism and
Mahdism. Therefore, the political aspirations of the Muslims in the
Sudan are well represented by the two national parties, the Umma
Party that commanded 40 percent of the vote in the last election,

and the DUP that held 30 percent of the vote in the last election.

We are, accordingly, entitled to speak on behalf of the Muslims
of the Sudan, We reject the NIF assertions and condemn its pro-

gram as un-Islamic. It is an opportunistic abuse of Islam for politi-

cal ends.
Islam confers on the rulers the duties of seeking willing accept-

ance by choice and compliance with the people's rights, ensure
their preservation and protection. God, in the Koran, said.
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Invite all to the way of Thy Lord with wisdom and reasonable preaching; and
argue with them in a way that is best and most grarious; for Thy Lord knoweth
best who have strayed from his path.

The only program of the NIF is the intimidation and persecution
of their opponents, the promotion of the international terrorism
and the undermining of all the neighboring countries in the name
of Islam, thus promotion divisive systems to nearby countries in

the name of Islam.
It is a small party of opportunities that breeds religious extre-

mism and harbors international terrorist movements, connected
with North Africa, East Africa, West Africa, and the Gulf States.
The regime's acts of intimidation and persecution are perpetrated

against all Sudanese, Muslims, and non-Muslims, as long as they
oppose the NIF program. We in the Mahdist movement, suffered
badly in terms of unfair imprisonment and confiscation of prop-
erties. The Mahdist main mosque was confiscated in March 1993
and the movement offices were closed. The Khatmwa, the second
religious sect in the country, also suffered the same fate.

The Sunni Wahabi sect was also a victim of the regime's persecu-
tion. Twenty worshipers died when they were machine gunned
down and 50 were seriously injured in their principal Wahabi
mosque in Ombudsman in February of 1994.

Several imans and preachers and outspoken followers from the
above mentioned three sects were subject to different forms of de-

tention, torture, persecution, and intimidation.
I personally have been detained two times—in 1989 and 1991

—

for a period of 1 year without trial. The first detention was in an
official prison, and the second was in a "ghost house," where I slept

on the floor for ^Vt. months, eating food of very poor quality.

My health seriously deteriorated, and I contracted a skin disease.

After 1 year from the time of application, I was granted a visa for

medical treatment, and that is why I am here among you now.
There is now consensus among the Sudanese about the need to

stop the civil war in the Sudan £ind realize peace, unity, and de-

mocracy in a new Sudan.
Thus two major opposition parties, the Umma Party, which rep-

resents the majority of the Sudanese Muslims and which produced
the last democratically-elected Prime Minister, and the SPLA/
SPLiM which is the leading southern force signed at Chukudum in

southern Sudan on December 12, 1994—an agreement on the polit-

ical future progpram for the achievement of peace and democracy in

the Sudan.
They were joined in Asmara on December 27, 1994, by the DUP,

the second largest party in the North, and the Sudanese allied

forces, signed the Asmara agreement on the same day.

This agpreement is based on the main principles of the Chukudum
agreement. The Asmara agreement has confirmed the following
principles:

(1) Maintaining the unity of the Sudanese must be given priority

by all the parties according to the following principles:

(A) Sudan is a multiracial, multiethnic and multicultural society.

Full recognition and accommodation must be affirmed.

(B) Complete political and social equality of all peoples of the
Sudan must be granted by law.
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(C) Commitment to a decentralized system which shall be agreed
upon in the coming expanded meeting for the Sudanese opposition
groups and which is a right for all the regions of the Sudan accord-
ing to the following options:

(1) Federation

(2) Confederation
(D) Fair sharing of wealth among the Sudanese peoples must be

realized, and priority must be given to regions that are more af-

fected and underdeveloped.
(E) Human rights as internationally and regionally recognized

shall be embodied in the constitution of the Sudan, and any law
violating them shall be unconstitutional.

(F) The independence of the judiciary shall be enshrined in the
constitution of the Sudan.

(G) On the relationship between religion and state and its bear-
ing on the national unity and to secure a just peace and unity in

the Sudan, all parties are committed to the nonuse of religion in

politics.

(2) The rights of self-determination of the people of South Sudan
to determine their future status through a referendum must be af-

firmed, and shall be exercised after the interim period which shall

be agreed upon during the expanded meeting of the Sudanese oppo-
sition groups.

(3) All the parties agreed to work together during the interim pe-
riod for confidence building and the building of the new Sudan so

that the option of self-determination consolidates the unity of the
new Sudan,

(4) The meeting appreciates, supports, and commends the efforts

of the IGADD countries in their attempt to bring peace, stability,

and democracy in the Sudan. The meeting fully supports the
IGADD Declaration of Principles of May 20, 1994, in Nairobi.

Practically all the opposition parties have endorsed this Asmara
agreement of December 27, 1994.
Madam Chairperson, the Sudan has a great potential for the de-

velopment of a positive afro-Arab nexus. It has a great potential for

the articulation of Islam in a way which realizes the inherent good
of this religion, realizes the possibilities for equal relations between
all creeds, recognizes equal rights to all the country's citizens, cre-

ates conditions, and elbows out efforts to dress extremism in Is-

lamic robes.

It is the proper characterization for a model role for Sudan and
not the present, disastrous model.
Recommendation:
We call on the subcommittee to recommend that the U.S. Gov-

ernment lead the international action for intensification of the
pressure on the NIF regime with a view that legitimacy, democ-
racy, and respect for human rights be restored in the Sudan.
We look forward to having the subcommittee recommend that the

United Nations Security Council adopt a resolution on Sudan, in

which it spells out clearly what is expected from the NIF regime
in the field of the immediate stoppage of the war, restoration of
basic freedoms, respect for human rights, humanitarian relief, and
peace making measures.
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The United Nations Security Council resolution should have
teeth in the form of sanctions.
The people of the Sudan, Madam Chairwoman, surprised the

Third World by toppling two military dictatorships in 1964 and
1985.
Now, the opposition concluded its program for a just Sudan and

is giving priority to the third popular uprising for the restoration
of democra(r^, peace, and freedom.
We look forward to the support of the Subcommittee on Africa

and the Congress.
Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. El Dayem appears in the appen-

dix.]

Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Well, thank you so much.
If you will forgive us for iust a minute, we have a vote; but we

will return immediately and listen to the rest of the panelists and
get you to answer some questions ifyou would.
Thank you. We will stand in recess for just 10 minutes.
[Recess.]

Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Thank you. The subcommittee will, once
again, come to order, and we will now hear the testimony of Mr.
Malwal.
Thank you so much for your patience and your understanding.

STATEMENT OF BONA MALWAL, EDITOR, SUDANESE
DEMOCRATIC GAZETTE

Mr. Malwal. Thank you very much. Madam Chairperson.
First of all, let me thank you very much for affording me the op-

portunity and privilege of once again appearing before your distin-

guished committee to discuss the crisis in my country, the Sudan.
Your committee. Madam Chairperson, and the entire Congress of

the United States of America are in the unenviable position of
being a world leader. We, in the Sudan, look to you, as does the
rest of the world, to help sort out the political crisis in the Sudan.
Your distinguished committee was the first in October 1993 to rec-

ognize the right of the people of southern Sudan to self-determina-

tion.

That right to self-determination has now been incorporated into

the six principles of the peace committee of the Intergovernmental
Authority for Drought and Development—^IGADD.
We call upon you as a committee to adopt a resolution endorsing

the IGADD Declaration of Principles.

We further urge you and the administration to publicly endorse
the IGADD DOP. We know that the U.S. administration supports
the IGADD peace initiative, but the administration has not pub-
licly stated that it supports the DOP under IGADD.
A strong £ind unequivocal statement of support of the DOP will

make it clear to the Islamic fundamentalist regpme in Khartoum
that it has no international room for maneuvers and that it should
negotiate seriously under the IGADD process.

We all know. Madam Chairperson, that it is the regime in Khar-
toum which is trying to frustrate the work of the IGADD peace
committee today. Endorsement of the IGADD principles by your
committee and Dy the U.S. administration will send a clear signal
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to Khartoum that the regime must take the IGADD peace process
seriously.

There are, of course, other measures that we wish to urge your
august committee to consider and act upon.

First of all, in order for peace to be a durable and fair one, it

should be a peace that is comprehensive and acceptable to all the
people of the Sudan.

Negotiating peace only between a regime in power and the South
has been tried in the past and has proved to be wanting. Those
who are left out of the peace process do not honor it when they at-

tain political power.
The present Islamic fundamentalist regime is not only a military

dictatorship which is repressing the people of Sudan—^Muslims and
Christians alike—^it is also a minority regime which represents at
best less than 10 percent of the people of Sudan.

Forcing the people of southern Sudan to seek peace with this re-

pressive regime, which uses terrorism at home and abroad to sub-
vert international security and which is actively engaged in desta-
bilizing its neighbors, would be to strengthen its hand against the
forces struggling for change inside Sudan today.

So, while we do not ask the Congress and the Government of the
United States of America to invade Sudan to restore democracy, as
they did in Haiti and elsewhere in the world, we urge you to urge
your government to consider more mimdane methods m the form
of economic sanctions and arms and oil embargoes upon the re-

gime.
We also urge you to recognize the Sudanese opposition as the le-

gitimate representative of the people of Sudan, with whom your
coimtry and government should do business rather than with the
present regime.
On December 12, 1994, Madam Chairperson, the Umma Party,

the largest political party in Sudan, signed a comprehensive politi-

cal agreement with tne Sudan People's Liberation Army, whicn rec-

ognizes the right of the South to self-determination and endorses
the DOP principles of IGADD.

I attach a copy of that agreement to this testimony and urge you
to enter this political document into the Congressional Record.
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. We sure will. Thank you very much.
Mr. Malwal. This will enhance the Sudanese peace process. The

Secretary General of the Umma Party has already spoken, and you
have heard his view on the peace process and the political agree-
ments that the parties in the Sudan have agreed to.

Religious persecution has been added to racial apartheid, making
the situation in the Sudan today worse than anything ever wit-

nessed in the apartheid South Africa of recent past.

The people of southern Sudan, the Nuba Mountains, the Igessina
Hills of eastern Sudan, even the fiercely Muslim people have all

been reduced to subhuman and are treated even worse than ani-

mals by the present regime in power, Madam Chairperson.
You are aware of how international donations of food aid for the

needy people of the Sudan, of which the United States is the major
contributor, is being denied to those for whom it was intended and
is being used as an inducement for religious conversion to Islam by
the government organization responsible for helping the hungry.
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International terrorism, Madam Chairperson, is something well
established as a method by which the present regime in Khartoum
deals with the rest of the world.

After all, we believe that there were good reasons for your gov-
ernment to place Sudan under this regime on the list of countries
which sponsor international terrorism.
The question we Sudanese ask is how can the United States, the

most powerful country in the world, expect us to deal with inter-

national terrorism in the Sudan by ourselves?
We need your government's cooperation and help to rid our peo-

ple, ourselves, and the international community of the present re-

gime.
To return to the pohtical crisis, Madam Chairperson, in conclu-

sion, the following steps should lead us to peace in the Sudan:
We should agree to establish an interim period of no more than

2 years during which time:
(a) The North should recognize the right of the South to self-de-

termination, and this should be exercised under international su-
pervision at the end of the 2-year interim period. The question to

be put to the South during the referendum should be whether they
desire to remgiin in a united Sudan, with northern Sudan imder the
system that will have been implemented during the interim period
or choose to become an independent state;

(b) There should be a cease-fire in the war in the South.
(c) There should be a total disengagement of the two armies in

the South, so that this long disturbed part of our country can re-

turn to normality and so that the vast affected population of south-
em Sudan can be repatriated, rehabilitated, and resettled.

(d) Ideally, the northern army should withdraw from the South
during the interim period, but it should be possible to arrange for

the confinement of northern troops to specific barracks in the
South under international supervision.

Systeni of government:
(a) The South and the North should work out constitutional ar-

rangements during the interim period which would form a perma-
nent basis for relationship between them if the South chooses to re-

main in a united country with the North. The terms of the new
constitution should reflect the constitutional powers contained in

the interim period arrangements.
(b) The South should have its own system of government whose

powers should not be less than those in the best existing federa-

tion. Southerners would like to consider such a system as a confed-
erated arrangement between the two equal parts of the Sudanese
state—the North £ind the South.

(c) A decentralized secular democratic system should be estab-

lished with several regional governments and a central government
whose composition is proportionally shared by all the regions.

(d) If the South chooses united in its referendum at the end of

the interim period, then the new constitution for the country em-
bodying the interim period powers should come into effect as a per-

manent arrangement.
We must aim. Madam Chairperson, for a comprehensive, just,

and durable peace for our country. Any final peace settlement
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should avoid being a peace between the South and a particular

northern party in power in Khartoum.
It should include all the political forces of the North and the

South. It is an important test of their sincerity about genuine peace
that the present regime should agree to include all the parties in

the country in the peace process.

Any insistence on negotiating peace with the South by one north-

em political party alone should be seen for what it is: a desire for

that party to strengthen itself with the South agsiinst its opponent
in the North. The South has been down this road before and should
wish to avoid it.

I thank you again, Madam Cheiirperson, for the opportunity to

speak before your subcommittee.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Malwal appears in the appen-

dix.]

Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Thank you so much. Thank you for your tes-

timony.
Mr. Prendergast.

STATEMENT OF JOHN PRENDERGAST, DIRECTOR, HORN OF
AFRICA PROJECT, CENTER OF CONCERN

Mr. Prendergast. Thank you to both of you for your persever-

ance, and I hear the clock ticking; so I will be as brief as possible.

We heard a lot this morning about current U.S. initiatives, and
I think it is really now time to step up the response of the United
States to Einother level, commensurate with the extraordinary re-

quirements created by the world's most deadly war.
I propose three steps to be taken: first to condition all aid on

good governance and human rights criteria; second, to build local

capacity and support civil structures, especially in the South; and,
third, to support multilevel peacemaking.
The first one is this idea of conditioning aid, including humani-

tarian aid, on good governance and human rights.

It is now frequently alleged that the United States and Israel co-

operate in making arms available to the SPLA through Uganda,
despite protestations consistently to the contrary.

"Le Monde," the French newspaper, the journal "Africa Confiden-
tial," and numerous interviews I have done with officials in South-
ern Sudan and Northern Uganda have attempted to confirm this

fact.

So in addition to whatever covert assistance the United States
may or may not be providing, the United States still provides mil-

lions of dollars per year in humanitarian assistance to Sudan, rep-

resenting a huge infusion of resources into a resource scarce envi-

ronment.
Thus far, the United States really has failed to exercise the vast

potential leverage which its aid programs offer in terms of good
governance or human rights conditionalities, or in stronger encour-
agement of factional reconciliation in the South.
Good governance advocacy and conditionality on aid that goes es-

pecially to SPLA areas would not be instruments solely for improv-
ing human rights.
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Good governance, including reciprocity with local populations, is

an indispensable, long-term requirement for gaining the local sup-
port necessary in eventually turning the war tide.

As Bishop Paride Taban has observed, from southern Sudan: "If
the water dries up, the fish will die."

I am really firmly convinced that a stalemate must be achieved
on the battlefield before the government will seriously negotiate.
That stalemate will not be achieved if the SPLA does not im-

prove its relations with local populations in the South and develops
a broad, civilian base necessary to sustain the struggle.
Donor governments and aid agencies have understandably shied

away from such conditionality on humanitarian assistance. But in
this new age of complex emergencies—^marked by wars seemingly
without end—humanitarian aid is often the only connection tne
outside world has with the combatants.
Economic and military aid have often dried up, and diplomacy is

sporadic. It is critical to recognize that humanitarian aid is not
neutral and has tremendous ramifications on the course of conflict.

Conditions should consciously be laced on humanitarian assist-

ance which encourage the fulfillment of basic humanitarian objec-
tives: basic public welfare mandates, basic human rights standards,
basic accountability criteria.

Donors and agencies must be given the space for independent
monitoring and assessment. When these humanitarian objectives
are not fulfilled by the controlling authorities, the authorities in
question should be circumvented to the maximum extent possible.

If their circumvention is impossible and humanitarian principles
are unabashedly abused, aid should be cut off, and agencies should
withdraw.
For example, one major set of questions that continues to go

unaddressed is the extent to which foreign aid is helping to imder-
write the war effort of the government.
To what extent is the international community replacing or sub-

stituting for the public welfare responsibilities of the government,
thereby freeing resources for war?
Are the aid flights to garrison towns in the South from Khar-

toum lifelines more for the army than for the civilians?

More bluntly, are the U.N. flights feeding the government sol-

diers in southern garrisons?
Are the internal purchase programs, rents, transport contracts,

and the currency exchange services associated with the aid efforts

providing foreign exchange used to buy weapons on the inter-

national market?
Is donated food satisfying internal consumption in the North and

freeing northern production for export, generating foreign exchange
for the war effort? Reportedly this year up to 1 million tons of sor-

ghum might be exported just in the next fiscal year from northern
Sudan because of excess production.

If donors cannot independently investigate these issues and re-

ceive satisfactory answers, their entire aid program to the North
should be reconsidered.
But any cutoff should be scrupulously conditioned on consistent

abuse of access, accountability, and reciprocity; and the same prin-

ciples should be applied to aid in the South.
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The second major policy I would like to urge and talk about is

the building of local capacity and the support of civilian 'Structures.

Major progress has been made in the last year in m^J^^g away
from food aid dumping toward a more rehabilitative a|woach to

aid thanks in large part to the strategy developed by W$AID and
OFDA southern Sudan staff. I Y4
Further shifts need to be made in the direction of a poli^, of rein-

forcing civil structures and building local capacity, especially,

again, in the South.
This paradigm should be the foundation of the Greater Horn of

Africa Initiative—^which the Clinton administration is sponsoring

—

and all U.S. efforts in responding to complex emergencies globally.

Agencies and donors would better serve long-term crisis manage-
ment and capacity building objectives by more directlv focusing on
the chiefs, churches, women's organizations, local community
groups, and other elements of nonmilitary society.

Civil society is healthiest and least corrupted or coopted at the
grassroots level. Any efforts we expend building externally driven
systems above this level are diversions from real grassroots partici-

pation and rehabilitation and reconstruction.

Much of the donors' engagement with the controlling authorities

should be precisely over this point: the need for creative space at
the local level for independent community organizations and rep-

resentatives.
The third and final policy I would like to urge briefly is for the

support of a multilevel approach to peace making.
I think a renewed, coordinated, multitrack effort is needed to en-

courage peacemakers within and outside Sudan to simultaneously
work in formal and informal ways to bring peace at all levels of so-

ciety.

Participants and mediators should be drawn from governments,
nongovernmental organizations, faith groups, and indigenous com-
munities.
Simultaneous tracks .are required at the national, interfactional,

and community level.

First the national Ipvel.

The IGADD has now escalated from its role of conflict resolution

to a forum in which much more comprehensive measures are dis-

cussed.
IGADD long ago moved beyond a simple mediation effort. The

IGADD process as a negotiations forum may have stalled, but the
IGADD process as a broader effort to address issues of regional sta-

bility is growing stronger.

Consequently, its "success" cannot be judged solely in terms of

progress at the negotiating table between the government, the
SPLM, and the SSIM.

Besides continuing support for the IGADD process, the U.S. and
other donors should provide external incentives for the Sudanese
combatants to return to the negotiating table.

The United States itself should implement and ensure the ob-

servance by all member countries of the European Union's arms
embargo of Sudan and work to include an embargo of police, secu-

rity, and intelligence equipment and cooperation.
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An international debate, very importantly, should commence on
the wisdom of an energy embargo, selected sanctions on Sudanese
exports, especially the export of sorghum—whose primary pur-

chasers include Japan, Malaysia, and the European Union—and an
air exclusion zone as called for by numerous Sudanese opposition

and civic groups.
Attempts to normalize Sudan's involvement in the IMF and the

World Bank should be vigorously opposed. In fact a meeting is

scheduled, I think, next month to review Sudan's status in the

IMF.
Perhaps most importantly, an international news mechanism

that could beam radio news way beyond what is going on now with
USLA and the Voice of America, about war and peace on a weekly
basis in the Sudan should be sought.

Objective information puts pressure on controlling authorities

and provides hope for all peoples in Sudan working for a peaceful

future.

A second track of the multitrack diplomatic effort needs to really

be at the interfactional level.

Perhaps one of the most important things that we can now sup-

port is a renewed hope of reconciliation between the two main rebel

factions, the SPLM and the SSIM. The moment for reconciliation,

I think, is ripe.

Once again, I would really like to digress for a moment from the
testimony to note that the really most significant trend right now
on the war, as I see it, aind the course of the war, is an escalation

by the government of use of irregular militias.

These irregular militias utilize scorched earth tactics. They burn
villages down by the dozens. And then it is blamed on intertribal

conflicts.

Now this needs to be aggressively exposed and condemned
through international fora. But we also need to support the com-
munity reconciliation efforts because ultimately it is local commu-
nities that are going to have the responsibility to reject these para-

sitic warlords intent solely on destruction at the behest of the gov-

ernment.
That leads me to this third plank of a multitrack conflict resolu-

tion strategy, which is the community level mediation approach.

Indigenous peace efforts among Sudanese neighboring peoples

offer significant hope for long-term peace making at the community
level and help create an atmosphere and a momentum for peace

that can have significant effects on both interfactional and national

efforts.

When indigenous peoples—acting through their chiefs, their faith

groups, their women's association, and their civil administrators

—

initiate peace efforts, governments and NGO's must be ready to

provide material and personnel support to strengthen and facilitate

such processes.
The African Conflict Resolution Act of 1994 could provide a solid

foundation for small-scale support for these initiatives.

Thanks again for the opportunity to testify.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Prendergast appears in the ap-

pendix.]
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Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Thank you very much. Thank you for those
valuable suggestions as well.

Mr. Ackerman, we can ask some questions and then also I am
going to leave the record open for questions and answers for those
members who are not here and would like to continue with the dia-

logue. Therefore, when we adjourn, we will still continue to have
the record open for questions and answers.
Mr. Ackerman.
Mr. Ackerman. Yes. If I could just ask Mr. Prendergast, did I

understand you to say that there would be no progress until there
was a stalemate in the military situation?
Mr. Prendergast. Yeah. Over the last 2V2 years, the govern-

ment has really taken to the offensive and won a significant

amount of territory that they had lost in the 1989 to 1991 period,
before the SPLA split.

It is my firm belief that until that stalemate is somewhat re-

stored or until the government perceives a stalemate on the battle-
field, they have absolutely no intention of negotiating in good faith.

And until that time, we are not going to have any progress at the
peace front.

Mr. Ackerman. I do not understand the fullness of your sugges-
tion. Should we be beefing up the SPLA to create a stalemate?
Mr. Prendergast. Well, I said in the testimony—and I firmly

believe—^that there is some significant military assistance forth-

coming from certain sources outside of the region to the SPLA.
Now, what assistance is coming should, I am saying, be condi-

tioned on particular good governance criteria. We have tne leverage
through our humanitarian aid and through our military aid—I am
not going to say
Mr. Ackerman. I am sorry. Let me just understand what you are

saying.

You are saying, when—this is where I am confused—^you are
talking about good government conditionality, you are talking
about SPLA?
Mr. Prendergast. Yes. The SPLA controls—still controls signifi-

cant amounts of territory in the South, especially rural areas, hun-
dreds of thousands—in fact, millions of people, under their jurisdic-
tion.

And, in fact, they set up a nascent civil administration govern-
ment throughout many parts in the South. So this, in fact, is a re-

ality of many parts of Africa, is there is divided governance; the
government does not control certain areas; and rebels have moved
to try to develop governing structures.
Mr. Ackerman. How does one compose conditionality upon a gov-

ernment that one does not recognize?
Mr. Prendergast. Well, we are assisting those areas. We are

providing assistance to those areas and working through the nomi-
nal authorities of those areas.
We have daily interaction
Mr. Ackerman. Would you recommend recognizing the SPLA or

recognizing
Mr. Prendergast. It would not serve any purpose. We are al-

ready, de facto, recognizing their authority in particular areas by
giving assistance and working through them, very rightly, in trying
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to strengthen their ability and their capacity to serve the humani-
tarian needs of the populations under their control.

So my answer to your question is specifically that we already
are, in fact, de facto recognizing their authority by our assistance
and the way we interrelate with the governing structures in the
South.
Mr. ACKERMAN. If indeed we are. I did not mean to intimate or

to affirm in any way your assertion.

Do you have any estimate as to what the amount of equipment
would be to equalize the SPLA forces with the government forces?

Mr. Prendergast. I would not even hazard a guess, but I would
take into advisement what was said in the earlier panel by the ad-
ministration's representatives, that a closed panel hearing would
be appropriate, because I do think they have very specific thoughts
about the specific nature of what assistance needs to be channeled
to the SPLA to create that kind of equilibrium.

Mr. AcKERMAN. I would just like to address that to the rest of

the panel. Is that a practical approach?
Mr. Malwal. If I may proffer an answer to this. I think it is very

clear where the government forces have the upper hand in the bat-

tle field.

It is in areas where the SPLA does not have the equipment; and
that is aerial bombardment, which is targeted basically to civilian

population and which has been very devastating to the civilian pop-
ulation.

The SPLA does not have any kind of aircraft defenses. So, you
know, that is one area where the SPLA cannot help the civilian

population.
As we know, the SPLA does not suffer so much from this aerial

bombardment because as soldiers and as trained troops, they know
how to protect themselves and avoid the aerial bombardments
which are, in fact, dropping bombs from high altitude flights onto

the civilian areas of the country. So that is one area.

The second area is antitank defense. As you know, the govern-
ment was able to take some of the towns that Mr. Prendergast has
spoken about because of the large equipment that was supplied
from China and paid for by Iran in 1991 and 1992, which include

armament and tanks which, of course, the SPLA, as an infantry

army, cannot stand up against. The SPLA does not have any anti-

tank equipment.
So those are two specific areas where the SPLA definitely could

do with help.

Mr, AcKERMAN. What has been the role of the Government of

Ethiopia, to any of your knowledge?
Mr. Malwal. Well, although in theory, Ethiopia is one of Africa's

oldest countries, in fact, the Government of Ethiopia is one of the

youngest because of the nature of the revolution in Ethiopia in the

last 3 years.

It is a country that was devastated by war. It is also still suffer-

ing fi'om internal political contradictions. And so it is very difficult

for us to demand or even call on that government to do very much.
If they can keep their own internal situation going, I think they
will do well.
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Secondly, Ethiopia is one of the mediators in the peace process.
And that, also, imposes on itself, you know, certain degree of neu-
trality to be able to play.

That, I think, also goes for the four countries: Eritrea—and I

think it is important to say this because, unfort;unately, this morn-
ing somebody from the State Department sort of seems to intimate
that Eritrea was helping the SPLA. I think that, from my own per-
sonal knowledge and being there—I was in the area only 2 weeks
ago—I think that this is not something that is substantiated.
And so I say that Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, and Uganda are me-

diating for peace. I do not think that any one of them is trying to

become a military supplier of weapons to any of the sides in the
conflict.

Even though the Sudan Government wants to pass with its sub-
versive methods into all the four coimtries, I think that the four
countries have not been militarily involved; and I do not think
there is a desire for them to be militarily involved in the situation.

Mr. AcKERMAN. If I might ask a question of the Bishop,
In 1989, on Easter Sunday, I was in the southern Sudan in what

was then villages that were recently, at that time, under the con-
trol of the SPLA. And I have noticed on a map that I am looking
at now that some of those towns have changed to being under gov-
ernment control.

But during the time that I was there, there were some Christian
clerics who had disappeared, actually, who were conducting serv-
ices or counseling people on Easter in some of the government-held
areas in the surrounding area.

Several days later and several countries later, returning to the
Sudan through a different route, members of our small delegation
met with Sadiq El Mahdi and raised the issue of Christian clergy-
men being able to practice their ministerial tasks with people with
their same beliefs.

It was an incredible harangue that we received in answer to our
questions.

But my question is: Can people freely practice their religion in

government-held areas today?
Bishop Gassis. Well, in tne capital and in big centers, people do

come to church although, they are not given the same opportunity
as the Muslims.
For example, they have to go to work at 10 o'clock so that they

can come in the morning for mass.
However, many employers do put certain kinds of pressures on

their employees not to go and fulfill their Sunday obhgations. This
is a common practice. Even though they might say this is the policy
of the regime, in fact, there is a kind of oppression put on the
Christians not to go. This is number one.
Number two, in remote areas, in many instances, Catechists

were arrested because they gathered the community for prayer.
Catechists were abused. In my testimony today I referred to the
case in Karma that a Catechist was arrested and he was mis-
treated because the security forces told him that "there are no
Christians here and you are not supposed to gather the Chris-
tians."
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Even in my diocese, in the West, the same thing happens every
time the Catechists in remote areas try to gather the community
to pray. They find that they are being harassed by the security,

even if we want to send food, let alone prayer, which is a form of
humanitarian aid that we give. They tell them there are no Chris-
tians to be helped there.

Mr. AcKERMAN. During that time in 1989, there were many com-
plaints that the food aid that we were sending to the Sudan was
being diverted by government troops and used almost exclusively

by them.
And, indeed, we were able to verify this during the course of our

visit that so much of this food was not getting through. And as a
matter of fact, in the villages, we saw in some of the marketplaces
in some very remote places some of this food aid being sold rather
than given out by those who obtained it through whatever means.
But this was under the control of the government of the Sudan

at that time and not aid going directly to the southern Sudan.
And one of the main problems was the food was always

highjacked on the way or they did not allow the trains to run that
were filled with supplies and grain at one point.

But, Mr. Prendergast, I think what you are telling us now is that
that same situation is parallel in the South with the humanitarian
aid that we send, by the SPLA, the same thing as the government
troops? Is that your assertion?

Mr. Prendergast. Let me nuance that a lot and massage that,

because it is not a imiversal comment.
(A) There is tremendous diversion going on in almost every war

situation throughout Africa of humanitarian resources.
(B) In Sudan, both the government and the SPLA and the SSI,

the other major rebel faction, divert regularly or tax humanitarian
relief supplies. A given.

And the U.N. tolerates a certain level. The U.S. Government tol-

erates a certain level of diversion. It is a reality.

The problem comes in when you have mass diversion and you
have tremendous amounts of aid, if not all aid going to military

purposes rather than needy civilians.

Aiid the only way that you can address that is to create a policy

and say, if we cannot independently monitor and independently as-

sess, randomly and routinely, our assistance, we cut it off.

And that is what we are not able to do because we are afraid to

say that because certainly you can be accused of leaving people in

the lurch. And that is a very difficult question. But especially—and
I want to focus my comments especially on our assistance to the

North, because we advertise most of our aid that goes to the South;
but we give more of a percentage of our assistance—^the world

—

through Operation Lifeline Sudan, to northern Sudan.
Mr. AcKERMAN. The operative words there are "the world does

that," not the United States.

Mr. Prendergast. With the United States
Mr. ACKERMAN. We supply 22 or so percent—$20 million or so

in food aid through basically NGrO's.

And my understanding is that goes, overwhelmingly, to the peo-

ple in the southern part of the Sudan.
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Mr. Prendergast, Significant percentage goes from—through
the North to the South to the garrison towns where milhons of peo-
ple—in fact, 1 milHon people live in Juba, and an additional hun-
dreds of thousands live in Wau, Malakal, and many of the other
towns that the government controls in the South.
That aid does not come from Nairobi. It does not come from

Uganda. It goes through Khartoum. We are supporting—so a lot of

our assistance goes through government channels—^through govern-
ment channels, we do not give it to the government to give out. We
use NGO's. We use the United Nations agencies. But it goes
through government channels.
Now you have rents. You have transport contracts. You have a

number of ancillary services that you are supporting the govern-
ment with foreign exchange through use of these humanitarian aid
efforts.

I am only saying that if we cannot, again, have clear and open
access for our monitoring of our aid, we should be prepared to with-
draw and blow the whistle very loudly and step up other kinds of
pressures, which are oflen compromised because we have a large
scale humanitarian aid effort in the country. We are afraid to talk
about embargoes. We are afraid to talk about sanctions. Because
we are afraid it affects our humanitarian aid programs.

Again, rightly so. But if our aid programs are reinforcing military
strategies, I think we need to look at the thing a little more holis-

tically and not look at humanitarian aid as exempt from serious
conditionality.
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Thank you. Thank you so much.
It is certainly true that the people with the guns are the ones

who eat first whenever that aid gets to those countries. We have
seen that happen worldwide.

I want to thank all of you. I just have one quick question. If you
can give me a brief answer, as brief as you can be.
The level of support that the opposition has in Sudan, why do

you think that there is or is not enough support there from the Su-
danese people for these opposition gp'oups? And what do you think
is the prospect of them garnering more support as the efforts move
on?

I will just go down the panel, and if any of you have something
to say, that is fine. You do not all have to answer.

Bishop.
Bishop Gassis. I do not want to answer this. I would like to al-

lude to something that the opposition has mentioned that actually
no importance was given by the international community to the op-
position to see an alternative solution to the Sudan.

All delegates from all governments, even from the Church, they
have been running to find a solution with the present regime.
There is no solution with the present regime until this regime de-
sists from committing injustices.

My proposal is this: That there is an alternative. I think that
there are oppositions—there is an opposition with whom the var-
ious countries or the international community could have contact
and see what kind of agenda they can propose for a just and peace-
ful solution to the problems in the Sudan.
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Thank you.
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Would others like to respond?
Yes, Mr. Malwal.
Mr. Malwal. I think, Madam Chairperson, it would be mislead-

ing—and I think that is what the State Department spokesman
tried to do this morning, to try and mislead this committee about
lack of opposition in the Sudan.

In fact, more than 90 percent of the people of the Sudan are op-
posed to this regime. The only reason why they cannot be in the
surface is the repressive policies of the present regime. And there
is no way the Sudanese opposition is going to expose the people of
the Sudan to risk from this regime because they would be subject
to torture, to killing, to executions.
And so it is not true that there is no opposition to this regime.

There is, in fact, 90 percent of the population of the Sudan who op-
pose this regime. There is, of course, no help to the opposition from
abroad.

I mean, some of us sitting in front of you this afternoon. Madam
Chairperson, speak for the opposition; but we do not get any sup-
port from anybody, no one does. From the attitude that you saw
this morning, from the State Department, I do not think that we
can expect too much support from the U.S. Government for in-

stance.

That is why I had said in my testimony that we call upon you,
Madam Chairperson, and the U.S. Congress to support the Suda-
nese opposition. Because after all, this is the body that was demo-
craticallv-elected. Effective or not effective, the people of the Sudan
should dfecide this at the poll, not by some rogue regime that takes
over power through a military coup and deals with the Government
of the United States as if it was normal business.
So there is an opposition in the Sudan.
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. Thank you. Thank you very much.
Dr. Vigilante. And then we will close the hearing.
Dr. Vigilante. Yes. Even in Khartoum, which is held by the gov-

ernment, as you talk to people informally, there is a tremendous
amount of resentment addressed toward this regime.
But people are fearful. The security—actually the security seems

to be everywhere, security forces. And people are always looking
over their shoulders to see whether what they have just said is

being heard.
And I had some question as to how such a poor country can af-

ford to pay all these people who seem to be in security. But you
realize tnat part of it is tne ability—^the permission to work on the

black market, to trade in the market with materials that are
brought in through food aid.

And if you cooperate with the government, then you will have
carte blanche at the black market. And the ubiquity of the security

forces makes it very difficult for people to express even privately

their true feelings.

But when you scratch the surface, you will find it. And you will

find that, you know, southern people who are fighting in the army
in the North secretly harbor tremendous resentment for the gov-

ernment for which they are fighting.

The guards that you interview in some of these camps, even
though they are guarding children of their own race, they are will-
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ing to be sympathetic to you when you get there after you can talk

to them for a little while; and they will talk about their resentment
and they will actually give you information that will reveal the
truth of what goes on in these camps. But there is the paradox that
thev are working for the government.
Everybody is trying to survive. And when you try to survive in

this environment, you do things maybe you are not too proud of

and maybe you say things or do not say things you would otherwise
say.

But scratch the surface and there is a lot of resistance and a lot

of hatred for this government.
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. That is true.

Thank you so much. We want to thank each and every one of you
for your very brave testimony on a difficult situation. And we look
forward to helping you and to help all of the people of Sudan so

that they can enjoy the basic human rights that are being denied
to them.
Thank you so much.
[Whereupon, at 1:27 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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Thank you Madame Chairperson. I congratulate you on having this hearing,

the first held in almost two years, and the array of informed witnesses. I especially

welcome those visiting from Sudan.

Sudan, the largest country in Africa contains many diversities in terrain,

climate, religion and ethnic groupings. While it is arid in the North and West of the

country, there are more fertile areas to the East and in the lush South.

Sudan has often been spoken of as the potential "bread basket" of Africa

and the Middle East, but in recent years, rather then being a major food supplier to

its neighboring countries, it has been a recipient of large amounts of food aid.

For the majority of its existence after independence, Sudan has been faced

with internal civil conflict. Most recently, civil war broke out in 1983 and

continues unabated to this day. The underlying reasons for this war are complex,

but in oversimplified terms, it can be said that there is a division between the

Northerners, who are generally Arab and Islamic, and the Southerners, who are

Africans and Christians or animist. This war is inconclusive, extremely costly and

combined with periodic famines, is resulting in enormous human casualties.

Normal life has become impossible for many living in the South who have either

fled to near by countries or have been displaced to the North of the Country where
they suffer extrerpe (jjiscriiriinatipn.

Peace negotiatloo^ have beep held betw%en;,the government and jJohn

Garang'^s SPLA and while there is. growing agreement that th^ ^^pjularj^w, should

be allowed in the soiit^,the government is unrelenting in its opposition to secular

law for the Christian minority in the North. ' •' M.^^.r-^

Tofrpfjarin and the support pf terrorist groups in Sudan, cerjainly effects

United States and Eurppean vit3! interests. In the last several debades.'we have
witnessed the assassination of an American Ambassador, and theborpbing of the

Acropole Hotei where a British Quaker family of five working for Ockenden Venture

were killed. Also the Director of the World Alliance of YMCAs Refugee program in

Sudan lost his hearing in the same bombing. 'The Palestinian splinter group Abu
Nidal was responsibJe.. Those involved serVeU)t!wo years in custody and thfeVi they

were released.

(55)
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Shortly, before this an employee of the American Embassy was shot

following the American bombing of Libya. Libyan pilots were used by the

Government of Sudan to bomb Garang's forces in the South, including many
innocent civilians.

I cite these incidents because I had personal acquaintance of the people

involved through my former association as Chairman of the Geneva based YMCA
Refugee Program.

It was indeed painful to the NGOs who on one hand provided cash at

exchange rates favorable to the Government of Sudan to buy food locally, there by
helping local farmers have a future, and on the other hand, having to operate under

such harsh conditions. Today, many NGOs have ceased operation both in the

north and the south due to discriminatory treatment.

The United States has more than extended its hand of friendship to the

Sudanese Government with the extension of 262 million in foreign assistance in FY
1985 to decreasing amounts later, and in the last few years, no foreign aid except
for humanitarian purposes and through NGOs.

Sudan has increased its training of terrorist organizations and contacts with

Iran. The continuing civil war has also accentuated the age old practice of slave

trade. Arabs from the North find it easier to raid Southern villages without fearing

government punishment.

Recently, Sudan Governments Military Leader, General Bashir, has fanned

the flames Islamic extremism and of potential war by accusing Israel of planning an

attack upon Egypt, and has cited our Speaker Newt Gingrich's statement that in

order to prevent fundamentalist from taking over power in any country that priority

would be given to over throwing the present regimes in Iran and Sudan.

Yes, Madame Chairperson, Sudan needs attention by our committee and I

congratulate you again for putting it on the agenda.

Thank you.
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Madam chair, I thank you for holding this important hearing. The situation in Sudan

continues to deteriorate despite efforts to end the war and bring peace and stability to a country

torn by bloody civil strife for several decades. The National Islamic Front (INF)-govemment in

Khartoum continues its relentless terror campaign against innocent civilians and its repression

against political opponents in the north We must condemn this wanton disregard for human life

in the strongest possible terms.

The IGADD peace effort has reached a deadlock because of the INF-govemment's

intransigence. In September, at the last round of the IGADD peace talks, the government in

Khartoum rebuffed the mediators by refusing to accept the agenda for the talks. This

intransigence clearly demonstrates Khartoum's disregard for peace and stability in the Sudan. In

recent months, the military regime has intensified its military campaign in the south. According to

Philip O'Brien ofthe United Nations' Lifeline Sudan, Khantoum's Popular Defense Forces (PDF)

are terrorizing irmocent civilians and destroying villages.

Madam chair, the NIF-govemment will continue its military campaign unless the

international community quickly contains this dangerous threat. The NIF-govemment is a major

threat to the regional stability and US interests in Africa and the Middle East. As you are well

aware, the Government of Eritrea severed diplomatic relations late last year with Sudan because

of Khartoum's support for anti-government forces. The Kahartoum government is also providing

support to an anti-government group in Uganda.

The United States government must take an active role to help end the suffering in Sudan.

The United Nations should push for a strong United Nations Security Council resolution on

Sudan and should intensify pressures on the Khartoum government. The role ofthe US special

envoy should be more visible. We should also coordinate our activities with our allies and

regional actors so that the innocent civilians displaced from their homes and villages can return to

normal life. We must note that the repression by the NIF-govemment is not limited to the south.

Many people have been arrested, tortured, and killed by the military regime in the north. As one

northemer recently described conditions in Khartoum, "Sudan is like a big prison."

Madam chair, I do not want to sound too pessimistic, but the IGADD peace initiative has

failed to bridge the gap between the military regime and the SPLA. IfIGADD is to remain

relevant, it must adopt bold new approach. As to US policy, we must undertake a broad review

designed to more actively seek an end to aggression and suffering in Sudan.

Madam chair, last week the military regime in Nigeria arrested the former head of state of

Nigeria, General Obasanjo. General Obasanjo is the only military leader in Nigerian political

history to hand over power to a civilian government voluntarily. I strongly condemn the military

regime for arresting Mr. Obasanjo and call for his immediate release I would also like to express

me growing concern about the deteriorating conditions in Burundi. Inter-ethnic clashes are

increasing in the capital city of Burundi and I am afraid Bumndi is sliding into a Rwanda-scale

crisis, unless the international community acts soon. The United Nations should seriously

consider beefing up its presence in Burundi before things get out of hand. Thank you madam
chair.
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Statement by Rep. Frank R. Wolf (R-VA)
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House International Relations Committee

March 22, 1995

Thank you Madam Chairwoman for holding this important hearing so early into the

1 04th Congress. It has been two years since the House looked at this issue in a forum like

this and, it pains me to report, the issue still needs attention. The war in Sudan continues with

no end in sight.

I hope, after hearing the testimony by this distinguished panel of witnesses, you will

have a sense of the devastation and human misery occurring in this African nation on a daily

basis. The war in Sudan has raged since 1983 -- but has decisively worsened since 1989, The
most recent United Nations estimates indicate that since 1983 over 1.2 million people have

been killed, millions more (between 2.4 million and 5 million according to most estimates) are

internally displaced and hundreds of thousands are living as refugees in neighboring countries.

The U.N. also reports that 4.25 million war-affected Sudanese will require some sort of relief

assistance. Sudan's population is only 26 million.

I have learned much from these distinguished witnesses and I don't want to take too

much time away from them. Many of them have returned within months from Sudan and can

attest to the current crisis on the ground.

By holding hearings on this issue and bringing attention to the brutality occurring in

Sudan, I think some lives can be saved. That is my hope and my prayer.

Ecclesiastes 4:1 says, "Again 1 looked and saw all the oppression that was taking place

under the sun: 1 saw the tears of the oppressed and they have no comforter; power was on the

side of their oppressors - and they have no comforter." We can take concrete steps to help tilt

power away from the oppressors. We can speak out for the oppressed. In Sudan, the

oppressed number in the millions.

Why should we pay attention to events in Sudan?

Sudan is a human tragedy of the worst kind. Freedom House puts Sudan on its list of

the three most repressive countries on earth. The massacre, suffering and abuse of the people

in Sudan - Christian and Muslim alike ~ is gross and inhumane. Last year, mostly as a

result of the political maneuverings associated with war, Sudan was the sight of one of the

worst famines in African history. Thousands of people died.

The witnesses to follow will elaborate on the kinds of things occurring in Sudan, but

here is a brief list of the abuses attributed to the goverment of Sudan. The State Department,

the U.N. Special Rapporteur on Human Rights and independent human rights observers all

document many more.

* Selling women and children into slavery. The State Department's most recent report

on human rights confirms that captives are taken from war zones, exported to parts of central

and northern Sudan, and forced to do agricultural and domestic work.

* Using secret detention centers called "ghost houses" as a central cog of repression.

Reports indicate that detainees are often severely beaten, tortured and in some cases killed.
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• Consistent, arbitrary obstruction of humanitarian relief efforts in the South.

• Demolishing squatter settlements outside Khartoum which were home to tens of
thousands of refugees from the war-tom West and South. The refugees were forced to moved
to squalid desert camps where housing, food, water and employment are virtually non-
existent.

The list goes on and on.

Of course, the SPLA (Sudanese People's Liberation Army) factions are not without
blemish. The abuses committed by both of the SPLA groups are also well documented. It is

my well-publicized view, however, and that of most other human rights observers, that the

actions of the regime in Khartoum are hurting both Christians and Muslims. The government
of Sudan can and should stop the violence in Sudan. So far it has shovm no desire to do so.

Unless the regime in Khartoum ceases the brutality, yet another generation of Southern
Sudanese will be either dead or without formal education. It will be a generation without
hope and direction. But the it won't stop without international pressure.

The second reason we should pay attention to this crisis is because the war threatens to

destabilize Sudan's neighbors. Eritrea has broken ofT diplomatic relations with Sudan - a
diplomatic move, which I'm told, is virtually unprecedented in African history. There have
also been reports that Sudan is aiding the rebels in the Lord's Resistance Army fighting in

Northern Uganda and reports of skirmishes along Sudan's border with Ethiopia.

Finally, Sudan is important because it is a well-known training ground for terrorists.

In 1993, the U.S. added Sudan to the terrorist list. I have always said that you could hold a
conference on international terrorism in downtown Khartoum and nobody would have to come
in from outside the country.

I have been following the problem in Sudan for at least six years. I have been to the
country three times -- twice to Southern Sudan and once to Khartoum. 1 have met with
leaders on all sides. I care deeply about this country and its people - all of its people,
Christians and Muslims alike.

I am here this morning to tell you, members of this committee, that the time has come
for a more decisive, coherent policy toward Sudan.

I was encouraged last year when the Clinton Administration finally appointed Melissa
Wells as special envoy to Sudan and 1 was hopeful that the peace process conducted by the
Intergovernmental Authority on Drought and Development (IGADD) would be successfiil.

Unfortunately it was not. The Sudanese government showed its intransigence and lack of
desire to seriously negotiate.

As you know, last September the IGADD negotiations broke down after the
government of Sudan refused to discuss two key items on the already approved agenda:
separation of church and state and self-determination for the South. Talks are stalled with no
clear direction for the future. In early March the government of Kenya, chair of the IGADD
process, called for a new round of talks. I am skeptical. Madam Chairwoman, about this

initiative. There is no evidence that the government of Sudan is ready to negotiate. Without
firm international pressure on the government of Sudan to negotiate in good faith, nothing will
be accomplished. I believe that the IGADD process must go on, but we cannot rely on it to
bring peace to Sudan. We must do more.
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I am asking for a more firm, directed U.S. policy. There is more we can do without

sending in troops. The purpose of our policy should be to isolate the government of Sudan
in all international forums unless it changes its current policy. In my view, the regime in

Khartoum has worn out its welcome in the international community because of the way it is

treating its people.

1 hope you will listen to this panel intently. Their message is one of despair and
discouragement. An entire generation of children has died in Sudan. We can help bring peace

by keeping attention focused on the crisis and speaking out. The crisis in Sudan is one of the

worst on the African continent today. It is an issue that we cannot let rest.
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Madam Chair and Members of the Committee,

I welcome the opportunity to participate in this
subcommittee hearing on Sudan. Our policy toward the largest
country in Africa is one of the most difficult accounts in the
Africa Bureau's portfolio. Sudan is a tragedy, a country beset
by problems which pre-date the current National Islamic Front
(NIF)-led regime and which past governments have either failed
to address or, particularly in the case of the current NIF
regime, exacerbated.

Background

Sudan is a country which is rich in human and natural
resources, with great potential for national development and
economic contribution to the region. Independent since 1956,
Sudan has had a difficult political history, in which its
leaders have either failed to provide forthe political
enfranchisement of the people or, in the case of
democratically-elected governments, simply mismanaged the
country. In 1989 a military junta aligned with the National
Islamic Front (NIF) overthrew the last democratically-elected
government. The NIF strongly advocates Islamist programs and
sharia (Islamic law) , not only in Sudan, but throughout the
region. Like many of its predecessors, the NIF- led government
allows little or no meaningful popular political participation
and represses the political opposition.

Sudan is a nation of numerous ethnic groups, but there has
historically been a distinct division in the country; between
the predominately Arab/Muslim north and the predominately
Af rican/animist/Christian south. North-South conflict predates
independence. However, since independence in 1956, except for
the ten years between 1972 and 1983, there has been a bloody
civil war in Sudan, with southerners seeking increased autonomy
and freedom from the imposition of Islamic (Sharia) law.
Government and rebel forces alike have treated the Sudanese
people brutally. Over one million people have died in the
civil war, which has created in southern Sudan one of the
world's largest humanitarian crises. Almost 4.25 million
Sudanese need humanitarian assistance, of which several hundred
thousand would die without it. Over 500,000 Sudanese have fled
the country and are refugees, dependent on the international
community and Sudan's neighbors for survival.

92-628 - 95
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A Regime Isolated

The National Islamic Front (NIF) -dominated regime is facing
increasing economic, military, and political difficulties.
Despite a record harvest this past season in much of the
country, Sudan's economy remains in poor shape.

Militarily, the regime's long-awaited dry season offensive
was delayed late last year when John Garang's Sudanese People's
Liberation Army (SPLA) attacked first and besieged the city of
Kapoeta in the southern most part of Sudan. Regime forces have
relieved Kapoeta and regained some initiative, but they have
suffered heavily against a resupplied SPLA and may have to
scale back their offensive.

Politically, the Khartoum regime is increasingly isolated.
Eritrean President Isaias broke diplomatic relations with Sudan
December 5 over Khartoum's support for extremist rebels and is

now openly collaborating with the Sudanese northern opposition
and the SPLA against the regime. Relations similarly have
deteriorated between Khartoum and Ugandan President Museveni
over Sudanese support for insurgents in northern Uganda, in
retaliation for alleged Ugandan support for the SPLA. Egypt
has also charged Khartoum with supporting Egyptian extremists
and is involved in a long-running dispute with Sudan over the
Hala'ib border area. In short, Khartoum's relations with most
of its regional neighbors are not good, primarily because of
its support for regional extremists and its intransigence in

regional peace talks under the auspices of the
Intergovernmental Authority on Drought and Development (IGADD).

Sudan's human rights record is abysmal. Our recently
released country report on human rights in Sudan documents the
serious abuses committed by security forces, including
massacres, extrajudicial executions, kidnapings, and torture of
political opponents.

Sudan's support for terrorists, its abysmal human rights
record, and the war-related humanitarian crisis have left it
few friends in the world. Sudan purchases most of its oil on
the spot market and must pay cash for the weapons and military
equipment it receives. Its relationship with China is
primarily based on trade, as well as mutual support on issues
such as international pressure on their respective human rights
records. There has been much talk of developing relations with
Iraq, but so far there have been few benefits for either
party. Even with Iran, differences between Sudan's
predominately Sunni and Iran's predominately Shia Islam, as
well as Sudan's inability to pay for purchases of goods and
services, cloud the partnership.
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The IGADD peace initiative stalemated in September, when
Khartoum refused to discuss the two issues of religion and the
state and self determination, which the regime equates
respectively with secularism and an independent south. In
January, the IGADD partners (Kenya, Uganda, Eritrea, and
Ethiopia) declared that the initiative would continue, but no
new talks are scheduled.

The IGADD partners also are seeking U.N. and international
support for their initiative. At the request of the partners,
U.N. Secretary General Boutros Boutros Ghali also agreed to
send an observer to future peace talks. Khartoum is loathe to
allow U.N. or international involvement in what it considers to
be an internal matter and was infuriated by the Secretary
General's decision. On February 8, The Netherlands, United
States, Norway, Canada, and Italy formed the "Friends of IGADD"
group under Dutch leadership to generate international
support. The Friends group is planning to meet again on April
5 in the Hague.

The Regime is Intact and Resilient

Notwithstanding the bleak picture which I just described,
the Government of Sudan has shown no inclination toward
positive change. Indeed, the regime's reaction to outside
pressure has been to reinforce NIF domination of the
Government. A recent shake-up resulted in the replacement of
the Foreign Minister, the last relative moderate in the
government, with a NIF hardliner. Elections planned for later
this year and ongoing efforts to institute federalism in Sudan
are unlikely to compromise the NIF's domination.

The NIF-led government is unpopular with most of the
Sudanese people. On several occasions during the past two
years, economic frustrations boiled over into civil
disturbances which, though quickly suppressed, were troubling
to the regime. It is unlikely, however, that popular
discontent with the NIF will result in political change in the
forseeable future. There is presently no credible political
alternative to the ruling National Islamic Front.

Sudan's political opposition groups are weak, divided
amongst themselves, and suppressed by Government security
services. Opposition leaders frequently exaggerate their
ability to effect political change in Sudan. Perhaps m.ost
importantly, the political opposition is generally discredited
in the eyes of many Sudanese, having been associated with past
governments which, like the NIF, mismanaged the economy,
prosecuted the civil war, allowed the humanitarian crisis to
develop, and showed little respect for human rights.
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The southern rebels also have little Co offer the Sudanese
people. John Garang's Sudanese Peoples Liberation Army (SPLA)
and Riak Machar's South Sudan Independence Movement (SSIM) are
fractioned and factioned, both internally and against each
other. The SPLA and SSIM have poor human rights records. A
number of Riak's commanders have allied themselves with
Khartoum. Longstanding inter-tribal conflict makes other
commanders quick to switch sides and turn their weapons on each
other. Forced conscription of boys by rebel militias has also
been a problem. Finally, both the SPLA and the SSIM regularly
loot, harass, and obstruct international relief efforts for
needy southern Sudanese.

U.S. Interests and U.S. -Sudanese Bilateral Relations

U.S. interests vis-a-vis Sudan include deterring Sudanese
support for terrorism and regional extremism, supporting an end
to the civil war, encouraging the restoration of
political/human rights, and ending the humanitarian crisis.

U.S . -Sudanese bilateral relations are poor. What was once
a close and cooperative relationship deteriorated markedly
after the 1989 overthrow of the democratically-elected
government and plummeted after Sudan was placed on the
Terrorism List in August 1993 . Although Khartoum had for some
time been considered a dangerous place for American diplomats,
the increasingly hostile bilateral relationship and threatening
security environment following the Terrorism List decision
caused us to reduce significantly our diplomatic presence in
Khartoum. Embassy Khartoum's staffing remains limited, and
travel to Khartoum by USG visitors is subject to both Embassy
and Department review and approval. Although the threat of
terrorism is much less in the south, the ongoing civil war
requires that we also monitor and approve official USG visits
in the south (mostly USAID emergency program monitoring teams)

.

In 1992 in Juba, two Sudanese employees of USAID were
executed by the regime, allegedly for assisting the SPLA. Two
more Sudanese USAID employees were also taken and are believed
to have been killed. We have told Khartoum that there must be
an accounting for these atrocities before our relations improve.

The Khartoum regime has worked hard to portray U.S. policy
toward Sudan as reflecting an anti-Sudanese and anti-Islamic
bias. Such allegations are of course without foundation. Our
problems with the regime are due to its failure to provide for
democratic political institutions, to respect the human rights
of its own people, and to end the civil war and humanitarian
crisis in the south. In addition, the present NIF-led
Government is a sponsor and supporter of major international
terrorist groups, which threaten not only Americans, but the
rest of the world. Finally, while it has had very limited
success, the regime in Khartoum seeks to export its own brand
of Islamic fundamentalism in the region, in part by supporting
extremist groups such as the Eritrean Islamic Jihad.
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Although the U.S. has provided no developmental assistance
to Sudan since 1989, we continue to offer generous emergency
assistance for the international relief effort for war-affected
Sudanese. Since 1983, we have given over $1.6 billion dollars
in assistance for Sudan. In this fiscal year alone, we have
provided thus far over $28 million in aid, largely in support
for the U.N. -led relief effort for the south. Operation
Lifeline Sudan (OLS) . In addition, the U.S. contributes to the
UNHCR and other non-governmental organizations' relief efforts
for Sudanese refugees in neighboring countries and non-Sudanese
refugees in Sudan itself.

Little Progress

In our bilateral relations and in international fora, the
U.S. has tried to persuade Khartoum to address our concerns.

Shortly after the Terrorism List decision, we delivered a
stern warning to the regime about the consequences of any
Sudanese support for terrorist actions against U.S. interests.
In September of 1994, in response to repeated Sudanese requests
for evidence of Sudan's support for terrorism, we gave Khartoum
solid, incontrovertible information about the location of a
military facility north of Khartoum at which training,
including small arms familiarization, had been provided to
non-Sudanese extremists.

On human rights, we have led the international community at
UNGA and in the U.N. Human Rights Commission in condemning
human rights violations by both the Sudanese government and the
southern rebels. Our Embassy in Khartoum has worked hard to
monitor human rights abuses and to bring to public attention
the regime's blatant disregard for the human rights of the
Sudanese people.

While the U.S. record on humanitarian assistance to the
victims of the civil war is a long and generous one, we have
repeatedly criticized all of the parties to the conflict for
their interference with relief efforts.

Recognizing that ending Sudan's humanitarian crisis can
only be achieved by ending the civil war, the U.S. has long
been interested in a peaceful settlement to the conflict. In
May 1994, Ambassador Melissa Wells was appointed as the
President's Special Representative on Sudan, with a mandate to
assist regional peace efforts and to insure the delivery of
humanitarian assistance to the needy. Ambassador Wells has
travelled to the region and has consulted extensively with the
IGADD partners, the parties to the conflict, and the
international community on ways to progress toward a peaceful
settlement

.
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Unfortunately, I must tell you that both the Khartoum
regime and the southern rebels have been unresponsive to our
concerns. Khartoum rejected our information on the terrorist
training facility out -of -hand and continues to harbor elements
of Hezbollah, Hamas, the Abu Nidal Organization, Palestine
Islamic Jihad, and other groups. Both Khartoum and the rebels
continue to brutalize the Sudanese people and to attack
civilian populations and obstruct or loot relief convoys.
Finally, while the southern rebels have been somewhat more
forthcoming in the IGADD talks, and there was limited agreement
on some ways to facilitate humanitarian relief, Khartoum
stalemated the talks in September by refusing to cooperate in
substantive discussions.

In short, while we have been successful in keeping
attention focused on Sudan, we have been unable to effect
change in those regime policies and practices of most concern
to us. We will maintain bilateral and international pressure
on Khartoum. We have not and will not stop looking for ways in
which to bring about changes in Khartoum's behavior.

The Sudanese Government must understand that those same
policies and practices which we find threatening and
objectionable will eventually cause its downfall. If the
regime continues on its present course, and when a credible
political alternative to the NIF emerges, we believe the
Sudanese people will take the steps necessary to restore their
legitimate political and human rights, end their suffering, and
end Sudan's status as a pariah state in the world.

I will be happy to answer any questions you may have.
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House Commitiec on International Relationa

Subcommittee on A£ica

Madam Oiairtnan and Oistinguisbed Members,

It is a great privilege to have the opportunity come to this great institution ofdemocracy • the

Congress of the United States - which towers as a brilliant beacon of liberty in a world where

the dark forces oftyranny continue to oppress tnill'""" ofpeople • to speak on the crisis in

Sudan. I can assure you that the interest shown by 0ie American Congress in Sudan brings a

ray of hope to the suffering people of that land.

May I begin by conveying the personal greetings ofmy colleague, the Baroness Cox, who
regrets deeply her inability to accept your invitation to testiiy today on account ofa pre-

viously made commitment to bring desparately needed humanitarian aid to another people

struggling for survival • the people ofNagomo Karabakh.

1 appear here today as a representative ofthe many compassionate people around the worid

who siipport the work of Christian Solidarity International (CSI). CSI's mandate is to

promote the human rights of all people irrespective of class, creed or color on the basis of the

Universal Declaration ofHuman Rights.

Madam Chairman - Sudan, potentially one of the richest countries in Africa, has needlessly

become one of the world greatest human rights disaster zones. An estimated 1 .5 million out

of a population of five to six million black Africans in Southern Sudan, the Nuba Mountains

and other marginalized areas - in other words approximately 25-30% of the country's black

Africans - have died as a result of combat and war-related famine and disease since 1983.

Most of the survivors have been displaced at least once. Throughout vast swathes of these

regions the social and economic infrastructure has been destroyed. Ifwe are to take at face

value the United Nations Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of

Genocide, it is di£5cult to escape the conclusion that the Government of Sudan's (GOS) self-

declaredyiA^iJ against the peoples of these southern regions is tantamoxmt to attempted

genocide.

Since the military coup of 1989, which deposed &e democratically-elected Government

headed by Sadiq El Mahdi and installed the current National Islamic Front-backed regime,

grave violations ofbasic human rights have also dramatically escalated in the North. While

the non-Muslim, black African population remains the principal victim of the GOS's militant

policies of Arabization and Islamization, many Arab Muslims wfao are suspected of sympathy
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for the political opposition, have lost tbeir educational opportunities and jobs, and have been

imprisoned, tortured and killed.

Reports of the deepeoing crisis in Sudan prompted Lady Cox and I to undertake CSI's first

fact-finding visit to Sudan in August 1 992-. Since then, wc have returned to Sudan four times

and have travelled extensively in war-torn areas controlled by both the GOS and the Sudan

People's Liberation Anny (SPLA) We have placed priority on visiting the forgotten people

whom the international community fails to serve out of deference to the wishes of the GOS as

it wages vtrar against its own people.

Tht emaciated bodies ofthe needlessly starving strewn along the footpaths ofnorthern Bahr

El Ghazal; the defeated doctor treating single-handedly hundreds ofdesperately illpatients

without beds and basic medicines in the over-crowded and grossly unhygenic Aywa Hospital;

the suffering ofdying kala-azar viaims in Pariang where there are no medicalfacUuies

whatsoever, and tht brown , worm and microbe ir^ested water the localpeople there had to

drinkfor survival; the menacing words "Kadugli Jihad" inscribed on a towering rockface

overlooking thousands ofdestitute inhabitants ofso-called "peace camps" in the Nuba

Mountains; the anxious residents ofKhartoum who boldly risked their liberty, ifnot their

lives, to convey to us (tscreetly ir^bmation about human rights abuses; complacent

goverrment officials denying categorically that human rights are violated in Sudan. These,

Madam Chairman, and many other terrible images are forever etched on my mind and

compel me to seize this opportunity to serve as a voicefor the voicelesspeople ofSudan.

Madam Chairman - Lady Cox and I have drawn several conclusions as a result of our fact-

finding visits and other research. We wish to share these with the Subcommittee, together

with a few of the many illustrative cases in our files. I must note here that we recognize that

the SPLA has also committed grave human rights violations, such as those documented by the

UN Special Rapporteur for Human Rights in Sudan, Dr. Caspar Biro, and Amnesty

IntcroationaL However, all the available evidence has led us to conclude that the GOS is the

principal aggressor in the war against the non-Muslim, bl^ck A&ican popuktion and thai the

asymmetiy of violence between acts committed by 4e GOS and the SPLA is such that it is

right at this time to focus exclusively on the deeds of the regime that purports to represent the

people of Sudan.

Conclusion I

The GOS makes no meaning distinction between the SPLA and the civilian population as it

prosecutes the war in the South the Nuba Mountains and other marginalized areas. In

Khartoum and other northern Towns, the large communities ofdisplaced black African are

viewed by the authorities as a dangerous "fifth column " ofthe SPLA. Innocent civilians,

including women and children, are regarded as legitimate targets by the GOS. This policy Is

in harmony with theprirunple that individuals may be punishedfor the deeds ofa community

and a community may be punishedfor the deeds ofan individual, which the NIF regime

enshrined in statute law in 1991.

The GOS's current dry season offensive is causing the displacement oftens ofthousands of

civilians:

a) On March 12, 1995, The GOS air force dropped anti-personnel cluster bombs around the

Catholic Church compound is r^iilnK<tiTn Easter Equhoria.
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b) On the 9th and 1 0th of February 1995. the GOS-supported militia of Cmd. William Nyoun
attacked camps for the di5plac«d in and around Labooe in Eastern E<]uitoria, sending

approximately 60,000 people in flight without food, or protection from the elements.

c) In early February, COS troops launched an offensive from Malakal along the Sobat River

in the direction of Akobo, and towards Waat, forcing as many as 10,000 people to flee their

homes.

d) In the first two months of this year, COS Anionovs have undertaken many bombing raids

in the vicinity of Kapocta arKl Kimulc in Eastern Equitoria. Eight civilians were blown to bits

near Kapocta on January 23, only hours before Lady Cox and 1 travelled to the besieged towiL

Last October, &b OOS resumed its policy of destroying the homes of tens ofthousands of

black Africans living in the greater Khartoum area, and deporting them with virtually no

warning to camps in the desert, far fitim educational facilities and places ofemployment

Victims of demolitions in the El Khuddir district gave the following testimony: "On
Saturday, the 15th ofOctober, we woke iq> astonished tofind the whole ana ofKhuddir

under siege by governmentforces early at three in the morning. Theyprevented the dwellers

to go to their work and the students to go to their schoob. Then, at 8:00 am the soldiers and
police started to destroy the houses and belongings and openedfire on the Innocent unarmed
citizens. Nine people were lolled and aboutforty others were wounded. Four hundred were

detained This operation was carried onfor three days. On thefollowing day, the

governmentforces prevented the Christiansfrom going to Sunday services In the church,

accusing them ofbeing the "fifth column" ofcommunists and fi^porlers ofSadiq El MahtS".

On October 22, 1994, well-armed members ofa Government-backed militia attacked Akot in

Bahr El Ghazal and 20 surrounding villages. They killed 86 and wounded 71 civilians.

35,000 people were sent in flight The attackers also looted Akot's CSI-siqjported hospital.

In May 1 994, Govenuneni troops went on the rampage betvycen Wau and Warap in Bahr El

Ghazal, causing the displacement of an estimated 300,000 people and the local Catholic priest

reported that 1 5 elderly and handicapped people from the village of Thict, vAut could not flee,

were murdered by the GOS forces.

Approximately 100,000 people were displaced ai>d over 200 killed during the first week of

February 1994 as a result of the Sudanese Air Force's heavy aerial bombardment of civilian

targets in the areas around the camps for the displaced at Atepi, Aswa aisd Ame, and the towns

of Pagcri, Loa and Mimdri. There were further bombing raids on the village ofAr^i on

February 13-14 and on Mundri on February 19-20, 1994. Only a few weeks earlier. Lady Cox
and I were forced to seek shelter repeatedly during an indisciiminate bombing raid on nearby

by Nimule.

Over 100,000 people were forced to flee for their lives when the Sudanese air force bombed
heavily the Kaya region bctweca July 26 and Ae first week ofAugust 1993. Over 60,000 of

the displaced found refuge in Uganda. Mr. Kamal Saeed ofthe Sudanese Embassy in

Brussels defended the bombings at a CSI confcrcocc on October 2, 1993, stating that there

were no civilian victims of this raid as all the people in the Kaya region belong to the SPLA-

Between 40,000 and 50,000 people in die Nuba Mountains were killed as a rcsuh ofGOS
aerial and ground attacks on villages, especially in the areas arouitd Um Dorain, El Takama,

Kartal. El Jilad and Katla between May 1992 and February 1993, according to Lt Khalid al-
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Kaiim Salih, v^o was then a senior security ofQcer in the region with access to casualty

figures. Lt. Salih has testified that the attacks were a part of the GOS's policy of "ethnic

cleansing", He reported that the young men were idlled on the spot, while the women were

deprived of their children and sent to farms as slave labour.

GOS troops attacked and completely destroyed the Nuba Mountain village ofNingelle in

November 1 992. Many ofthe villagers were burned alive in the church where they had

sought sanctuary. 40-year-old Kamal Tutu was caught by die soldiers as be tried to flee the

carnage. He was tied up and kept for hours in the hot sun. Soldiers then threw him on the

glowing embers ofthe church. Tutu survived the ordeal, a&ough both of his arms were

burned off below the elbow.

Local church leaders have testified that over 100 Nuba men were crucified by the OOS-
backed militias between 1987 and 1991, including Sheikh El Kumbula Kor from Loppa and

Ibrahim Sbai'i. The latter survived the crucifixiotL

Condosion 11

The GOSpersecutes the Christian Church, ttsing both violence and administrative measures

as itpursues its policy ofblamization.

At the end ofNovember 1994, die GOS decreed d»at the Christian churches woxdd henceforth

have the legal status ofnon-govemmcnt organizations, and that a government-appointed

commission should have the authority to amend diurch constitutions and by-laws, to deprive a

church of legal status and to confiscate church property.

Christian clergymen and their lay co-workers are prohibited by the GOS from visiting the

faithful in camps for dte displaced in the Nuba Mountains and other remote parts ofthe

country.

In the niitiimTi of 1994, GOS soldiers and Mujahadeen volunteers desecrated the Catholic

Church in Kapoeta.

The Anglican Bishop, die Rt Rev. Peter El Birish was arrested and detained by security

officials for one day in mid-October after protesting against the demolition of the homes of

thousands of black Africans in Khartoum. In July 1993, during our visit to Khartoum. Bishop

El Birish was arrested and publicly flogged upon the command of a Shariah court.

Two Christian converts from Islam, the 65-year-old Abdallah Yousifand the 43-year-old

Mahanuna Muhaimned were sentenced by a court in Wad Medani to receive 100 lashes and to

be crucified for having committed ^tostasy. On July IS, 1994, Abdallah Yousif received four

lashes before collapsing, while his younger companion received the full one hundred.

Although the Sudanese Penal Code of 1991 makes it a capital offence for Muslims to change

their religious &ith, the GOS suspended die sentcace of crucifudon after the case received

public attention in Europe and the United States.

GOS troops burned to die ground the Roman Catholic, die Anglican and the evangelical

Protestant churches in the Nuba village ofNugra in May 1994.
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On July 7, 1993, several mcmbcxs of the Popular Defence Force (PDF) airived at the Catholic

social service centre in the Khartoum suburb ofArkwct and warned the head catechist,

Clement Deng, to close down the centre. He refused to do so. Three days later, five masked

PDF members arrived at night and abducted him. The catechist was taken to one of

Khartoum's 'ghost bouses' where be was beaten and tortured with electric rods. After seven

days of captivity, he was dumped semi-conscious at the door ofthe church centre.

In early 1993, the then Commissioner of GOS-occupied Kapoeta, AbdaUa Lomongin Kapcllo,

forbade Christian soldiers and children from attending the town's Catholic Church. When
they continued to go to church, many of these soldiers, including Thomas Gidion and John

Perper, were arrested and taken to the military prison in Juba. The latter was beaten to death

while in detention. Some months later, the head catechist, Pio Lokuru, was arrested and

imprisoned in K^weta. While in pcison, his captors tortured him by tying a sack containing

red pepper over his head. On August 20, security ofiGdals arrested two faithful Christian

boys, Philip Lobalu and Stephen Pio, and they were about to ring the Kapoeta church bells

before prayers. After rcfiising to give an undertaking to stop sharing their faith with other

children, the boys were takeai to Juba where they too were subjected to the red pepper torture.

The were kept in detention until August 28, 1994.

At the end of February 1994. the COS denied exit visas to tibc General Secretary ofthe Sudan

Council of Churches, Rev. Ezekiel Kutjok and two colleagues, thus preventing them from

attending a World Council of Churches consultation in Geneva.

The Episcopalian clagyman. Rev. Paul Kon Agihi, and a layman were murdered by GOS
soldiers on December 26, 1 993 at his church in Mukuac near Bor in Eastern Equitoria. The

pastor died with a cross in one had and the Bible in the other. The soldiers dismembered his

body.

A member of the Sudanese Air Force, Adil Adam El-Naim, was sentenced in November 1993

to three years in prison for apostasy following his conversion from Islam to Christianity and

his enrolment in an evangelism course in Khartoum.

Coadusionm
The GOS also persecutes Muslims whose non-violent, religio-polirical activity is deemed to be

contrary to its policies.

Civil Servant Nadir Abdel Hameed Khairy was dismissed from his post in the Ministry of

Agriculture after the military co(q> of 1989. He was detained on several occasions and

accused of having contacts with the Ununa Party. He was arrested for the last time in

December 1993 and was not seen again until his &mily was notified on April 4, 1994 that he

was m Omdurman military hospital His wife witnessed his swollen and disfigured body

which had all the signs ofhaving been severely tortured. He died on the foUowing day. The
authorities rcfiised to return the remains to die family.

The former Prime MLoister and leader of the Ununa Party, Sadiq El Madhi, was detained for

twelve days in June 12994. While under arrest, he was subjected to psychological torture in

die form ofmock executions.
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Three Islamicist journalists sharing the general ideological convictions of the Government,

Mahjoub Mohammed El Hassan Er^-a, Ahmad AJi Bagadi and Mutuakil Abdel Daffc were

arrested and tortured in April 1994 after having criticised aspects of Government policy. The

property of their newspaper, Al Sudani Al-Dcrwlia was confiscated In mid- April 1994, the

former Foreign Minister, Sid Ahmad Hussein, was arrested and detained without charge until

the end of May. He had been imprisoned and tortured on three previous occasions since the

military coup of 1989-

Conclusion IV

The GOS obstructs and manipulates humanitarian aid tofacilitate its domestic military

operations and its policies ofblamization andArablzatlon.

The GOS continues to forbid desperately needed humanitarian aid to reach SPLA-controUed

parts ofthe Nuba Mountains, the soudiem Blue Nile regjon and the Pariang area of the Upper

Nile region. In Pariang, which we visited in January of this year there was no medical doctor,

only a medical assistant to serve a hundreds of thousands ofpeople without any medicines

and without the medical instruments to perform minor operations.

The GOS continues to prohibit international NGO's and Sudanese Christian agencies &om
distributing humanitarian aid directly to the needy in Govetnment'held parts of the Nuba

Mountains and in most recently occ\^ied garrison towns in the SoutL In these areas, the

work of distribution is entrusted by the GOS to Islamic agencies whose activity is in harmony

with its programme of Islamization and Arabization.

The GOS denied the UN Operation Liie-line Sudan (OLS) permission to gain access to

Malakal for seven months in 1993, while senior OLS ofiBcials were receiving credible reports

ofwidespread hunger and many deaths.

Condasion V

Sudan has experience a resurgence ofchild slavery in both ancient and modernforms,

especially in southern Kordofan, northern Bahr El Ghazal and Khartoum.

A recently freed 1
5 -year-old Dinka with the initials WDJ^ has given the following

testimony: "One day armedArabs on camel backs attacked our village. They shot and burnt

huts, sending the villagers on their heeb to hide in the busk The Arabs follow us capturing

marty ofus. From J(y, which is our village, we wereforced to walkforfive days to Daeien,

where we ere divided up among our captors. Abdel Rahman Hussein became my master. He

had 50 heads ofcattle which I was ordered to rear. I laboredfor mariy hours on stretchfor a

littlefood Sometimes he beat me up evenfor a minor mistake. Hussein used toforce me Into

reciting the Koran, but Irefused Isi^ered in the hands ofthis manfor almost six years

before I was retrieved by afellow tribesman ".

Another recently freed child slave answering to an Islamic name with the initials R.O. gave

the following testimony: "/ don 't know my original Dinka name. Not only that, 1 don 7 know

myparents' names. J can't even remember how they look, because Iwas stolenfrom them

when I was very young. I don '/ know anything about myfamily background Kty captor

Osman Issa toldme Iam a Dinka, bm1don'tspeakmy mother tongue, oniyArabic. It was
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this Issa yihoforctd me into Islam. He taught me to recite some versesfrom the Koran. He

did not treat me like his child, but overworked me like an adult and sometimes heat me. I

looked after his cattle and I often felt estranged

An educated Moslem &om the village of Alait in northern Kordofan confirmed on June 5,

1 993 that the Khalwa (koranic school) there is openly selling Dinka chDdrcn collected by the

Popular Defence Force for £13,000 (Sudanese) each. The children are dressed in red so as to

be easily recognized as slaves should they try to escape. The slave children axe used to tend

the cartle of Baggara and Rizeiga: tribesmen, whose youth have largely been drafted into the

anny or a GOS-supported militia. Some children are taken to Gerenchet from where they are

transported by truck in the direction of Libya.

Rccommendatlou

Madam Chairman and Distinguished Members • the time has come for the international

community to take a firm stand against the gross violations ofhuman rights in Sudan that are

taking place as we now meet They cause not only unimaginable misery to millions ofmen

women and children in Sudan, but are also symptoms of a totalitarian ideology and that

motivates tbe NIF regime to disregard tiie rights of Dcighbouring states, in particular Egypt,

Eritrea, Ethiopia and Uganda, by engaging in subversive activity, including terrorism, as a

part of its 'mXaDnhoD^jihad. CSl therefore calls on tbe Government of the United States to

work energetically with its allies to work out policy options designed to give the GOS a

greater incentive to desist from its destabilizing policies. Among these options should be:

1 - The imposition of an arms and oil embargo upon the GOS until it ceases to try to impose a

military solution of the people on the South and the Nuba Mountains;

2 - The establishment of air exclusion zones for the protection of the civilian population from

aerial bombardment;

3 - Maximum political support for the implementation the principles of democracy, secular

government and self-determination v^ch underpin the current mediation efforts of the

neighbouring IGADD countries.

4 - High level dialogiie with representatives of Sudan's banned opposition groups, which

collectively represent over 90% of the Sudanese people.

5 - Full support for the reappointment of the UN Special Rapporteur for Human Rights in

Sudan, Dr. Gaspar Biro, who has been accused by the GOS ofblasphemy - an offense

punishable by death according to Islamic law • and for tbe placement of teams ofhuman

rights monitors in the North, the Nuba Mountains and the South, under the his direction.

6 - Provide substantial humaaitaiian aid to areas denied reliefby the GOS by means ofNGO's
which are not contrained by the OLS system, untfl such times as OLS operations extend to all

areas of the country, including the Nuba Mountains and the southern Blue Nile regioa

Madam Chairwoman aiul Distinguished Members • tbe crisis in Sudan is so severe that

policies of neutrality or appeasement cannot be options for the United States. Failure to act

decisively at this critical juncture will, without doubt, result in the continuatioa. of the human
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rights catastrophe io Sudan., and may lead to a fulfilment of the genocide process. Failure to

act will also give enormous encouragement to Iran and other subversive Islamicist forces

throughout the world, and will bring great danger to the security of East Africa and the Middle

East

Thaok you. Madam Chairman and Distinguished Members.
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STATEMENT BY MGR. MACRAM MAX GASSIS,
BISHOP OF THE CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF EL OBEID IN SUDAN
BEFORE THE UNITED NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION

IN GENEVA: FEBRUARY 1995

Mr Chairman:

This is the third year running in which I have had the privilege and the honour to

address your august assembly on the horrendous human rights conditions of my
country, Sudan. I wish, therefore, to avail myself of this opportunity to thank you and
one of your NGO affiliated organisations. Pax Romana, the Catholic International

Movement, which has permitted me over the years to use this most distinguished

international forum in their name to inform you of the concern of myself, my church
and the entire Christian community of Sudan about the persecution of Christianity in

Sudan and the extreme human rights crimes that the present Islamic Fundamentalist

regime are perpetrating against all the people of that country - Christian. Moslem
and the people of traditional beliefs alike.

This year, as in the previous years, we have catalogued and wish to put before you
a list of the crimes against humanity which the present regime has perpetrated and
committed in 1994. We do so, not because this august international human rights

body is not aware of them, but to establish a continuing record of the crimes of a
regime that has demonstrated over the years that it does not care about
international, or its own national public opinion. We trust that the world community
will one day be bold enough to take action to punish such crimes beyond mere
verbal condemnation, considering, Mr Chairman, that your well respected

commission has mandated a special rapporteur on Sudan for the last three years,

Dr. Gaspar Biro, who has done such excellent work that he was denied entry to

Sudan by the regime to do his job throughout 1994. Do we expect a regime, which
has so little respect for international order that it is prepared to go to the extent of

denying access to an international representative, to change its ways through our
merely repeating an annual condemnation of its crimes?

The people of Sudan, Mr. Chairman, together with ail their religious, social and
political institutions, appreciate the stands your august commission and the entire

United Nations family have taken over the situation in Sudan during the past four

years. If the international condemnation of crime and the cry of its victims were
enough to alleviate suffering, the people of Sudan would have been rid of the

present Islamic absolutist regime long before now. The question that we, the

persecuted people of Sudan, ask and which I want to repeat before you on their

behalf is: How long will your commission, the United Nations and the governments
of the democratic and peace loving nations of the world continue to condemn the

crimes of the regime in Khartoum without taking some tangible and concrete action

to redress this situation? Mr Chairman, I raise these questions because I am
convinced that if each and every one of the millions of Sudanese currently subjected

-i-
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to arbitrary false accusation, mass arrest, imprisonment, torture, ethnic cleansing,

displacement, slavery and terrorism were invited to speak here, they would all ask

the same questions. I do so on their behalf bearing in mind the words of Our Lord

Jesus Christ, who said in Matthew 7:7, "seek and you shall find; ask and you shall

receive; and knock and the door shall be opened".

Mr. Chairman, it is not often that bishops stand before your august assembly, but I

have repeatedly done so during the last three years because this is the most

appropriate place to be: a place where the dignity of peoples is defended and

protected from irrational oppressors, religious bigots and ethnic cleansers and

discriminators. V^/hen people's basic human rights are violated, hatred, injustice,

violence and war erupt. This is precisely what has happened in the case of Sudan.

These rights are God given to all without distinction of race, tribe, creed or gender.

Mr Chairman, I have just returned at the end of January from visiting my people in

some of the worst afflicted areas of my diocese and of Southern Sudan, and I wish

to assure you that some of the questions I ask here today are the same questions

that the people asked me during my visit:

Apart from the question already raised about when your august assembly and the

entire international community will go beyond condemnation and take action against

the regime to prevent it from perpetuating its crimes against humanity; the people

have been disturbed by the fact that some important European countries have

begun to co-operate with Khartoum and are taking action to rehabilitate this regime

from being an international pariah and treat it as if it were respectable. Some
European powers, we are told, have begun to plead with the International Monetary

Fund (IMF) to restore creditworthiness to the regime. The people I visited in January

ask: How can the west want to support a regime which spends nearly $2 million

dollars a day to prosecute a religious war (jihad) against its own people and which is

demonstrably not interested in peace? I had no answers to give the people. I am
sure you and your august assembly do not have answers either, Mr Chairman. But I

raise these questions to you for information and for the record, hoping that these

European powers will have a God inspired change of heart and will desist from

policies which have a catastrophic consequence for the lives of our innocent victims

of repression in Sudan. The people of Sudan expect the international community to

punish the regime in Khartoum for crimes committed against them, rather than to

seek to reward it as some countries are undertaking to do.

In late 1993 and during 1994, Mr Chairman, the regime had begun to engage in an

elaborate deceit exercise called the dialogue between Islam and Christianity. Some
Christian leaders around the world fell for this poisonous bait and the entire

Sudanese Christian community is paying the price. Two so-called dialogue

conferences were held in Khartoum, one in 1993 and the second in 1994. Some
Christian leaders who were invited from abroad ignored the advice of the Sudanese

Churches and attended this so called Christian Islamic dialogue, as if the regime in

Khartoum is the representative of the Islamic religion. You would expect that when

even this charade of dialogue was going on, there would be a pause in repression

and therefore an improvement in the measures used against the Christians and the

-3-
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Christian churches in Sudan. Not so. Our oppressors present an olive branch to the

outside world with one hand, while with the other hand at home, they continue to

wield weapons of destruction. Their hands continue to drip with the blood of our

innocent people.

Let me now enumerate for you and your august assembly, Mr Chairman, the

catalogue of human rights abuses and atrocities committed by the regime in 1994,

since your last meeting in this very distinguished gathering of nations:

(1) The regime of Khartoum is not sincere about freedom of religion in Sudan. This

is proven by the promulgation of a new law replacing The Missionary Societies Act

of 1962. The new law is even more discriminating than the previous one. The
regime intends to render the Church a non-governmental organisation, rather than a

religious institution. The Churches in Sudan ask for the abrogation of this law in toto.

(2) The regime refused entry to an international Pax Christi delegation headed by its

president Godfried Cardinal Danneels.

(3) In February and March 1994, the World Council of Churches here in Geneva
extended an invitation to the Sudan Council of Churches to come to a meeting here.

The Secretary General, Pastor Ezekiel Kutjuok, was denied an exit visa and was not

able to attend the meeting.

(4) On 29 March 1994, the Catholic Catechist, James Simon, stationed at the

Church centre of Karma in Northern Sudan, was arrested by the security and on the

following day he was verbally abused. At 8:30 pm a security officer entered the

dingy room where he was confined and barbarously beat him until he lost

consciousness. He was denied medical treatment. The pahsh priest met with the

chief security officer to enquire about the Catechist but was told that they knew
nothing about him.

(5) In April 1994, the Catholic Archbishop of Juba was deliberately delayed from

participating at the African Synod which was held in Rome. Security officers barred

him from boarding the plane at Khartoum airport, giving no plausible reason. The
policy of the regime is to muzzle the voice of Church personnel and Church leaders

by refusing them exit permits to leave the country. These tactics are inflicted on the

indigenous Church personnel in a particularly deliberate way.

(6) Deacon Kamal Tadros was arrested in April 1994 because of his activities

among the poor and destitute. His arrest continued at intervals from April to June
1994.

(7) Dr. Tadros Samaan Tadros, president of the St. Vincent de Paul Society, which

works with the poorest of the poor, was arrested and interrogated by the security on

21 April 1994. Mr. Caesar Archangelo, the Executive Director of Sudanaid (National

Caritas) of the Sudan Catholic Bishops' Conference, had to endure strenuous hours

of interrogation for no plausible reasons.

4.-
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(8) The parish priest of Raja in Wau Diocese, who is an expatriate, was forced to

leave his people. He was arrested by the security on 4 April 1994 and forced to

leave for Khartoum via Wau. During his journey from Raja to Wau, which lasted for

17 days, he was escorted by two armed security men and was prohibited from

contacting any person or from visiting any church on the way. He was forced to

sleep as a detainee in the police compounds. In Khartoum, he was left waiting for

the renewal of his stay permit for over one year and finally he was forced to leave

Sudan without a re-entry permit.

(9) In May 1994, Security forces came to the priests' house of the Apostles of Jesus

in Omdurman and ordered the resident priest to present himself at the security office

for questioning on the following day. No reason was given.

Mr. Chairman, this is terrorism inflicted on the Church. The policy of the regime is to

create stress and fear in the priests, nuns, catechists and lay church leaders.

Throughout the entire year of 1994, no permits were granted for missionary

personnel to return to their places in Juba, Babanusa, Dilling, Kadugli and Abyei.

The regime is unwilling to give permits to expatriates because they would be

eye-witnesses to the horrors it commits. On the other hand, indigenous personnel

can be terrorised and muzzled, especially those who live in remote areas far from

the eyes and ears of the international media people.

(10) Mr. Eliaba James Surur is not only one of the leading Christian politicians, but

he is also a defender of human i.ghts in Sudan. The regime arrested him

immediately after their coup on 1 July 1989. He was released in 1990, but was
ordered to report to the security every day. He was also ordered not to visit or

contact any diplomats from the embassies of the U.S.A., Britain and Kenya.

When Dr. Caspar Biro visited Sudan, Mr. Eliaba Surur met with him, but after Dr.

Biro's departure for Geneva, the security arrested and detained Eliaba for five days

accusing him of giving information about what was happening in Sudan.

At the second visit of Dr. Biro. Eliaba informed him of what had happened to him.

Dr. Biro met with Mr Shiddu, the Minister of Justice, and got the assurance that the

security would not harass Eliaba. The promise, as usual, was not honoured. On 15

May 1994 at 5:30 am, Mr. Eliaba Surur was summoned by the security for a friendly

meeting and was taken to the military headquarters where he was kept for four and

a half hours. At 10:00 am a major interrogated him and threatened him. The

questions were: (a) when was the last time he was in the U.S.A. Embassy? (b) What

was the discussion about? (c) What did he discuss with Mr. Lucian, the political and

economic officer at the U.S.A. Embassy?

The security officer also threatened Eliaba that the regime: would detain him in a

dingy room indefinitely; would put him in a prison cell where he would never see the

sun again; would kill him and have him buried within the compound of the security

so that no one would ever know what had happened to him. When Eliaba chose the

5
-
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third option, the major told him, "I can l<ill you but will not bury you in the compound
because you are an infidel".

The Major at this point beat him with a sticl< on the head and back at intervals from

11:00 am to 1:15 pm. Eliaba suffered from temporary paralysis of the left arm and
was left with many bruises and wounds. Presently he is in Nairobi undergoing

medical treatment.

(11) On 14 July 1994, the security forces arrested Abdallah Yousif in Wad Medani
after searching his house and confiscating the baptismal certificates. In 1972-73

Abdallah Yousif had encouraged his family to join the Church. The Archbishop of

Khartoum at that time gave his consent, after consulting the governor of Wad
Medani, the late Karar Ahmed Karar, who asserted that they were free to choose

their religion. Charged with the crime of "ridda". i.e. apostasy, he was sentenced to

100 lashes and forced to return to Islam. The sixty-five-year old collapsed after the

fourth lash. Mahanna Mohammed, forty-three years, endured 100 lashes with no

doctor present, as is prescribed by law. Other members of the clan of Abdallah

Yousif under arrest include: Ahmed Yousif, 51; Hassan Bakhit, 43; Yousif Abdallah,

28, Abdallah Fadallah, 26; Yacoub Hassan, 20 and Batoul Ahmad.

(12) On Saturday, 15 October 1994, the regime, under the false pretext that the

displaced people had occupied land belonging to some imaginary owners, bulldozed

the slums around the capital, Khartoum. The army and police surrounded

Al-Khudair area at 3:00 am. The inhabitants were mainly from the South and the

Nuba Mountains and three quarters of them are Christians or Africans of traditional

beliefs.

The security prevented workers and students from leaving the area. At 8:00 am
they began bulldozing the shacks and opened fire on the innocent dwellers, killing

nine and wounding over forty persons and detaining 400 people. On Sunday,

Christians were forbidden from going to church and were accused, as usual, by the

Islamic Fundamentalists of being the fifth columnists, communists, supporters of

Sadiq El Mahdi and sympathisers with the SPLA.

Episcopalian Bishop Peter Al Yiris, was arrested and detained for having defended

the rights of the poor displaced people and for having complained of the violence

inflicted on them. These impoverished and displaced people were forced, yet again,

into the desert by the regime that pretends to call for justice and peace.

In conclusion, Mr Chairman, we call on your august assembly to:

(1) Condemn the human rights record of the Islamic Fundamentalist regime in the

strongest possible language;

(2) Register a vote of confidence in the person of the commission's human rights

rapporteur on Sudan, Dr Caspar Biro, and his work; renew his mandate for another

year and call on the Security Council of the United Nations to ensure that the regime
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complies with this mandate and permits the special rapporteur to visit the entire

country of Sudan and to conduct his work unimpeded;

(3) Pass a resolution calling on the UN Security Council to consider the following

punitive measures against the regime and to take steps to alleviate the suffering of

the people of Sudan by:

(i) an arms and oil embargo;

(ii) economic and other political sanctions;

(iii) investigation into war and other human rights crimes, including the

persecution of Christians and Christian Churches, with a view to prosecuting

those guilty of these crimes;

(iv) ensure that humanitarian relief reaches those who need it unimpeded,

especially to the war affected areas of the Nuba Mountains, the Ingessina

Hills and the northern parts of Southern Sudan, particularly the northern Bahr

El Ghazal areas of Aweil and Gogrial and northern Bentiu in Upper Nile. The

Churches and the other non-governmental organisations (NGOs) are

prepared to take the risk to reach anywhere in Sudan to care for the people,

but these organisations need protection against the regime, which only the

United Nations can provide.

Thank you very much, Mr Chairman and distinguished delegates, for listening to my
statement.
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Madam Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am Dr. Kevin Vigilante, a physician with Brown University's Miriam Hospital, and am

today representing the Puebla Institute. The Puebla Institute and I are grateful for this

opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee about an egregious human rights abuse affecting

children in Sudan.

Between January 23 and February 2 of this year, I led a fact-finding mission for the

Puebla Institute to Khartoum and the surrounding area. Our investigative team, which also

included two members of the Dutch relief group Dorkas Aid International, was one of the only

group of human rights experts able to enter Khartoum in the past year.

Based on the team's findings, the Puebla Institute has identified a unique aspect of the

human rights catastrophe occurring in Sudan - the "cultural cleansing," militarization and mass

disappearance from northern cities of minority African Christian and animist children. It is this

phenomenon of abuse that my testimony will address today.

In this testimony, cultural cleansing is distinguished from "ethnic cleansing." The latter

is an attempt to exterminate a genetically-determined group through genocidal practices. Our

delegation received many reports of ethnic cleansing in the Nuba mountains. Cultural cleansing,

by contrast, is an attempt to eliminate a cultural group by stripping it of its unique cultural

attributes, including religion, language and name. By its very nature, cultural cleansing is a gross

form of discrimination.

^ The Puebla Inslilute is a Washinglon-based internalional human rights group that defends religious

freedomfor all peoples, ofall creeds, in all parts ofthe world. Puebla began human rights monitoring and reporting

on Sudan in 1988. During 1993 and 1994, the Puebla Instilute sponsored a scries of briefings on Sudan for the

foreign policy community in Washington. Last spring, it co-sponsored the visit to Washington of the U.N. Special

Rapporteur on Sudan after he was threatened by the government of Sudan for his hard-hitting human rights

reporting. In April 1994, a Puebla delegate visited southern Sudan to assess the conditions infour refugee camps.

It co-sponsored a human rights fact-finding delegation to Khartoum between January 23 and February 2, 1995.
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The delegation received overwlielming evidence that children, many of whom had been

living with family members and were not vagrants, were snatched by goverrunent agents from

public places in major northern population centers and summarily taken to juvenile camps. These

children, who are largely African Christian or animist boys between the ages of six and 20 years,

described being abducted by police, grouped together with other children like themselves,

smuggled out of the city by night in screened trucks and taken to high-security, closed camps in

remote areas. Once incarcerated, they were given new Arabic names, indoctrinated in Islam, and

forced to undergo military-style training. Within the camps, vocational training was little in

evidence, disease rampant, and food nutritionally deficient and scarce. They were forced to live

in conditions of extreme neglect, and some were subject to physical abuse. Evidencing willful

neglect, the government refuses access to international relief and church groups that seek to

provide assistance to these children. In short, the children described receiving treatment usually

reserved for prisoners of war. The ultimate fate of the vast majority of these children is

uncertain, but we received multiple reports that they are eventually pressed into military combat.

The evidence indicates that thousands of children are involved, though precise figures are

impossible to come by. The absolute secrecy surrounding these camps and the government's

failure to give a credible accounting of the whereabouts of apprehended children both during and

after their detention in the camps strongly suggest the government has something heinous to hide.

The Sudanese government, which admits to the existence of these juvenile camps though

not always to specific camps, claims it is merely trying to provide food, safety and vocational

training for vagrant children whose parents are either missing or dead. Earlier this month, Sudan

Minister of Justice Abdelaziz Shiddo went on record again before the UN Commission on Human
Rights in Geneva, claiming that these camps are "welfare centers, where they (orphaned children)

are cared for, given some education and vocational training, and then released to head a useful

life."

The Puebla Institute concludes that, rather than welfare camps, these are actually cultural

cleansing camps, where thousands of Christian and animist African children are stripped of their

cultural heritage and forced to adopt a new identity that conforms to the prevailing strictures of

the ruling regime. This discriminatory policy is both racist and a complete denial of religious

freedom. In the context of Sudan's civil war, this cultural cleansing policy appears at best to be

a counterinsurgency tactic designed to control a population of children misperceived as a threat

by the government. At worst it is an attempt to convert this vulnerable population into an

ideologically pure and expendable fighting force.

THE FINDINGS

While in Cairo prior to the delegation's arrival in Khartoum, we were told by several

knowledgeable individuals that widespread government kasha (or, "roundups") had kidnapped

large numbers of KJiartoum's children. Upon arriving in the capital, the delegation was

immediately struck by the marked absence of children. In a city with a high birth rate and

displaced street children estimated by UNICEF to number 50,000, such an incongruous absence

indicated the scale and seriousness of the problem. Foreign NGO workers and clergy explained
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that the children go into iiiding for several weeks whenever the government initiates a kasha -

at three-month intervals, according to the January 30, 1995, report of the United Nations Special

Rapporteur on Sudan. By the end of the delegation's visit ten days later, we began observing the

presence of children in public places. They had come out of hiding.

in Khartoum, the delegation spoke with a variety of sources to piece together the story

of large numbers of African children both with and without parents being abducted and sent to

the cultural cleansing camps. We interviewed friends and families of some African Christian

children who had been retrieved after being abducted and sent to the cleansing .camps. Our

sources also included clergy, NGO workers and others who had done significant research on the

issue and, in some cases, who had an unauthorized visit to some children's camps. Because tliese

individuals requested anonymity for fear of reprisals, their real names have been changed or

omitted from this testimony. The delegation also met with a number of govermnent and Islamic

figures, including Hassan el-Turabi, the head of the National Islamic Front of Sudan and widely

regarded as the chief ideologue of the regime, and Justice Minister Abdelaziz Shiddo.

In addition, I personally visited two camp sites on February 1, 1995. The government had

refused my persistent requests to visit a children's camp. However, it had issued a travel permit

for me to go to the cities of Fau and Wad Medani, approximately 200 km southeast of Khartoum.

Using this travel permit, I was able to gain the confidence of local camp guards and persuade

them to let me into the then-empty cultural cleansing camps at Fau II (also called Farouk II at

Fau II), and Istagama at Wad Medani. At Fau II camp, outside of Fau in a veritable wasteland

of howling desert, I saw scores of small grass huts, abandoned except for the two police guards

in green uniforms. The guards told me that all the children, about 230 in number aged 1 1 to 15,

had been taken to another camp at Soba, near Khartoum, on September 9, 1994. They said they

did not know the reason for the transfer. According to the guards, the children at Fau II had

being instructed in the Koran and given lessons on morality. The guards said a child typically

spent two years in the camp and then was transferred to a camp in Wad Medani for vocational

training. We then proceeded to the camp in Wad Medani and found that it, too, was empty. Two
guards told us the camp had been closed for several months.

Though we did not succeed in finding the abducted children, these visits were extremely

important because they helped confirm the accuracy and credibility of our sources.

For example, one of our sources had managed an unauthorized visit to the same Fau II

camp twice in the past year. Though not given free access, he was able to make observations

and speak to the guards. On his first trip in early 1 994, he observed there approximately 500

boys, ages 10 to 14. He noted that almost all were from African communities with over 80

percent coming from the tribes of southern Sudan, and the rest coming from the southern Sudan

and Blue Nile regions. As I was able to confirm, he described this camp to be situated in a very

remote area, and consisting of huts that were built of grass and locally-available temporary

material, which, he pointed out, provides inadequate shelter during the cold winter months. He

reported that the condition of the children was appalling. Malaria, pneumonia and diarrhea, he

said, were common. Each child was issued one blanket and could only bathe on rare occasions
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(except his legs, arms and faces for prayers). They wore no shoes and appeared to him

mahiourished.

On iiis second, again unauthorized, visit to Fau II camp on July 13, 1994, our source was

able to interview a sympathetic policeman, an African from western Sudan, who was alone and

spoke freely. At that time the camp population had dropped to about 190 children, again mostly

African minorities from southern Sudan. The guard described deplorable living conditions and

the poor nutrition provided to the children, saying many looked malnourished and weak and that

night blindness was common. The camp had recently been flooded by heavy rains and dead

snakes could be seen everywhere. The guard told him that these children had no contact with

their families. The source was told by the camp Director that a decree had been issued assigning

responsibility for the camps to the states in which they were located. However, in the one month

since the decree had been announced, neither the state nor the central government had released

any funds for feeding the young detainees. Our source was told by the Director that the children

were being fed with supplies obtained through an informal appeal to local merchants.

This source also had made an unauthorized visit to the Istagama children's camp in Wad
Medani that I managed to visit. He said there were about 300 boys ranging in age from 15 to

20 years during his first visit to the camp, in early 1994. He believed that most of them were

Africans from southern Sudan — Dinka, Nuer, Shilluk and Nuba. It was called a resettlement

camp because the "graduates" from Fau II were taken there for further Islamic training, as tlie

guards also explained to me. The conditions here had been somewhat better than at Fau II.

Although slum-like in appearance, the floors were plastered. Some children had been wearing

rough slippers for outdoor work. By the time of his second unauthorized visit on July 12, 1994,

the two Wad Medani camps had been combined. It was reported that some of the children from

Istagama had "graduated," and the children from Fau II had been sent to Istagama.

While it is apparent the children at Fau II and Istagama were transferred en masse

between July 1994 and the time of my visit in February 1995, the fate of the so-called

"graduates," like the thousands of other children in other camps throughout the north, could not

be verified. The children who had disappeared once - from their families -- had disappeared

again. It is likely that the older boys were sent to battle, as some retrieved children claimed and

as their military training in the camps logically suggest. The younger boys may have been sent

to another camp. Why the Fau II and Istagama camps stood empty in early February 1995, also

remains a mystery. Possibly, as a police guard told one of our sources about another camp, the

government is being constrained by a dire economic situation and can no longer afford to provide

even minimal food. Since the food at Fau II was being supplied by an impoverished local

community, the continuation of Fau II may have simply become untenable. Or possibly, Fau II

and Istagama, after having been discovered by independent observers, may have been gaining too

much notoriety.

A glimpse at what occurred beyond the confines of Fau II and continues to occur at other

cleansing camps for children was gained through our interviews with the families and neighbors

of children who had been retrieved, and representatives of private groups that work with them.
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These testimonies show tiiat the children swept up in the government's kasha are mostly

displaced southerners — of African Christian or animist background — living in the street or in

the squatter villages. The authorities make little or no attempt to discern between a parentless boy

with no home and one with an intact family. The documentation reveals that clearly not all

children held by the goverruiient are street urchins. Once a children is taken, authorities show a

pattern of ruthless disregard for the integrity of the family and the parent-child relationship. In

the rare instances tliat a child is found, the role of a sympathetic camp guard or an informal

contact on the police force seems instrumental. We failed to document any cases where a child

was freed from a cultural cleansing camp tlirough a formal legal procedure.

For example, Jolin, who is an administrator for an NGO, described to the delegation the

experience of his neighbor Mary, an African Christian. Mary's two sons, ages six and nine, were

kidnapped during a kasha one evening in 1993 from the village of Kosti. After three months of

desperate searching, the woman traced them to the Fau II camp. The police sternly told her she

was allowed one pass through the camp, and if she did not find her sons on this attempt she

could never return. Wliile walking through the enclosed grounds, her children recognized her and

ran to her. Both were dressed in damuria, the characteristic dress of those undergoing training

in the Popular Defense Force. The uniforms bore identification numbers, and she brought tliem

home wearing them. John, our source, noted that the older boy's number was 4396. Her sons

described being treated harshly, given new Arabic names, and being forced to learn Islam.

The uniforms and the numbers assigned to the two boys give further credence to the

military-style regimentation these children claim to have experienced. One wonders whether the

numbers assigned indicate the number of children who have been detained at the Fau II Camp.

Southern children are not only taken from the streets but even from their homes. This

method of abduction typically happens during the day when the father is out of the house. For

example, a Khartoum policeman from the south returned home from work at 2 p.m. and found

his children gone. Neighbors told him officials came by in a truck and took the children away.

Enraged, he immediately went to the police station with his gun and demanded to know where

his children were. He succeeded in learning their whereabouts, and was soon able to reclaim

them.

The fact the government knows which households are from the south and targets them

demonstrates the fundamentally discriminatory nature of the kasha policy against southern African

children from religious minorities. Sources commented to the delegation that the government is

nervous about having high concentrations of displaced southerners in the north and is trying to

disperse them.

The testimony gathered by the Puebia delegation also indicates another alarming aspect

of the cleansing camps for children - the fact that these captive children are subject to severe

neglect and mistreatment by the camp administrators. As I was able to personally verify, the

cultural cleansing camps for children are deliberately located in remote desert areas, where

running water and sanitation facilities are not easily accessible. From all accounts, food and
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medicines are also in scant supply at the children's camps. Nevertheless, the govermiient refuses

to allow church and relief groups to provide assistance, and discourages, and at times even

persecutes them for helping street children.

For example, I spoke in Khartoum with Catholic deacon Kamal Tadros, who ran two

programs dedicated to the care of street children, the humanitarian St. Vincent de Paul society

and "Save tlie Saveable" program. This latter program established schools for street children in

Khartoum and was providing education to 36,000 children a year. In direct retaliation for these

efforts, the government arrested Kamal in November of 1994, held him for ten days, and

threatened his family. He was re-arrested in December and beaten. While under arrest tlie

authorities demanded that he hand over administration of the schools to them and they closed

down the St. Vincent de Paul Society. The government has also closed an Arabic charitable

NGO called Amal, which was founded by university professors in 1984 as a secular organization

run mostly by Moslems that attempted to set up programs to care for street children.

According to the UN Rapporteur, all the camps are now administered by the Ministry of

Social Planning through social workers and teachers, as well as military instructors of the Popular

Defense Forces and policemen from the People's Police Forces. This situation parallels that

among the needy in the Nuba mountain area, where it has been well documented, the government

only allows access to Islamic relief groups, which in many cases withhold humanitarian aid from

non-Muslim. In both cases, those in need must adopt Islam to survive. Since the govermnent

allows no opportunity to eat otherwise, conversions are guaranteed. This is a flagrant violation

of the right to religious freedom.

A number of the retrieved children also reported that they or other children were beaten,

lashed and whipped in the camps for breaking camp discipline or trying to escape. Police guards

and other agents of the state administer these harsh punishments outside the formal penal system

and without any due process for the victim. A reliable source reported that in one of the

children's camps a child who is caught trying to escape is made to crawl naked for hours on the

ground until his body is covered with abrasions. Then, while the child is held in the air with his

belly down by four persons, 40 to 60 lashes are administered to the back and legs, not just the

buttocks as in the regular penal system. Meals in this camp consist of bread and bean broth no

longer suitable for animals because of the length of storage.

The unwholesome food combined with the harsh treatment cause many children to suffer

from diarrhea, malnutrition, night blindness, tuberculosis and other diseases, according to the

reports we received. A couple of deaths of children in the camps have been reported to the Puebia

Institute. Up to 85 children had been transported to hospitals from the Durdeib children's camp
in eastern Sudan, according to a source who spoke with police guards there, and none of those

ever returned to the camp, leaving the guard to wonder whether they survived. The cruel and

inhuman treatment is made even more demeaning by the fact that the children in these camps

have their heads shaved and are forced to wear military uniforms, damuria bearing numbers, as

in the case of Mary's sons at Fau II, or shirts with the words "abna'a at Sudan" (the children of

Sudan) stamped across their fronts.
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An illustration of the physical abuse suffered by the detained children, as well as the

indifference and even hostility by officials towards parents trying to retrieve them, was reported

to the delegation by James, a neighbor of Michael, a 10-year-old African Christian boy from

Kaiakala. In November 1994, Michael was at a market near his home when he was swept up in

a kasha. He was taken to a cultural cleansing camp far from home, where he was permitted to

sleep only a few hours a night and was frequently hungry, being fed only beans. He said there

were many children from the south and they were severely beaten if they tried to escape. A
guard at the camp from the boy's neighborhood recognized him and informed his father of his

whereabouts. The father finally retrieved Michael on December 20, 1994, after overcoming an

array of bureaucratic obstacles, a month of paperwork, and intimidating interrogation by officials

who demanded to know how he discovered the camp and how he found out that his child was

there.

The father of another African Christian boy told the delegation his 13-year old son, who

was found thanks to a fajnily friend on the police force, was stopped by police on his way home

from school on December 27, 1993. When he failed to produce his school identity card, he was

detained and taken by security forces to a camp at Soba, near KJiartoum. A week later he was

transferred to another camp, Abu Dom. He described it as a religious training center with a fence

around the perimeter. There he was required to dig with a spade every day and forced to recite

the Koran. He said, "The leaders wore white robes and carried whips." He attempted to escape

through a hole in the fence but was caught and severely beaten. After a frantic search, the father

was finally able to locate and retrieve his son with the help of his friend in the police.

The above case also corroborates other reports about the camp at Soba which had been

described as a clearing facility. Children from Khartoum are often taken there, kept for about

a week, and then, based on undisclosed criteria, transferred to other camps. In general, the

retrieved children reported being shifted repeatedly over the months and years of their captivity

from one cajnp to another and they and the camp guards spoke of group "graduations" that

resulted in transfers of detained children between camps or to unknown destinations. This

practice compounds the difficulties in assessing the dimensions and ramifications of the cultural

cleansing policy.

Reports of abuse are all the more believable given the attitude towards the displaced

children expressed by Sudanese officials. Members of the international NGO community and

clergy in Khartoum report repeatedly hearing disparaging and demeaning remarks by the nation's

leaders about the war orphans and displaced children living in the streets of the capital. They

have referred to them as "hideous eyesores" and "degenerates," for example. The rhetoric of

these officials no doubt communicates a message of contempt for this population.

There is no independent oversight of the cultural cleansing camps for children, and the

government maintains a policy of extreme secrecy concerning them, virtually sealing them off

from the outside world. Children have been snatched from public places when they are

unaccompanied by adults with no questions asked. The camps they are taken to are generally in
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remote places. When the Puebla delegation and other human rights observers have requested

information of the existence, location and names of the children's camps, and the numbers of

children held in them, the government has been evasive. Even parents face govermiient obstacles,

making it difficult or even impossible for them to reclaim their children. This policy is in stark

contrast to the displaced persons camps throughout the north, to which access, though carefully

controlled, is provided to relief groups, churches and outside observers. The children are being

held in circumstances amounting to incommunicado detention -- detention, that is, without any

recourse to due process. There exists every opportunity for abuse by the adult captors of this

vulnerable population. These circumstances demand that we take these reports of child abuse

very seriously.

The govermiient's rejection of humanitarian aid and the evidence of gross neglect within

the camps give lie to the its claim that the children are being rounded-up for their own welfare.

The government's insistence on monopolizing control over this population lends support to

allegations that it has its own agenda for the children. The UN Special Rapporteur's report of Jan.

30, 1995, gives an idea what this agenda might be. The Rapporteur writes:

"There is no education timetable except for five daily Islamic prayers starting at 4 a.m.

and continuing at intervals until the night. Each time children are required to perform the Talawa

Qurania (the special reading of the Koran), they are required to do so in a loud voice and to have

learned the Koranic verses by heart. The physical exercise required to be performed are the same

as those of the military. During this training the idea of martyrdom for the State is given central

importance by the instructors."

The Special Rapporteur's chilling findings were corroborated by the Puebla delegation.

Our sources reported that at the Durdeib camp for boys aged seven and up, education consisted

mainly of Koranic and military training. Children were also taught some Arabic and a little

mathematics. When our source visited this camp in July 1994, police guards told him it was

founded in 1992 when the first batch of 1,250 boys was brought from Khartoum. This group was

primarily from southern and western Sudanese African communities. Between January and June

1993 another 685 children from the same neighborhoods were brought there. They were prepared

for military service and, of the first group, 40 were reportedly taken directly into the army.

Our sources had also visited Abu Dijana and Ebeid Katim in Dar Bashair at the Soba area

of Khartoum. At the time of his first visit there were about 80 boys and young men in the camp
ranging in age from 14 to 20. Almost all were from southern and western Sudan. At the time

of his second visit on July 18, 1994, only four youths were present — all Africans. A young

Nuba told him that about 60 children had been taken to Muglad in the western Sudan and

enrolled in the militant Islamic Mujahideen.

A 17-year old Dinka from Rumbek was caught in a kasha with other boys at the cinema

Watania Gharbi and taken to camp Durdeib after first being sent to the 500-person camp of Dar

Bashair (Abu Dijana and Ebeid Khalim camps). In an interview with one of our sources he

attested to forced indoctrination and militarization within the Durdeib and Fau cleansing camps:

8
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"They promised to train us in various teciinical skills such as mechanics and caipentry,

but they offered only Islamic, Arabic language and military training. They offered us gifts if we

agreed to convert to Islam, and if we refused, more forceful measures were used. They said we

must be made Muslim by all means. I spent one year and two months at Durdeib camp. I saw

and experienced a lot of suffering. One boy from the west died. We were not allowed to talk

about him or we would be punished. From there I was transferred to Fau II camp to help in the

military training of boys. After 17 days I escaped."

A 13-year-old Christian Dinka boy from the city of Aweil told our source about his

capture and experience of being forced to practice Islam, adopt a new Arabic name, and being

participate in military training in the Fau children's camp. At the time of his capture in 1992,

both of his parents were alive and he lived with them at a displaced persons camp in Omdurman.

He was traced by his mother and mother's sister and rescued 16 months after his abduction;

"In 1992 while my father was in the hospital my mother sent me to the market for

tomatoes where I was captured. I showed them the money I was given and tried to explain

myself but no one listened to me. 1 was put into a police truck with many otlier black boys and

taken away. We spent seven days in Khartoum where we were beaten often. Then we were

taken to Fau. I was beaten again when 1 tried to escape from the camp. We were treated very

badly at the camp. We were awakened at 4:00 in the morning and forced to pray aloud,

memorizing the Koranic verses by heart. All day we alternated between Islamic training and

military marching. If one made a mistake, he was beaten and the rest were punished with him."

When his mother's sister managed to get to the camp and claim him, he asked the camp

director if there were any formal charges brought against him that might justify his detention and

was told there were none. He told the director that all the children at the camp wanted to leave.

It is apparent that a major goal of the government in operating the camps is to Arabize

and Islamicize, as well as tightly control, the young generation of displaced African southerners.

In nearly every report we heard about the camps, military training and reports of boys being

forcibly inducted into the military figured prominently. Though, given the government's secrecy,

it would be impossible to conclusively prove that these children are being sent as minors into

battle, these reports were too numerous and grave to ignore. Certainly the government's

announced goal of raising a one-million-man army evidences a strong motive to do so.

The government of Sudan will not reveal how many camps there are or how many

children have passed through them. There are at least seven camps in Sudan where children,

mostly Africans from the south, are or, until recently, have been kept against their will. There

are unconfirmed reports of others. That the government frequently transfers children from camp

to camp and changes a child's name to an Arabic one make tracing the children difficult and

further obscures the overall numbers involved. Based on the capacity of the seven camps alone,

the Puebla Institute estimates that thousands of boys have been incarcerated.

The seven known camps are:
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1. Durdeib, in eastern Sudan between Kassala and Portsudan. Held between 1,000 and 2,000

boys.

2. Abu Rakam, in eastern Sudan 52 km beyond the agricultural town of El Fau and 212 km from

Khartoum on the border of Sudan and Ethiopia. Children are brought here from Poshala and

Kapoeta in southern Sudan. The number of children in this camp is not known.

3. Fau II (also known as Farouq II), located outside the scheme area of Rahad Agricultural

Project, about 32 kjn from El Fau, and 200 km from KJiartoum.

4. Istagama resettlement camp in Wad Medani, the capital of Central State.

5. Farouq II for martyrs (Mujahideen) in Wad Medani, for children between the ages of 10 and

13 years.

6. Abu Dijana and Ebeid Katim in Dar Bashair at the Soba area of Khartoum. A temporary

holding camps to which boys are first taken upon detention and to which they return pending

further processing and transfers.

7. Hajir Abu Radom (also called Abu Dom) north of Omdurman about a two-hour drive from

Wadi Seidna, in the Northern State.

Clearly, these camps are not the "welfare centers" the government claims them to be.

Despite the government's efforts to hide the camps from public view, the Puebla delegation to

Khartoum was able to gather substantial evidence about the nature of the camps and those held

in them: Though allegedly establishing the camps to help "street children," the government

makes little or no attempt to discern children living with families from those who were not and

makes retrieval by parents extremely difficult. The common denominator for most of those in

the camps is that they are displaced African southerners, who are largely not Muslim, being

Christian or members of traditional religions. In the camps, agents of the state force the children

to convert to Islam, adopt Arabic names and undergo military training and regimentation. The

children are held against their will, afforded no due process or rights provided to prisoners under

international law. They are subjected to severe neglect and other abuse. The Puebla Institute

concludes that through these camps for children the government of Sudan is conducting a massive

program of cultural cleansing. The camps also appear to be a counterinsurgency tactic designed

to strictly control a population of children perceived as a threat or potential threat by the

government. The evidence also strongly indicates that these children are being prepared for battle

and forcibly conscripted into the military.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In conclusion. Madam Chairman, we urge that the United States government:

I . Continue to support the IGADD process;

10
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2. Continue the important U.S. initiatives within the UN Human Rigiits Commission, give

full support to the Special Rapporteur Caspar Biro and insist that he lias access to the entire

country of Sudan;

3. Call for the placement of independent human rights monitors throughout Sudan;

4. Ensure that humanitarian relief reaches those who need it;

5. Oppose any initiative to renew IMT and other multilateral assistance to Sudan until basic

human rights are respected;

6. Press for the observance by all member countries of the European Union's Arms Embargo
of Sudan and work to include an embargo of police, security and intelligence equipment and

cooperation;

7. Allow more of tiie excellent reporting on human rights by the U.S. embassy in Khartoum

to be made public;

8. Investigate reports that private citizens of Saudi Arabia and the government of China are

providing arms to Khartoum and exercise influence, should these reports be accurate, to .see that

such shipments are stopped;

9. Press the political opposition in exile to adopt democratic principles and the armed
opposition to respect human rights and the laws of war;

10. Initiate VOA or other broadcasts into all of Sudan that will give full human rights and

political news coverage.

11
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Madame Chairperson

Distinguished Members
Ladies and Gentlemen

It gives me great pleasure to address your Assembly, In this

particular session devoted to the tragic situation in the Sudan. I believe

that the session provides valuable opportunity to review the agonizing

problem of Sudan with its catastrophic bearings on the Intensification of

the war, the human rights violations, the religious persecutions, the

curtailment of democracy and the exportation of terrorism. I hope that

the subcommittee will find the review useful for the recommendation of

the appropriate action to secure an end to the nasty war, the restoration

of peace.democracy, and respect for human rights in a country that has
been totally devastated by war and despotism under the rule of the

Islamic National Front Junta (NIF).

Madame Chairperson

When the NIF regime came to power on 30 June 1989, the Sudan
was having a viable modern state and a thriving civil society, it was
having a democratically elected government, a neutral civil service, a
national armed forces, an independent Judiciary, a free trade-unions

movement, autonomous social and economic institutions. The regime
dismantled the modern state and prostrated the civil society. The
cornerstone for the internal and foreign policies of the Sudan under the

democratic government was the respect of the country's ethnic, cultural

and religious plurality of the Sudanese society. This regime by its

assertion of Arab-Islamic culture only catastrophically tampered with the

principle of plurality and plunged the Sudan into axis policies and
exploits detrimental to its security and social stability.

Historical conditions have made Islam in the Sudan integral to its

body-politics. Islam in the Sudan was introduced and developed
peacefully. As is spread its roots. It acquired a high degree of tolerance

while remaining faithful to the basic principles of Monotheism, Justice

and Social integration. As a result of conflict, the majority of Sudanese
Muslims have realized the need to effect a great compromise with their
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non-Muslims fellow citizens to create peace and to save the country's

unity. The present regime distanced itself from all that and introduced

a partisan type of Islamic assertion born in strained context of secular-

religious conflicts in Egypt, and interreligious conflicts in India. Contexts

which bequeathed activist Muslim groups with despotic and terrorist

characteristics. Those experiences are totally alien to Islamic experience

in the Sudan and indeed alien to the authentic principles of Islam itself.

The presentation of Islam as a creed which is despotic when it

rules and terrorist when it opposes, is the greatest disservice to Islam

made by the present regime. When this regime came to power, there

was a viable peace programme. They demolished it and substituted a

dialogue of the deaf for it. The peace talks they engaged in Addis in

1989, at Nairobi in 1990, at Abuja One 1992, at Abuja Two in 1993 and

at nairobi One, Two and Three in 1994, could not move towards peace

because the Reime is constrained by NIF programmes. They are a

programme of a pressure group which built its constituency on a single

issue (Islamic assertion) and a single means to realize its compulsion.

The NIF regime claims that the attitude of the human rights

organization against it stems from a apriori biased stand because it

adopts an Islamic programme, and that the campaign is, in effect an

anti-Islam one. This claim is based on two wrong assumptions: firstly,

that the Sudan did not know Islam before the 1989 coup and secondly,

that the NIF is the apostle of Islam in the Sudan and speaks in the name
of the Muslims of the Sudan.

This is a big fallacy, the NIF is a small minority party, that

represents less than 10% of the Muslim population of the Sudan. It is

alien to the Islam of the Sudan. It is an imported ideology, a branch of

the Muslim brotherhood of Egypt. It is isolated in the Sudan and its

programmed is rejected by the people of the Sudan, that is why it is

resorting to violence and force to establish its rule.

Indigenous Islam in the Sudan is represented by Sufism (Sufisects)

and Mahdism. Therefore the political aspirations of the Muslims In the

Sudan are well represented by the TWO NATIONAL PARTIES, the UMMA
Party that commanded 40% of the vote in the 1986 Free Democratic

elections and the DUP (KHATMIYA Sufisect) that held 30% of the vote In

the last free elections in 1986. We are accordingly entitled to speak on
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behalf of the Muslims of the Sudan. We reject the NIF assertions,

condemn Its programme as un-lslamic. It is an opportunistic abuse of

Islam for political ends.

Islam gives human rights its sanctity and mandatory forces. It

confers on the rules the duties of seeking willing acceptance by choice

and compliance with the peoples rights, ensure their preservation and
protection. God Almighty said: "Invite all to the way of Thy Lord with

wisdom and reasonable preaching; and argue with them in a way that is

best and most gracious; for Thy Lord knoweth best who have strayed

from his path." That being the essence of Islam, it becomes paradoxical

that a regime vaunting Islamic slogans would, indulge, in such ugly acts

of unprecedented violations of human rights; on a scale that prompted
its condemnation from all corners of the international community. The
performance of the (NIF) regime on the sphere of human rights is not

only a betrayal of the values of Islam, but a negative detraction to the

glitter of the Islamic slogans everywhere.

The only programme of the NIF is the intimidation and persecution

of their opponents, the promotion of the international terrorism and the

undermining of all the neighboring countries in the name of Islam, thus

promoting divisive systems to nearby countries in the name of Islam,

thus promoting divisive systems to nearby countries in the name of

religion. It is a small party of opportunities that breeds religious

extremism and harbors international terrorist movements, connected with

North Africa, East Africa, West Africa and the Gulf States.

The regime's acts of intimidation and persecution are perpetrated

against all Sudanese, Moslems, and non-Moslems, as long as they

oppose the NIF authoritative programme. We in the Mahdist movement
(the biggest Sunni Moslem sect in the country) suffered badly in terms
of unfair imprisonment and confiscation of properties. The Mahdist main
mosque was confiscated in March 1993 and the movement offices were
closed. The Khatmiya (the second religious sect in the country) also

suffered the same fate.

The Sunni Wahabi sect was also a victim of the regime's

persecution. Twenty worshippers died when they were gunned down
and fifty were seriously injured in their principal Wahabi mosque in

Ombudsman in February 1994. Several imans and preachers and
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outspoken followers from the above mentioned three sects were subject

to different forms of detention, torture, persecution and intimidation. I

personally have been detained two times in 1989, and 1991 for a period

of one year without trial. The first detention was In an official prison and
the second was In a "ghost house", where I slept on the floor for four

month and a half, eating food of very poor quality. My health seriously

deteriorated and I contracted a skin disease. After one year, from the

time of applications I was granted a visa for medical treatment. That is

why I am here among you now.

Madame chairperson

The present NIF regime in Sudan is utterly ejected by all Sudanese.
It is now facing an armed challenge in the South which has spread
westward, and is now, spreading eastward. It is facing opposition from

expatriate Sudanese communities, it is facing an outspoken internal

challenge supported by political and trade-unions structures which have
an underground existence. In the past year, there have been several

uprisings in some of the country's major cities, such as: Al Obaid, Wad
Madani, Al Gadarif, Al Huhud, Umruaba, Khartoum, and so on. It is

because the Sudanese masses have peacefully continued to challenge

and reject the NIF regime and its so-called Islamic programme, and
struggle for peace, freedom and democracy that the regime resorted to

violence and violated human rights and qualified for UN condemnation.

As the NIF regime has continued with its repression and intimidation

against the peaceful resistance of the Sudanese in the North and called

for the holy war of Jihad against the people of the south. Killing

thousands and displacing millions. It is the duty of the international

community to do all it can to save humanity in the Sudan and to avert

another Somalia.

There is now consensus among the Sudanese about the need to

stop the civil war in the Sudan and realize peace, unity and democracy
in a new Sudan. Thus two major opposition Parties, the UMMA Party

which represents the majority of the Sudanese Muslims and which

produced the last democratically elected Prime Minister, and the

SPLA\SPLM which is the leading Southern force signed at CHUKUDUM
in Southern Sudan on 12 December 1994, an agreements on the political

future programme for the achievement of peace and democracy in the
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Sudan. They were joined in Asmara on 27 December 1994 by the DUP
(the second largest party in the North) and the Sudanese allied forces

(a new military political organization) and signed the Asmara agreement

on the same day. This agreement is based on the main principles of the

CHUKUDUM agreement. The Asmara agreement has confirmed the

following principles.

MAINTAINING THE UNIT/ OF THE SUDANESE MUST BE
GIVEN PRIORITY BYALL THE PARTIES ACCORDING TO THE
FOLLOWING PRINCIPLES:
A- SUDAN IS A MULTI-RACIAL, MULTI-ETHNIC AND

MULTI-CULTURAL SOCIET/. FULL RECOGNITION AND
ACCOMMODATION MUST BE AFFIRMED.

B- COMPLETE POLITICAL AND SOCIAL EQUALITY OF
ALL PEOPLES OF THE SUDAN MUST BE GRANTED BY
LAW.

C- COMMITMENTTO A DECENTRALIZED SYSTEM WHICH
SHALL BE AGREED UPON IN THE COMING EXPANDED
MEETING FOR THE SUDANESE OPPOSITION GROUPS
AND WHICH IS A RIGHT FOR ALL THE REGIONS OF
THE SUDAN ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING
OPTIONS:
1- FEDERATION 2- CONFEDERATION

D- FAIR SHARING OF WEALTH AMONG THE SUDANESE
PEOPLES MUST BE REALIZED AND PRIORITY MUST
BE GIVEN TO REGIONS THAT ARE MORE AFFECTED
AND UNDERDEVELOPED.

E- HUMAN RIGHTS AS INTERNATIONALLY AND
REGIONALLY RECOGNIZED SHALL BE EMBODIED IN

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE SUDAN AND ANY LAW
VIOLATING THEM SHALL BE UNCONSTITUTIONAL.

F- THE INDEPENDENCE OF THE JUDICIARY SHALL BE
ENSHRINED IN THE CONSTITUTION OF THE SUDAN.

G- ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RELIGION AND
STATE AND ITS BEARING ON THE NATIONAL UNIT/,

AND TO SECURE A JUST PEACE AND UNITY IN THE
SUDAN ALL PARTIES ARE COMMITTED TO THE NON-
USE OF RELIGION IN POLITICS.
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2- THE RIGHTS OF SELF-DETERMINATION OFTHE PEOPLE OF
SOUTH SUDAN TO DETERMINE THEIR FUTURE STATUS
THROUGH A REFERENDUM MUST BE AFFIRMED, AND
SHALL BE EXERCISED AFTER THE INTERIM PERIOD WHICH
SHALL BE AGREED UPON DURING THE EXPANDED
MEETING. OF THE SUDANESE OPPOSITION GROUPS.

3- ALL THE PARTIES AGREED TO WORK TOGETHER DURING
THE INTERIM PERIOD FOR CONFIDENCE BUILDING AND
THE BUILDING OF THE NEW SUDAN SO THAT THE OPTION
OF SELF-DETERMINATION CONSOLIDATES THE UNITY OF
THE NEW SUDAN.

4- THE MEETING APPRECIATES, SUPPORTSAND COMMENDS
THE EFFORTS OF THE IGADD COUNTRIES IN THEIR
ATTEMPT TO BRING PEACE, STABILIT^T AND DEMOCRACY
IN THE SUDAN. THE MEETING FULLY SUPPORTS THE
IGADD DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES (DOP) OF MAY20TH
1994 IN NAIROBI.

Practically all the opposition parties have endorsed this (Asmara)

agreement of 27th December 1994.

Madame Chairperson

The Sudan has a great potential for the development of a positive

afro-Arab nexus. It has a great potential for the articulation of Islam in

a way which realizes inherent good of this religion, realizes the

possibilities for equal relations between all creeds, recognizes equal

rights to all the country's citizens, creates conditions, and elbows out

efforts to dress extremism in Islamic robes. It is the proper

characterization for a model role for Sudan and not the present,

disastrous model.

Recommendation:

We call on the subcommittee to recommend to the United States

government to lead the international action for intensification of the

pressure on the NIF regime with a view that Legitimacy, Democracy and

respect for human rights be restored in the Sudan.
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We look forward to having the subcommittee recommend that the

UN Security Council adopts a resolution on Sudan, in which it spells out
clearly what is expected from the NIF regime in the field of the stoppage
of the war, restoration of basic freedoms, respect for human rights,

humanitarian relief and peace making measures. The UN Security

Council resolution should have teeth in forms of sanctions.

The people of the Sudan surprised the third world by toppling two
military dictatorships in 1964 and 1985.

Now, the opposition concluded its programme for a just Sudan, and
is giving priority to the third popular uprising for the restoration of

democracy, peace and freedom. We look forward to the support of the

African Subcommittee and the Congress.

Thanks.
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First of all, let me thank you very much for accordirig me this opportunity arxJ privilege of once

again appearing before your distinguished committee to discuss the crisis in my country, Sudan.

This is the fourth time in the past decade that I have had the honour to appear before your

committee. That your committee has so frequently devoted time and attention to the discussion

of the crisis in my country is a testimony of your concern.

Your committee, Madam Chairperson, and the entire Congress of the United States of America

are in the unenviable position of being a world leader. We in Sudan look to you, as does the

rest of the worid, to help sort out the political crisis in Sudan. Your distinguished committee was

the first in October 1993 to recognise the right of the people of Southern Sudan to Self-determi-

nation. That right to Self-determination has now been incorporated into the six principles by

which the peace committee of the Intergovernmental Authority for Drought and Development

(IGADD) of the Horn of Africa is pursuing a negotiated peace to the crisis in Sudan. You and

your committee can enhance the success of the IGADD process. We call upon you as a

committee to adopt a resolution endorsing the IGADD Declaration of Principles (DOP)

document as the best available basis for finding a peaceful resolution to the Sudanese conflict.

We further urge you to urge the United States administration to publicly endorse the IGADD

DOP. We know that the US administration supports the IGADD peace initiative, but the

administration has not publicly stated that it supports the DOP under which IGADD is trying to

bring lasting peace to Sudan. A strong and unequivocal statement of support for the DOP will

make it clear to the Islamic Fundamentalist regime in Khartoum that it has no international room

for manoeuvre and that it should negotiate seriously under IGADD.

We all know, Madame Chairperson, that it is the regime in Khartoum which is trying to frustrate

the work of the IGADD peace committee today. Endorsement of the IGADD principles by your

committee and by the US administration will send a clear signal to Khartoum that the regime

must take the IGADD peace negotiations seriously

There are, of course, other measures that we wish to urge your august committee to consider

and act upon:

First, in order for the peace to be a durable and fair one, it should be a peace that is compre-

hensive and acceptable to all the people of Sudan. Negotiating peace only between a regime

in power and the South has been tried in the past and has proved to be wanting. Those who

are left out of the oeace orocess do not honour it when fhev attain oolitical oower The oresent

Islamic Fundamentalist regime is not only a military dictatorship which is repressing the people

of Sudan, Moslems and Christians alike, it is also a minority regime which represents at best

less than ten percent of the people of Sudan. Forcing the people of Southern Sudan to seek
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peace with this repressive regime, which uses terrorism at home and abroad to subvert interna-

tional security and which is actively engaged in destabilising its neighbours, would be to

strengthen its hand against the forces struggling for change inside Sudan today So, while we

do not ask the Congress and the government of the United States of America to invade Sudan

to restore democracy, as they did in Haiti and elsewhere in the world, we urge you to urge your

government to consider more mundane methods in the form of economic sanctions and arms

and oil embargoes upon the regime We also urge you to recognise the Sudanese opposition

as the legitimate representative of the people of Sudan, with whom your country and

government should do business rather than with the present regime

The Sudanese opposition, Madame Chairperson, is the legitimate representative of the peop'e

of Sudan, Most of its political parties were represented in the democratically elected

government which was overthrown by this regime. Large sections of the opposition have now

made an agreement with the Sudan Peoples Liberation Army (SPLA), the guerrilla army of the

South which is fighting the present regime.

On 12 December 1994, the Umma Party, the largest political party in Sudan, signed a compre-

hensive political agreement with the SPLA, which recognises the right of the South to Self-

determination and endorses the DOP principles of IGADD. I attach a copy of that agreement to

this testimony and urge you to enter this political document into the congressional records

This will enhance the Sudanese peace process. The secretary general of the Umma Party is

appearing before you in this distinguished hearing today and I am sure he will confirm his

party's commitment to finding a solution to the present conflict in Sudan through the right of the

South to Self-determination.

For neariy forty years. Madame Chairperson, our country has been torn by a war that its people

do not want and cannot afford. This war has been fought because Northern Sudan has insisted

that it is the political master of the country. Northern Sudan resents the fact that those of us

who also lay claim to this country, but were denied any role in our country at the time of

independence nearly forty years ago, should make demands for equality Based on Arao race

alone, the policies which have been pursued over the years would be bad enough. Since

almost six years ago, however, the present Islamic Fundamentalist regime, which seized pov/er

in a military coup in June 1989, decided to impose its own very harsh brand of Islamic

Fundamentalism, which is repressing Muslims and non-Muslims alike.

Religious persecution has been added to racial apartheid, making the situation in Sudan today

worse than anything ever witnessed in the apartheid South Africa of recent past. The people of

Southern Sudan the Nuba Mountains the Inaessina Hills of Eastern Sudan and even the

worse than animals by the present regime in power, Madame Chairperson.
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and is being used as an inducement for religious conversion to Islam by governmenl organi-

sations responsible for helping the hungry.

Furthermore, Madame Chairperson, the regime is now bent on destabilising its neighbours and

on exporting their brand of Islamic Fundamentalism to them. The danger is not only to non-

Muslim neighbours like Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya and Uganda, it extends even to our Islamic

neighbours like Egypt and Saudi Arabia. Need I, Madame Chairperson, remind you of the

terrorist hand of this regime in the bombing of the Worid Trade Center in New York in 1992 and

the plot to blow up the United Nations headquarters in 1993? I am sure you have your own

good means of finding out the role of the Sudanese regime in the current trials taking place in

your country of some of the Islamic terrorists We had warned of these impending events,

Madame Chairperson, months before they occurred, but we were not taken seriously.

International terrorism, Madame Chairperson, is something well established as a method by

which the regime in Khartoum deals with the rest of the world After all. we believe that there

were good reasons for your government placing Sudan under this regime on the list of

countries which sponsor international terrorism. The question we Sudanese ask is how can the

United States the most powerful country in the world, expect us to deal with this international

terrorism in Sudan alone? We need your government's co-operation and help to rid our people,

ourselves and the international community of the present regime

To return to the political crisis, Madame Chairperson, in conclusion, the following steps should

lead us to peace in Sudan:

The Interim Period

We should agree to establish an interim period of no more than two years during which time

(a) the North should recognise the right of the South to Self-determination and this

should be exercised under international supervision at the end of the two year interim

period. The question to be put to the South during the referendum should be whethe"-

they desire to remain united with the North under the system that will be implemented

during the interim penod or choose to become an Independent state;

(b) there should be a cease-fire in the war in the South;

(c) there should be a total disengagement of the two armies in the South, so that this

long disturbed part of our country can return to normality and so that the vast war-

affected population of the South can be repatriated, rehabilitated and resettled,
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(d) ideally, the Northern army should withdraw from the South during the interim period,

but it should be possible to arrange for the confinement of Northern troops to specific

barracks in the South under international supervision;

System of Government

(a) the South and North should work out constitutional arrangements during the interim

period which would form a permanent basis of relationship between them if the South

chooses to remain in a united country with the North, The terms of the new constitution

should reflect the constitutional powers contained in the interim period arrangements;

(b) the South should have its own system of government whose powers should not be

less than those in the best existing federation. Southerners would like to consider such

a system as a confederal arrangement between two equal parts of the Sudanese state

— the North and the South;

(c) a decentralised secular democratic system should be established, with several

regional governments and a central government whose composition is proportionally

shared by all the regions:

(d) if the South chooses unity in its referendum at the end of the interim period, then the

new constitution for the country embodying the interim period powers should come into

effect as a permanent arrangement

Comprehensive Peace

We must aim for a comprehensive, just and durable peace for our country. Any final peace

settlement should avoid being a peace between the South and a particular Northern party in

power in Khartoum. It should include all the political forces of the North and South. It is an

important test of their sincerity about genuine peace that the present regime should agree to

include all the parties in the country in the peace process. Any insistence on negotiating peace

with the South by one Northern party alone should be seen for what it is, a desire of that party

to strengthen itself with the South against its opponents in the North. The South has been

down this road before and should wish to avoid it.

I thank you again, Madame Chairperson, for the opportunity to put these points to your

committee and for your kind attention.
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TESTIMONY ON SUDAN

John Prendergast
Director, Horn of Africa Project

Center of Concern

Introduction

Over the past year, the war in Sudan has shifted from an
internal civil war to a regional security crisis. The Government
of Sudan (GOS) is now engaged in low-intensity conflict with the
Governments of Uganda and Eritrea, with larger war clouds
ominously on the horizon. The rebel Sudan People's Liberation
Army (SPLA) is battling the Lord's Resistance Army (LRA), a
Ugandan rebel group based in southern Sudan. Cross-border
conflict is also occurring with Zaire, CAR, Ethiopia, and Egypt.
Given the extensive mobiliz^ition of militia in the context of a
jihad recruitment drive, the GOS might have the largest army in
Africa by the end of the year. It is not an exaggeration to
foresee the possibility of a major regional war developing over
ideology and resources, especially the Nile waters.

Much is known about the human crisis facing millions of
Sudanese civilians throughout the country and those seeking
refuge in neighboring countries. But much less is known
regarding what to do about this deepening crisis. Consequently,
my testimony will invert the traditional order of evidence and
then recommendations. Instead, I will first provide the outlines
of an expanded policy response which takes into account current
fiscal and political realities in the U.S., and then I will offer
what I hope is a convincing context for the recommendations.

It should be noted that after extensive consultation with
groups inside Sudan, NGO networks in Europe, Canada and the US
have agreed to jointly undertake an International Campaign for
Peace in Sudan. The Horn of Africa Policy Group (Canada) and the
European Working Group on the Horn will coordinate with the tJS-
based Coalition for Peace in the Horn of Africa and the Catholic
Task Force on Africa in launching a campaign to urge global
endorsement of the IGADD Declaration of Principles and to push
for new energy towards peace-making in Sudan. There also is an
Amnesty International global campaign calling for the deployment
of an international civilian human rights monitoring group in all
areas of suspected abuse, a position which Human Rights Watch has
also taken and UN Special Rapporteur on Human Rights Gaspar Biro
has called for directly to the UN Commission on Human Rights.

War has raged in Sudan for three out of the last four
decades. It won't be reversed overnight. All of our aid, trade,
and diplomacy should be coordinated towards helping Sudanese
themselves rebuild a culture of peace in that country, beyond the
political/military outcome of the current civil conflict. The
Greater Horn of Africa Initiative could be the vehicle to begin
to harness international support for the creation of a
comprehensive, preventive policy. The absence of concerted
action will certainly jeopardize all of the Initiative's
objectives, including demobilization, disarmament, regional trade
and cooperation, and long-term regional food security.
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The US Role

The US has historically been the largest provider of
humanitarian assistance to war-torn Sudan. In the last year.
Ambassador Melissa Wells has ably served as President Clinton's
Special Envoy for Peace, consistently and appropriately
supporting the IGADD process. It is now time to step up the
response to another level, commensurate with the extraordinary
requirements created by the world's most deadly war. I would
propose that three steps need to be taken: condition all aid on
good governance and human rights criteria; build local capacity
and support civil structures; and support multi-level peace
making.

A. Condition All Aid on Good Governance and Human Rights

It is now commonly alleged that the US and Israel cooperate
in making arms available to the SPLA, despite protestations to
the contrary. In addition to whatever covert assistance the US
may or may not be providing, the US provides millions of dollars
per year in humanitarian assistance to Sudan, representing a huge
infusion of resources into a resource-scarce environment.

Thus far, the US has failed to exercise the vast potential
leverage which its aid programs offer in terms of good governance
or human rights conditionalities, or in stronger encouragement of
factional reconciliation in the south. This failure could be
interpreted as reflecting US comfort at the highest levels of the
policy-making process with a policy of low-intensity
destabilization of a pariah regime. Egypt's ambivalence further
muddles US policy; the Egyptian government abhors the National
Islamic Front but is frightened of the prospect of an Independent
Southern Sudan which could control the flow of the Nile to Egypt.
Finally, the neutrality demanded by the maintenance of the UN-
negotiated humanitarian access agreement (Operation Lifeline
Sudan -- OLS) creates a continuing need for even-handedness

.

This goes hand-in-hand with growing allegations by independent
critics that humanitarian policy has substituted for political
engagement. This Inaction on the political front has clearly
emboldened the COS on the battlefront, confident that it faces
little international sanction beyond the rhetorical.

Good governance advocacy and conditionality on aid that goes
to SPLA areas would not be instruments solely for improving human
rights. Good governance (including reciprocity with local
populations) is an indispensable long-term requirement for
gaining the local support necessary in eventually turning the war
tide. As Bishop Paride Taban has observed, "If the water dries
up the fish will die."
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Donor governments and aid agencies have understandably shied
away from such conditionality on humanitarian assistance. But in
this new age of complex emergencies -- marked by wars seemingly
without end -- humanitarian aid is often the only connection the
outside world has with the combatants. Economic and military aid
have often dried up, and diplomacy is sporadic. It is critical
to recognize that humanitarian aid is not neutral, and has
tremendous ramifications on the course of conflict. Conditions
should consciously be placed on humanitarian assistance which
encourage the fulfillment of humanitarian objectives: basic
public welfare mandates, basic human rights standards, basic
accountability criteria. Donors and agencies must be given the
space for Independent monitoring and assessment. When these
humanitarian objectives are not fulfilled by the controlling
authorities, the authorities in question should be circumvented
to the maximum extent possible. If their circumvention Is
impossible, and humanitarian principles are unabashedly abused,
aid should be cut off arid agencies should withdraw.

For example, one major set of questions that continues to go
unaddressed is the extent to which foreign aid is helping to
underwrite the war effort of the GOS. To what extent is the
international community replacing or substituting for the public
welfare responsibilities of the GOS, thereby freeing resources
for war? Are the aid flights to garrison towns in the south from
Khartoum lifelines more for the army than for the civilians?
(More bluntly, are the UN flights feeding the government soldiers
in southern garrisons?) Are the internal purchase programs,
rents, transport contracts, and currency exchange services
associated with the aid efforts providing foreign exchange used
to buy weapons on the international market? Is donated food
satisfying Internal consumption in the north and freeing northern
production for export, generating foreign exchange for the war
effort (reportedly up to one million tons of sorghum may be
exported this year alone from northern Sudan)? If donors cannot
independently investigate these issues and receive satisfactory
answers, their entire aid program to the north should be
reconsidered. But any cut-off should be scrupulously conditioned
on consistent abuse of access, accountability and reciprocity,
and the same principles should be applied to aid to the south.

Donors must spend more money on qualitative monitoring and
engagement. There needs to be empowered agency staff at the
local level who are able to challenge, cajole, train and partner
with local civilian structures. The cases concerning human
rights, accountability and civilianization of leadership need to
be argued and discussed with local authorities on a daily basis.
Donors have all kinds of money for moving the goods and the goods
themselves, but those last critical steps, monitoring and
engagement, are tragically underfunded.
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B. Build Local Capacity and Support Civil Structures

We need a new basis for operation in terms of humanitarian
assistance. Major progress has been made over the past year in
moving away from food aid dumping toward a more rehabilitative
approach to aid, thanks in large part to the strategy developed
by USAID and OFDA southern Sudan staff. Further shifts need to
be made in the direction of a policy of reinforcing civil
structures and building local capacity. This paradigm should be
the foundation of the Greater Horn of Africa Initiative, and all
US efforts in responding to complex emergencies globally.

Agencies and donors would better serve long-term crisis
management and capacity building objectives by more directly
focusing on the chiefs, churches, women's organizations, local
community groups and other elements of non-military society.
"Civil society" is healthiest and least corrupted/coopted at the
grassroots level. Any efforts we expend building externally-
driven systems above this level are diversions from real
grassroots participation in rehabilitation and reconstruction.
Much of the donors' engagement with the controlling authorities
should be over precisely this point: the need for creative space
at the local level for independent community organizations and
representatives

.

Institutional reform of political forces is a prerequisite
for effective humanitarian action. Where controlling authorities
are most abusive, political structures and religious
organizations of civil society should be strengthened In order to
assist the development of a popular alternative to predatory
militia groups. Where authorities demonstrate a commitment to
the welfare of populations under their control, they should be
included in institution building strategies. For example, in the
south the nascent village liberation councils and SPLM structures
should be supported where they have some reciprocity with local
populations. This is quite distinct from the political distance
that has usually characterized aid and donor agency activity.

Local capacity building requires maximum incorporation of
rehabilitative objectives into emergency planning. Relying too
greatly on food aid creates interregional rivalries and often
exacerbates problems of real and perceived biases by one
community of another (a contributing factor, for example, to the
intra-Nuer fighting in 1993-94). The dependent relief economy
removes the need for neighboring communities to establish mutual
relationships for trade (the neighboring Dinka-Nuer a case in
point, as are the Baggara and Dinka of Northern Bahr al Ghazal).
A subsistence restoration strategy would create the need to
trade: reciprocity is a prerequisite for survival, and this would
Involve restoring historic intercommunal trade and mutual
dependence links between neighboring communities which have been
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damaged by the war and large-scale food programs. Traditional
leaders often have a stake in subsistence economies, whereas
military commanders and their political allies usually benefit
most from the relief economy, and thus encourage it.

To address this, there must be a continuing shift in the
ratio of food to non-food items in favor of the latter,
priorizing strategies to rehabilitate internal commercial
networks, primary health care networks, vet networks, and seed
and grain banks. We have a major opportunity to do this now,
using the USAID/OFDA southern Sudan strategy and working with the
excellent leadership in southern Sudan of UNICEF, the coordinator
of the non-food strategy.

This again requires the political engagement of the military
factions to support such a strategy, making clear that the days
of food dumping are over and were prohibitively expensive anyway.

C. Support Multi-Level Peace-Making

A renewed, coordinated, multi-track effort is needed to
encourage peacemakers within and outside Sudan to simultaneously
work in formal and informal ways to bring peace at all levels of
society. Participants and mediators should be drawn from
governments, non-governmental organizations, faith groups and
indigenous communities. Simultaneous tracks are required at the
national, inter-factional and community level.

1. National

The Inter-Governmental Authority on Drought and Development
(IGADD) has now escalated from its role of conflict resolution to
a forum in which much more comprehensive measures are discussed.
If all four frontline states (Kenya, Uganda, Ethiopia, and
Eritrea) go to the Security Council with a united platform, that
diplomatic statement would be powerful. But at least some of the
members are not limiting their actions to diplomatic statements,
as they perceive the security threat posed by Khartoum to the
region to be grave.

IGADD long ago moved beyond a simple mediation effort. The
IGADD process as a negotiations forum may have stalled, but the
IGADD process as a broader effort to address issues of regional
stability is growing stronger. Consequently, its "success"
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cannot be judged solely in terms of progress at the negotiating
table between the GOS, SPLM and SSIM.

Besides continuing support for the IGADD process, providing
external incentives for the Sudanese combatants to return to the
negotiating table must be actively pursued. The US itself should
implement and ensure the observance by all member countries of
the European Union's arms embargo of Sudan and work to include an
embargo of police, security and intelligence equipment and
cooperation. An international debate should commmence on the
wisdom of an energy embargo, selected sanctions on Sudanese
exports (especially the export of sorghum, whose primary
purchasers include Japan, Malaysia and the European Union), and
an air exclusion zone as called for by numerous Sudanese
opposition and civic groups. Attempts to normalize Sudan's
involvement in the International Monetary Fund and World Bank
should be vigorously opposed (a meeting is scheduled for next
month to review Sudan's status). Perhaps most importantly, an
international news mechanism that could beam radio news about war
and peace on a weekly basis into Sudan should be sought.
Objective information puts pressure on controlling authorities
and provides hope for all peoples in Sudan working for a peaceful
future.

2. Inter-factional

Perhaps the most important thing that can be supported now
is the renewed hope of reconciliation between the two main rebel
factions, the SPLM and the SSIM (Southern Sudan Independence
Movement). The moment for reconciliation is ripe.

One important mediation effort is being undertaken by
southern politicians who are under the umbrella of the United
Sudan African Parties, elected during Sudan's last democratic
period but banned under the current regime. Eliaba Surur is the
key senior statesman engaging in shuttle diplomacy.

For decades -- perhaps for centuries if some of the
anthropological literature is accurate -- the border chiefs
between Dinka and Nuer areas have been the mechanism for
ameliorating inter-communal conflict and bringing people back
together. Although the SPLM has not empowered these people to
undertake their historical role, avenues of support for these
community leaders should be further explored. One Nuer told me,
"The chiefs could negotiate, the commmanders could supervise and
provide security, and the churches could bless any conflict
resolution effort."

It should be remembered that there was terrible fighting
between the SPLA and Anyanya 2 in Upper Nile in 1986-7, and no
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one at that time thought they could possibly unite, but they
eventually did reconcile.

3. Community

Indigenous peace efforts among Sudanese neighboring peoples
offer significant hope for peace-making at the community level
and help create an atmosphere and momentum for peace that can
have significant effects on both inter-factional and national
efforts. When Indigenous peoples -- acting through their chiefs,
faith groups, women's associations and civil administrators --

initiate peace efforts, governments and non-governmental agencies
must be ready to provide material and personnel support to
strengthen and facilitate such processes. The African Conflict
Resolution Act of 1994 could provide a solid foundation for
small-scale support for these initiatives.

One encouraging effort at the local level was the
groundbreaking agreement between the Jikany and Lou sections of
the Nuer. But numerous individual violations of the agreement
have occurred since it was signed in 1994. One elderly Sudanese
points out: "Many commanders have made fortunes looting cows, and
they have married many women. It will be very difficult for them
to change."

Given that no compensation was paid In the context of the
agreement, and an Inadequate number of traditional ceremonies to
seal the process have been performed, there is concern that the
agreement cannot hold. Because the number of Nuer killed in the
fighting was without precedent, "diya" (blood money) was
perceived as being too expensive, especially as these blood money
debts are payable in cattle. There was also concern that no
agreement for compensation could be enforced. Hence, it was
critical that the agreement -- in the absence of compensatory
mechanisms -- be marked though ritual by agreeing parties. The
Nuer elders and Presbyterian Church have chosen to do this by
sponsoring a traveling peace committee which is performing a
series of sacrifices, beginning in Lou areas and then moving to
Jikany areas. This kind of effort could be expanded with minimal
external support.

In Equatorla, Bishop Parlde Taban has been touring the Torit
Diocese preaching sermons of reconciliation. These kinds of
efforts also should be explored for how they could be supported
further in small and unobtrusive ways.
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state of Governance In Rebel-Held Areas

Since the SPLM and SSIM conventions which both called for
the civilianization of the administration of the movements, the
lines of demarcation between commanders and civilian
administrators are understandably still very unclear. For the
SPLM, in some places, the commanders disdain the civilian
authorities and undercut their power. In others, the
commissioners are recognized by the commanders. The process
seems to be different in Equatoria and Bahr al-Ghazal. In
Western Equatoria, this process is an extension of something that
was already underway: an attempt to build a county, payam and
village governing structure. One Equatorian woman told me, "Now
with the civil administration ordinary people can go to the
commissioner with their problems. It was very difficult to do
that with the commanders in the past." Due to constant fighting,
little changes have been instituted in Eastern Equatoria. In
Bahr al-Ghazal, the chiefs seem to be the principal beneficiary
of the new policy, and they are formally empowered also in
Equatoria to have jurisdiction over the local courts and dispute
mediation. "Formal empowerment" is the key phrase, because the
chiefs have always been fairly influential in the SPLM, and
certainly are in SSIM. This role is legitimized by the
restructuring on both sides.

Parallel to this new emphasis on civilian leadership are old
habits which are not dying easily. Just during the days I was in
Western Equatoria in January 1995, there were reports of SPLA
soldiers beating civilians in Yambio and an ongoing forced
recruitment drive in Maridi. Stories also were told of SPLA
soldiers at the front line in Mundri in late 1994 engaging in
widespread raping and forced marriages of Equatorian women. The
lack of respect for the judicial system by SPLA (and SSIA)
soldiers, according to Amnesty International, creates "a climate
in which soldiers feel they can comit human rights abuses with
impunity." (The Tears of Orphans, London, 1995, p. 102)

Regarding the SSIM, one agency official commented, "The new
SSIM structures haven't changed anything." But it may be too
soon to judge. Authority is supposed to now be transferred to
the chiefs to elect their own leaders in the civilian
administrative structure. (The chiefs, who control the Nuer
civilian militia called the White Army, act as a form of internal
accountability for the SSIM. Riek is giving more formal
authority to the chiefs in exchange for greater cooperation
between the SSIA and the White Army.) For the first time there
are locally controlled civilian courts, and the number of cases
are rapidly increasing as people begin to bring up cases from
previous years (most cases are reportedly cow-related, and the
chiefs are now able to levy fines and collect them -- if five
cows constitute the fine, four go to the court, one to SSIM)

.

Village councils are supposedly only now being formed. The SSIA

8
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has established a military tribunal composed of five senior
commanders to Investigate military abuses.

Will this staunch the hemorrhaging the SSIM has experienced?
A significant portion of Rlek's original council has left him.
Most of the Lou-Jlkany fighting took place right in the heart of
SSIM-controlled areas (the key towns of Naslr and Ulang were
burned during the fighting), and the Movement was not able to
effectively control the fighting until the Convention. Numerous
commanders were involved in major cattle raiding. In addition to
being told by the Convention to reconcile with the SPLA, Rlek may
need to himself for his own political survival.

Southern factionalism is continuing. Lam Akol is agitating
for support for his Fashoda Relief and Rehabilitation
Association. He kidnapped an OLS consultant (Peter Adoak) to
show he's in charge in Tonga area. Another kidnapping of relief
personnel was carried out by another renegade commander, Gordon
Kong, in Waat District in February. This is a hornet's nest,
given the proclivity of others such as Keroblno Bol, William
Nyoun, and Martin Kenyi to form their own factions and demand
recognition from OLS, as the Equatorian movement PRM tried to do
last year, unsuccessfully. As one official wryly observed, "There
Is more money as the top dog in a small faction than as a
sacrificing bureaucrat in a larger one." The ultimate aim is to
parlay recognition on the humanitarian front into a seat at the
political negotiations table.

In response, OLS is attempting to renegotiate the
groundrules on which it operates, and redefine what a
humanitarian organization is.
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state of Governance in Government-Held Areas

Human Rights Watch, African Rights, and Amnesty
International have all produced insightful reports recently
regarding the deteriorating human rights environment in
government-held areas of Sudan, as have some of the other
witnesses at today's hearing. The only point I'd like to
highlight is that the GOS is engaged in a massive policy of
enforced acculturation; i.e., forcibly changing the cultural
identity of groups considered "impure." The vision of an Arab
culture with a uniform belief in a brand of extremist political
Islam is producing a radical social transformation in some parts
of Sudan, at the cost of the attempted destruction of numerous
cultures and livelihoods.

The Displaced

The condition of the roughly two million internally
displaced people around Khartoum (primarily from the south and
west) will be covered by other testimony at this hearing. I'd
like to make just a few supplementary points. These populations
are receiving some token material assistance from the outside
world, but receive no protection from the ongoing demolitions of
their settlements. The UN and aid agencies have presented little
challenge to these forced relocations, and donor governments such
as the US have limited their actions to sharply worded demarches
and press releases. This kind of extraordinary situation is one
which ought to be handled forcefully by the UN Department of
Humanitarian Affairs, which has done little to date beyond
helping to underwrite the relocations in exchange for unfulfilled
promises to stop the bulldozing and burning of settlements.

African Rights has correctly pointed out that donors and aid
agencies lack a common front in dealing with the Khartoum
displaced. The organization calls on donors to set conditions on
their humanitarian assistance, and if basic human rights continue
to be violated and agreements are not upheld, aid should be
withdrawn. I fully agree with this recommendation.

The Nuba Mountains

Citing strategic military interests, an order from Khartoum
in October 1991 closed off the Nuba Mountains from the
international aid community. Despite this action, reports of
atrocities committed by government and paramilitary forces (the

10
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PDF) began trickling out of the Nuba Mountains toward the end of .

1991 and continue to the present -- it is clear that their
actions far exceed the derogations a nation is permitted to make
under a state of emergency. The Sudanese government has gone
beyond its purported goal of ridding the region of the SPLA;
abuses suffered by Nuba civilians are not incidental to the civil
war raging in Sudan, but are part of a targeted, systematic, and
long-range government policy.

Already by late 1990, the Sudanese government had begun a
campaign characterized by the arrest, detainment, and
imprisonment without trial of large numbers of educated Nuba
leaders and intellectuals. Another tier in the Government's
multi-leveled plan is the dispersion and mass relocation of the
Nuba people from their villages to other parts of Sudan.

The government is targeting the Nuba for political reasons,
pursuing a "divide and concjuer" strategy in Kordofan province to
solidify their power in Khartoum. In encouraging conflict
between the Nuba and Baggara Arabs while dispersing and
eliminating educated Nuba, Nuba civil servants, and Nuba
government officials, the regime is further marginalizing the
Nuba and neutralizing their political power. Southern Kordofan
is a region that traditionally produces support for the Umma
Party and the Democratic Unionist Party; the GOS has a great
incentive to parcel up the region and disperse opposition
support

.

There is also evidence that the forced relocation of
thousands of Nuba may be for the purpose of land acquisition in
the Nuba Mountains, especially the fertile agricultural plains
stretching from Habila to Hiban and from Rashad to Dilling.
Mohammed Suliman, Deputy Director of the Institute for African
Alternatives in London, has noted "a growing economic element to
the war [in Sudan] that does not distinguish between Muslim and
non-Muslim. The persecution of black Muslim Nuba tribesmen in
south central Sudan, whose fertile lands are much-coveted, is a
case in point." (The Independent, February 10, 1993) Abuse has
resulted when Nuba have resisted government agricultural schemes.

The land freed up as the Nuba are forced from their villages
may be given as gifts or payoffs, or sold to government-
supporting Baggara Arabs and wealthy businessmen from Khartoum.
In August, 1992 the government began to prepare the way for large
mechanized farms in newly-cleared areas of the mountains. Review
of the list of proprietors indicated that they are not Nuba. In
March, 1993 the Investment Minister All al-Haj stated in London
that 40,000 applications from commercial farmers for newly-
available land in southern Kordofan had been received. The
sudden availability and means of acquisition of this "newly-
available" land renders these seemingly legitimate transactions

11
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highly questionable.

Finally, the possibility that the Nuba have been targeted In
order to exploit them as a low-wage labor source must be
considered. Their growing concentration in transit and
relocation camps makes them particularly vulnerable. Government
sources have admitted that screening is done In the relocation
camps to separate the "productive" (i.e., young men) from the
"non-productive" (i.e., women, children, and the elderly). Men
are to be taken to "productive sites", namely large, mechanized
farms owned by wealthy merchants in the north. Women and
children will be placed in homes in northern Kordofan, where they
will have no option except to work as domestic servants or even
serve as concubines. This is particularly alarming in the
context of a history of resurgent slavery in Kordofan province.
There are frequent reports of trafficking in child slavery in
Kordofan.

12
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state of Aid

The ratio of non-food to food aid has Improved dramatically.
This is critical in the drive to restore or maintain some measure
of a subsistence economy and to protect livelihoods and hence
cultures, which can be done In the context of an emergency
program. For example, there are now ten veterinary trainers and
ten NGOs involved in animal health; in July 1993 there were two.
One observer noted, "In the past, OLS had defined the vulnerable
as those who need food and those that received food aid were
categorized as the vulnerable population. That produced a
vicious circle."

The last six months have seen significant changes In the aid
philosophy in southern Sudan through OLS. The food economy
assessment model has been Introduced, forcing food monitors to
describe what makes up the entire food consumption and
acquisition picture. "It will roll back the general Ignorance of
the situation," said one agency official. "They're actually
finding out that things aren't that bad."

Rather than push food aid as the main instrument of crisis
response (no matter what the cause of the crisis), the World Food
Program (WFP) is not authorizing food unless a need Is
comprehensively demonstrated by food monitors and local
officials. In December, WFP decided temporarily not to send any
more food anywhere in southern Sudan. Furthermore, the
decentralization of delivery sites has deconcentrated civilians
from major towns and allowed the majority of recipient families
to move back to or much closer to their home villages. Akon and
Waat are the most dramatic examples. WFP also plans to establish
relief committees in areas to which food aid is delivered; it
will be interesting to see the process by which those committees
are formed.

Non-air transport of aid is a bit of a red herring. Many
have advocated road, rail and barge efforts, but the evidence
must be re-examined.

A) Road: it cost roughly $800/ton for Intereact to
truck food to Thiet and other points in Bahr al-Ghazal from
Uganda. Most didn't make it; the cost of air is comparable; the
cost of fixing the trucks is far higher than the food itself; and
the trucks badly damaged the road -- especially from Mundri to
Akot -- to the point where the cost of rehabbing the road will
far outstrip what it would have cost to airlift the food.

B) Barge: Most of the aid Is looted long before It
reaches its intended destination. Very little monitoring is
done.

C) Rail: The train convoys have caused more problems

13
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than the their cargo ameliorated. PDF mllltla usually accompany
the trains and often destroy whatever Is In their path, which
sometimes includes villages.

Food aid has played a critical life-saving role in some
cases. Advocacy efforts which led to the expansion of OLS into
Northern Bahr al-Ghazal in mid- 1994 probably saved thousands of
lives of people who had exhausted their assets. On the other
hand, the dumping of food into places like Kongor and Torit with
little monitoring is largely diverted to the SPLA and Government,
respectively.

Diversifying aid modalities is an important lever in
maintaining access and independence for aid agencies. At this
time, diversification would mean expanding cross-border aid and
commerce routes from neighboring countries, fully supporting OLS
but also building the capacity of non-OLS agencies to respond to
areas where negotiated access is denied (such as the Nuba
Mountains), and pressing for a restoration of the concept of
"corridors of tranquility."

14
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POLITICAL AGREKMOn: BETWEEN THE UMMA PARTY AND THE SUDAN PEOPLES'
LIBERATION MOVEMENT ^ND SUDAN PEOPLES' LIBERATION ARMY (SPIH/SPLA)
ON TRANSITIONAL ARFAi^BMKNTS AND SBLF-DETBRMINATION

PREAMBLE

We, the Repraaentatives of the UMMA Party and the Sudan
Peoples' Liberattan Movement and the Suden Peoples'
Liberation Army -(SPLM/SPLA) [Both hereinafter referrad to as

the Parties]

:

Deeply cotaiiitted to an Iwnediote end of the current
armed conflict throufih a Just and lasting settlenent;

Fjlly awarjs that the attainment of S'uoh a just and
lasting aettlement requires courage, statesmanship.
political djaring s.nd challenging vision en the part of
the leadership of all the political forces in the Sudan:

Fully cogTii<2ant of the fact that the unity of the Sudan
cannot b«i durably based on force or ccercion. but on
justice ana the free oonaent cf all the Sudanese People;

Appreciative cf the results of the UMMA Party
SPLM/SPLA Agrseaen-i of lS9e which brought harmony ajncng
the Sudanese living in the transitional zone;

Mindful of the reality that the resolution cf the
present conflict requires a comprehensive approach to
bring peacje and justice to all the marsinajiaed and
oppressed . people of the Sudan and to build the New
Sudan;

;

Painfully ^conscious of the destructive and irresponsible
policies ahd acts of the ruling Ielar\ic Fundamentalist
rsgir.e which has accentuated and institutionalised
divisive riel igio-cultural chauvinism and obscurantism;

I

HEREBV AGRCE ON A^JD ADOPT THE FOLLOWING
POLITICAL AGREEMENTj

1. THE PARTIES: Re-affirm their commitment to a just peace,
democracy, and 'unity based on the free will of the people of
the Sudan and to resolving the present conflict by peaceful
means through 'a just and lasting sfettlement. And to that
end, the Partiiss accept the IGADD Declaration of Principles
(DOP) as a viaqle basis for such a Just and last settlement.

2. Recognize the right tc Self-determination as a basic human
and peoples' r^ght;
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; 2

3. Affirm" the right io self-determinfttion for the People of
Southern Sudan to Ipe exercised in a free and internationally
supervised referend^ to be conducted in Southern Sudan;

4. The parties, however, have different i>ositionB with regards
to the right of eelf-determinatlon for the people of Nuba
Mountains, Abyei Rejgion and the Ingeseena Hills.

4.1 The SPLM/SPLA fully recognises the right to self-
deterinination 'of the people of Nuba Mountains, the Abyei
Region and tfie Ingeseena Hills to be exercised in a free
and an internationally supervised referenda;

4.2. The Umma Par-^'y rejects the mention and inclusion of the
Suba Mountainp. Abyei Region and the Ingesscna Hills in
the self-deterrranat ion clawae because it dees not
recognise thS' right to self-dcterir ' nat,icn for any group
outside the Southern Sudan.

5. The right to Self-determination for the people of the
Sour-hern Sudan shall be exercised before the expiry of the
Interim Period, provided that such an Interim Period shall
commence an the date of removal from power of the present
regime:

6. The Interim Period shell not be less than two years ar.d not
mere than four years;

7. During the Intenim Period the Sudar, shall be governed as a
United Country , on the basie of Federal Arrangements for
Northern States 'and a Confederal Status for the Southern
State. The reltticnship between the Central Governinent and
the Southern Cinfederai State shall be worked out by a
Technical Ccmmit'tee to be set u? by the Parties.

6. The Parties shall ensure that the Cer.tral Government (e.g.
the presidency, the Council of Ministers} during the Interis
Period, shall 'be composed of representatives of ell the
political parties, the ArT.ed Forces, the SPLA.
representatives .bf the institutions of the civil society that
cosunit themselvfes to the principles of n-uiti-perty democracy,
unity with justice and self-determinaticn

;

9. The SPLM shall form the Interim Confederal Government after
due consultations with the political forces of the Southern
Sudan with the view of achieving the SPLM's objectives of
reconciliation iand national unity.

le. The Parties agr«e that SPLA Forces shall re.main intact in the
Confederal Stalje under their own command and subject to the
authority and Overall command of the Confederal Government.

11. Re-integration: of forces and reconstitution of the national
armed forces shall be considered in the light of the outcome
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of the Raferendun. ^
t

12. The Parties shaljl ensure that the Central Government ahall,
within the stipulated interim period. devise and implement
the confidenca--bullding measures and the necessary
restructuring, sc that the exercise ot the right to self-
decermination Is a choice between remaining in a united just
Sudan on the one( hand and independence for the Confederate
State on the other;

13. The Parties shal'l endeavour to adopt a common stand on the
oetions to be pi-esented in the Referendvun. The options shall
he':-

1

a. Federation '

b. Confederal United Sudan.
c. Independencej for the Confederate State.

14. The Parties agre^ to respect, abide by and tsiple^ient in gooc
faith the outcome' of the Refersnd'UJn.

15. The Parties shall) ensure that the institutions of the Central
Gcverninent are restr-jctured, manned and run in a manner that
shall fairly a!nd effectively reflect the Federal and
Confederal character of the Interim Arrangesne.its;

16. With respect to tihe issue of religion and state the Parties
are committed to the Nairobi Declaration which shall forn ^he
basis of oonstijtutional arrangeme.-,ts during the interim
period: I

1"
. International and regional human rights instruments shall

constitute 2J1 ^integral part of the Constit-utional and
AdT.inistrative Arrangements in the Interim Period and any
Laws, orders and! reff^laticns contrary thereto shall be null
and void;

j

19. The Parties have agreed to set up a Political Technical
Co.Tjnittas to djraft the Constitutional and Aministrative
Arrangements for | the Interim Period to be presented to the
leaderships of thje two parties.

I

19. The Parties shalj. cooperate, coordinate and pool tcgether
their resources

j
in order to eacalate the struggle and

expedite the removal of the present NIF regime in the
interest of peacel, .Justice and democracy in the Sudan.

20. The Sudanese econcpmy shall be radically restructured with the
aim to:-

(1) Ensuring fair and sustainable development;

(2) Redressing regional, sectional and social injueticee
suffered by the people of the marginalised areas of the
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South, the past, the West and the Far North:

(3) Accelerating reconstruction and rehabilitation of the
war affectejd areas;

(4) Ensuring rjedistribut ion of wealth and availability of
essential dommoditiaa at affordable prices.

21. The Central Government shall restructure. reforoi, and
reconstitute all national, diplcmatic, public services,
financial and eoonomic institutions with the aim of realising
a Just and faiij" participation of all regional and social
groups in the Sudan. The blue print of such policy shall
strive 'o reconcile technical competence with Just
participation bearing in mind of the importance of providing
in-service-training-

I

22. There shall be jan ir.T.ediets cease-fire with cosir.enceir.e.nt of
the Interim Period supervised and monitcred by the UN;

23. A National Defence Council shall supervise, coordinate arc
organise the peaceful co-existance of the two armies;

24. The parties re-*ffir5i their sieoibership and cooanitment to the
KDA and agree (to table the text of this agreement in the next
tCEA meeting with the view of seeking the accession cf the
rest of the NpA mencerahip to this agresnent a.nd to invite
their participation i.n tihe Political end Technical CosMittee
for drafting : the Constitutional and Administrative
fji's-angements with the view of reaching a national co.nsensuo
over the Inter in Arrange.-Lents

.

25. The English vjersien cf th:
standard and authentic text.

(
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